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Th e  Okanagan Valley fruit ami vegetable industry has been study­ing carefully this week such details as are ayadable ol the 
Canadian-United States reciprocal trade agreement m an «uoj't to 
determine to what extent the industry will be affected. And the 
question uppermost in the minds of British Columbia fruit and vege­
table shippers and growers is this: W ill the policy of the K ing  
Government jirovide for an adequate dump (luty to safeguaid the
rSnadian market atrainst American importations ? . , ^
The removal of the seasonal specific tariff and a reduction in the ad 
valorem duty, stipulated in the treaty signed last week by 
President Roosevelt, give little cause for concern as the-most valuable feature 
of protection—the vitally important feature—is provision for the 
of fair market values for duty and dump purposes, which has been enjoyed
In jjg encouraging news to the industry to learn that
been made for the fixing of values for duty up to a maximum of 80 per cent
of tho present values. If this maximum, or a figure closely
annlled in practice, the view is held by practically
dmtry will continue to enjoy satisfactory protection. ^ J ^
comoaratively low figure is set, it is quite generally agieed that Canada will
be in grave danger of becoming a dumping ground for United States pn^uce.
The whole question, therefore, becomes one of government pohey. If 
leports to date are, accurate, there appears to be ample provision 
national agreement for protection of the fruit and vegetable industry, but, as 
one man puts it, “there is the uncertainty as to the policy of the government 
regarding the application of the duties.’* It is felt by many, 
fart that^a maximum lor dump duty has been stipulated in the pact indicates 
strongly that the government has in mind a reasonable protection lor Canadian
bfany^cSe!?he full weight of producers’ organizations throughout Can­
ada will be brought to bear on the government to urge the necessity for a fair 
measure of protection against dump.
Shippers Seem Satisfied 
Generally, the fruit industry takes 
a feiirly optimistic view of the situ­
ation that has developed because of 
the fact that the stated policy of Mr. 
King during the election campaign op­
posed the principle of tariffs sucK as 
dump duties. The indication that they 
are not to be abolished is happy tid­
ings. The Okanagan Federated Ship­
pers' Association, under the signature 
of Major M. V. McGuire, Manager, has 
issued a statement to the effect that “it 
would appear that, while our past pro- 
'lertion has been reduced, the industry, 
under the new trade agreement, still 
bas satisfactory protection.” Produc­
ers’ representatives are not quite so 
ready to voice an opinion until a bet­
ter opportunity has been given to study 
the agreement—and until the definite 
policy of the government has been 
announced.
Difficulties For Vegetable Growers
Got E. Poole, Manager of the Vege­
table Marketing Agency, sees difficul­
ties in the way for vegetable growers 
even if the maximum dump duty is 
applied. He points out that, under the 
• new arrangement, with 80 per cent of 
the present advance applying, lettuce 
invoiced at $1.25 would have a duty of 
only 89c as compared with $1.90, as at 
present. He fears also that freight rates 
on crates from the United States to the 
Canadian prairies will be lowered.
, Celery, he points out, is affected some- 
i what similarly, while most other com­
modities are not so badly hit.
- Comparison Of New Duties With Old
The full statement of the Shippers' 
Association, showing how the new du­
ties compare with the old when the 
maximum is applied, follows:
“In effect, it would appear that the 
minimum seasonal tariff has been- elim­
inated and. with the exception of 6n- 
' i<ms, grapes and tpmatoes, all fruit 
and vegetables have been placed bn 
Die intermediate tariff of 15 per cent. 
(This entails no change in fruits but 
is a reduction on vegetables.) In ad-, 
dltion, provision is made fpr the fixing 
of values for duty 3[S at present, but 
in no case shall values exceed 80 per 
cent of our present values.
“It would appear that, while our past 
protection has been reduced, the indus­
try under the new trade agreement 
still has satisfactory protection.
**Tlie following wire from Gapt. L. 
F. Burrows, Secretary of the Canadian 
. Horticultural Council, has been re-
■ '. ceived: .
“ ‘Agreement effective January 1st 
eliminates minimum seasonal tariff and 
provides duty 15 per cent ad valorem 
on fruit and vegetables, except onions, 
30 per cent, grapes, liX> cents pound, 
tomatoes 2 cents; Also provides for 
fixing value for duty practically all 
fruits and vegetables on present sys­
tem, but the advance shall not be 
more , than 80 per cent of present ad­
vance. My calculation duty plus value 
on onions costing dollar equals present 
$1.50 agreement $1.08. Apples costing 
75 cents box makes present 80 cent 
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WHAT SOME OF 
THE LEADERS 
HAVE TO SAY
Opinions A s  To  Effect O f Reci 
procity Treaty O n  The Fruit 
And Vegetable-Industry «
RESPONSE TO 
WELFARE DRIVE 
IS^NERO US
Tow n  And Country Co-operating 
Alike In  Support O f Establish­
ment O f Central Fund
Great enthusiasm is exprcjiscd by 
members of tho Rotary and Gyro Clubs 
who are now engaged in a vigorous 
campaign for funds in aid of the Kel­
owna and District Welfare Association.!
Canvassers are meeting with a gen­
erous and sympathetic response from 
Kelowna merchants and business men 
and women, who are quick to realize 
the advantages of centralized control of 
welfare work, which means that only 
one appeal will be made for this pur­
pose.
The response of the fruit grower.'; has 
been equally generous, and orders on 
packing houses in favour of the Assoc­
iation are pouring in by every mail. 
Some growers who have had their 
crops wiped out are sending in cash 
donations instead, and the sacrifice this 
entails is fully realized.
Two outstanding entertainments in 
aid of welfare work are scheduled for 
next week. The hilarious film “ Man On 
The Flying Trapeze,*’ featuring W. C. 
Fields, is booked at the Empress Thea­
tre for Wednesday, November 27th, 
while on the following night the Royal 
Anne Hotel will be the scene of a big 
dance under the auspices of the Gyro 
Club.
It is hoped that these two affairs 
will be well patronized, as citizens are 
not only assured of a good time but 
will also have the satisfaction of know­
ing they are assisting a worthy cause.
Cash Donations Up To Nov. 19
Order of the Eastern Star ........$25.00
Sons of .England  ............ .....  25.00
Mfs. W. Browne Clayton,
Okanagan Mission ................. 15.00
Among Okanagan Valley fruit men, 
the consensus of opinion seems to be 
that, under the new treaty with the 
United States, a measure of protection 
will still be enjoyed. Whether or not 
that protection will be adequate to 
safeguard the industry will depend up­
on the policy adopted by the King 
government.
MR. iV. E. HASKINS 
Mr. W. E. Haskins, chairman of the 
Tree Fruit Board, states that it is im­
possible to "give a final verdict on the 
treaty until the a^eement has been 
fully studied. He points out that the 
value-for-duty regulations are more 
important to the Qk^agan than the 
ordinary ad valorem tariff. While the 
new arrangement provided, according 
to reports, that the maximum would be 
80 per cent of the old figure, the ques­
tion might arise as to what the mini­
mum would be.
“The anti-dumping provisions are 
more importaht than the rate of duty, 
he said. ’^ Okanagan growers do not 
fear fair competition, but will be ruin 
ed if' their markets are used as a dump­
ing ground.”
MR. A. K. UOYD
Speaking as President of the B. C 
F. G. A., the producers’ organization, 
Mr. A. K. Loyd states that the fate of 
the industry depends upon whether or 
not the government applies the provis­
ions for dump duty already made. 
Strong representations would be made 
to this end, he said.
MR. E. J. CHAMBERS
Mr. E. J; Chambers, President of As­
sociated Growers, in a statement to the 
press, said, in part:—
“ The industry today is not in a posi 
tion to survive without sufficient pro 
tection to insure the Canadian market 
to Canadian producers at reasonable 
prices. The main value in the protec 
tion afford^ has been that given under 
Section 43 of the Customs Act, which 
provides for the establishing of fair 
market values for; duty and dump pur 
poses.
**I understand that under the Treaty 
the seasonal specific duty is eliminated 
and the ad valorem duty-reduced in 
most cases, hut the provisions under 
Clause 43 aie at present retained, to 80 
per cent extent on most commodities, 
and, as this has been the most valuable 
feature of the protection in the past, 
believe the fruit and vegetable growers 
generally will feel that they have been 
fairly \yell taken care of in a Treaty 
<■Continued on Page 6)
D , H , R a tte n b u ry
A .  J , C . ............ ....................
M r .  .and M rs . H . S . R ose  .
'Thos. M a x w e l l  (R u t la n d )
R e v . W .  W .  M c P h e r s o n ....
L .  J . K e l ly  ..........
C . C .  K e l ly  ............... ............
A .  J . P r itc h a rd  .....................
C h a r le s  Q u in n  ....... ............
D r .  J . W .  N .  S h e p h e rd  ........ 5.00
A n g l ic a n  C h u rc h  G u i ld  ................... - 7.00
B e r t  M u ssa tto  ................. ............ 2.00
A .  D .  M a r s h a ll  .......... ............. 10.00
S . M . G o r e  ............... .. .................... . 10-00
C a r l  N e u h a u s e r  ...... ...............  1-00
E . M u g fo rd  (R u t la n d ) ............ . . 5.00
25.00
50.00 
2.00 
2.00
10.00 
6.00
3.00
2.00
5.00
SCOUT LEADERS 
HOLD ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE
Eighth Yearly  Gathering O f O k­
anagan Scouters Profitable, 
Sociable And Inspiring
Eight Troops represented by thirty- 
two Leaders, in addition to District 
Commissioner E. C. Weddell and other 
1 officers, gathered in Kelowna on Sat­
urday and'Sunday for the eighth an­
nual conference of Okanagan Boy 
Scout Patrol Leaders, held this year- 
under the auspices of tho 1st Kelowna 
Troop in the Scout Hall.
Very full discussions resulted from 
the various topics introduced during 
the two-day sessions, which were mosi 
beneficial to the Leaders. It was de­
cided to accept the invitation of the 
1st Penticton Troop to hold next year s 
Conference at Penticton. ^
Patrol Leaders Dave Chapman and 
Harold ‘ Henderson, of the* Kelowna 
Troop, acted as chairman and secre­
tary, respectively, at the Conference  ^
which was opened shortly after 10 
o’clock or\ Saturday morning with the 
pinging of\0 Canada,” followed by the 
chairman’s introductory remarks and 
a short addftess of welcome by Mr. D. 
Chapman, sr.\ President of the Kelow­
na Board of Yf^»de, in the absence ot 
Mayor W. R. Trench.
Mr. Chapman said that-it gave him 
much pleasure to have to address his 
son in the capacity of “Mr. Chairman,” 
and his kindly words, of welcome and 
good wishes were much appreciated by 
the delegates.
In addition to the Leaders and Dis- 
(Continued on Page 11)
NELSON HAS 
nNE SPORTS 
-BUILDING
FRUIT BOARD 
IS ESTIMATING 
APPI^DAMAGE
Statement Soon T o  Be Issued- 
Applc And Pear Trees Have 
Suffered T o  Some Extent ■
FRUIT BOARD
APPEAL MONDAY
Keane Case Hearing Before Judge 
.Swanson A t  Penticton
The Tree Fruit Board’s appeal against 
the decision of Magistrate McClelland 
in Penticton Police Court recently, 
w;hen the action of the Board against 
F ’ H. Keane, Penticton grower-ship­
per, was dismissed, will be heard before 
Judge J. D.-Swanson in County Court 
on Monday next.
BRITISH COAL MINERS
VOTE FOR STRIKE
Total ..... ................ .....;..$210.00
M ayor M organ Invites Kelowna 
Council T o  Attend Opening 
Festivities Nov. 29-30
LONDON, Nov. 21:— The Executive 
of the Mine Workers’ Federation an­
nounced today that the organization 
has voted overwhelmingly in favour of 
a nation-wide strike, the date of which, 
however, has not yet been decided. 
The strike is to enforce a demand for 
a wage increase of two shillings daily.
RECIPROCAL AND PRESENT TARIFFS
General tariffs to take effect on January 1st under the new 
treaty, as compared with present duties  ^ are as follows (present 
tariff is shown in parentheses): Apples. 15 per cent (20 per cent.); 
apricots. 15 per cent. (20 per cent.); asparagus, green beans, beets, 
Brussels sprouts, cabbage, ciirrots, cauliflower, celery, cucumbers, 
lettuce, mushrooms, parsley, green peas, peppers, radish, rhubarb, 
spinach and tomatoes, 15 per cent. (30 per cent.); cranberries, 15 per 
cent. (20 per cent.); grapes, I54 cents (2c); loganberries, 15 per cent. 
(20 per cent); mrfons, n.o.p., 25,^ 0 (3c); cantaloupes, 15 per cent (20 
per cent); muskmelons, 15 per cent, (20 per cent.); casabas 2i/^ c (3c); 
onions, 30 per cent- (30 per cent.); oranges, free; peaches, 15 per cent. 
(20 per cent.); pears, 15 per cent. (20 per cent.); plums and prunes, 
IS per cent. (20 per cent.); raspberries and strawberries, 15 per cent. 
(29 per cent.).
It is stipulated that whatever rate of dump duty becomes effec­
tive shall apply to all of the above commodities except Brussels 
sprouts, cauliflower, casmbas, honey ball and honey dews, mushrooms, 
parsley and radishes
JAMES BROWNE 
A O PTT E D  OF 
MANSLAUGHTER
Jury A t  Vernon Assizes Absolves 
Kelowna Youth O f Responsi­
bility For Death
, VERNON, Nov. 16. — After deliber­
ating for about half an hour, the Assize 
jury which heard the evidence in the 
trial of James Browne, jr., of Kelowna, 
charged with manslaughter arising 
from the death on July 13th lart -of 
Mrs. Catherine Honor, 45, of Kelowna, 
returned a verdict of not guilty. Imme­
diately after the verdict, which -was 
announced on Friday at noon, the Ke­
lowna youth was discharged from cus­
tody by Mr. Justice McDonald and, re­
ceived the congratulations of his 
friends on the outcome of the trial, 
which had proved a strain on the ac 
cused and his father, who was present 
during the proceedings.
The accident resulting in the death 
of Mrs. Honor occurred on Ellis Street 
north, about midnight, when a large 
sedan driven by Browne, with Hume 
Lethbridge as passenger, struck both 
Mrs. Honor and her daughter, Char­
lotte, who were walking in the street. 
Immediately following the accident, 
Browne and Lethbridge leaped from 
the car, assisted mother and daughter 
into the automobile proceeded to 
the Kelowna General Hospital, where 
Mrs. Honor passed away.
That Mrs. Honor came to her death 
as the rdsult of a broken neck was the 
statement ^ven the court by Dr. A. S. 
Underhill, Kelowna, who was called to 
the hospital to attend to Mrs. Honor. 
Upon arrival at the hospital Dr. Un- 
dertiill found Mrs. Honor dead, but 
could find no fracture and then sus 
peicted a broken neck.
(Cbhtmuedoa.paffe 10)
On behalf of the City Council, the 
citizens of Nelson and himself, Mayor 
J. P. Morgan of the Kootenay metrpp- 
olis forwarded to the Mayor and C^ ity 
Council of Kelowna a hearty invita­
tion, which was read at the regular 
session of the Council on Monday 
night, to join in the opening festivities 
of Nelson’s new ’‘Civic Amusement 
Centre” on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 
29tlv and 30th.
The eyes of the Kelowna City Fath­
ers, especially those that curl, widened 
with envy as the City Clerk went on 
with His Worship of Nelson’s letter as 
follows:
“The building, which, as perhaps you 
know," is to include a spacious auditor­
ium, badminton courts, gymnasium, 
skating arena and curling rink, involv­
ing an investment in excess of $150,- 
000, will not be entirely completed at 
that time. The two artificial rinks wfil 
be ready, however, and, under the di­
rection of the united service clubs of 
the city, a two-day carnival of ice 
sports has been arranged, the pro­
gramme to. include hockey and a curl­
ing bonspiel. The undertaking has been 
most enthusiastically supported by 
our citizens, and has aroused keen in­
terest throughout tributary rural areas 
and neighbouring centres, so that a 
large attendance seems assured for our 
opening celebrations.
“We assure you of a warm -syelcome 
and hope sincerely you may be able to 
be with us. . .
Although all the members of the 
Council were present, when asked by 
Mayor Trench how many of them 
could accept the invitation, none was 
able to say he could avail himself of 
it. ■
(Continued on Page 7)
An estimate of' the frost damage to 
apples is now being prepared by tlie 
B.C. Tree Fruit Board, and it i.s ex­
pected tliat these figures will be avail­
able in a day or two.
It is understood that the question of 
frost damage was taken up at a meet­
ing last weeit of the Okanagan Fed­
erated Shippers’ Association, and that, 
with the Fruit Board figures available, 
tlie matter will bo further considered 
at another meeting this week.
^ To discuss the advisability of pooling 
the losses suffered by members of the 
Kelowna Growers’ Exchange, a special 
general meeting has been culled for 
Tuesday, December 3rd, when it is 
expected that some decision will be 
reached as to whether or not tho Ex­
change should assume liability for 
frozen apples ready for delivery.
So far as is known, none of the other 
packing houses in the valley is faced 
with the same problem. Mr. E. J. 
Chambers,- President of Associated 
Growers, states that the question of 
pooling losses is left entirely in the 
hands of the various locals, and the 
Kelowna meeting is the only one of 
which he is aware.
In addition to the apple loss in the 
Kelowna district, trees of some vari­
eties have suffered, but to what ex­
tent is not yet known. Certainly there 
will be a reduced crop next year ot 
the varieties affected.
At Penticton, it is stated that the 
Bartlett pear crop for 1936 may have 
been endangered by the severe cold 
weather. Mr. Robert Murray, District 
Agriculturist, who has inspected Pen­
ticton orchards, states that some dain- 
age is showing not on the bud itself 
but at the base of the bud, but he ex­
plains that, if the winter is not too se­
vere from now on, the danger will not 
be- great. .
Some Flemish Beauty pears have al­
so been affected, he states, biit none 
of the stone fruit was touched, so far 
as he could ascertain. On some apple 
trees, a peculiar stain has appeared on 
the spur behind the bud, but he be­
lieves that this will clean up.
A l b e r t  M c D o u g a l l  H e l d  
N o t  G u i l t y  O f  M u r d e r  
O f  E d w a r d  M a n u e l
J u ry  A c c e p ts  V e r s io n  O f  S t r u g g le  G iv e n  B y  D e fe n c e  
D ra m a t ic  S cen e  W h e n  W ^ o u n d in g  I s  E n ­
a c ted  I n  T h e  C o u r t  R o o m
B. G. JUDGING TEAMS
PLACED AT TORONTO
INDIAN FREED 
IN FURIOUS 
DRIVING CASE
Johnny Felix Acquitted O f Crim­
inal Charge In Zelbel Accident 
On Vernon Road
VERNON, Nov. 19.—The last crim­
inal case on the docket heard before 
Mr. , Justice D. A. McDonald at the 
Fall Assizes was that involving John­
ny Felix, an Indian of the Armstrong 
district, who was acquitted on Mon­
day afternoon on a charge of “wanton 
and furious driving” which caused 
bodily harm to Reinhold Zelbel, of 
Rutland. The case had been held over 
from the Spring Assizes..
According to testimony,^Mr. and Mrs. 
Zelbel and their daughter, Elizabeth, 
were proceeding south on the Vernon 
Road, about ten miles from Kelowna, 
on September 29th, 1934, when a car 
driven by the accused struck Zelbel 
and a horse he was: leading, breaking 
both legs of the animal, and, accord­
ing to evidence given by Dr. A. S. Un 
derhill, of Kelowna, causing a com 
pound fracture of one of Z^lbel’s legs 
as well as cuts and bruises.
The Zelbel family were moving to 
their new home at Rutland at the time, 
Mrs. Zelbel driving a team and wagon 
laden with furniture, her daughter 
walking behind the wagon, and the 
father leading a horse, a dog, and herd­
ing three cows.
Besides Johnny Felix, the passengers 
in the car were his father and mother, 
another Indian. Willie Phillips, and a 
young Indian girl, nanied Angelina 
Alexander, who was riding in front 
with the driver.
(Continued on page 5)
VERNON, Nov. 15.—• Produced by 
defence counsel P. S. Marsden, of Van­
couver, to aid in demonstrating tho 
manner in which Dr. B. deF. Boyco. of 
Kelowna, contcndocl that Edward 
Manuel. Westbank Indian, received the 
knife thrust which ended his life on 
the night of July 27th last, a young 
Westbank Indian named Dorlckson, 
stripped of most of his upper clothing, 
acted as a human exhibit on Thursday, 
last day of tho trial at the Fall . Assizes 
of Albert McDougall, west side resi­
dent of mixed blood, who was acquit­
ted of the charge of murdering Manuel 
and received his freedom. The fatal 
quarrel took place in the west side 
homo of Dan McDougall, brother of 
Albert, and it was the contention of 
the prosecution that accused stabbed 
Manuel.
An ominous soar, reprosontlng tho 
knife wound received by Manuel, 
was drawn with red lipstick down 
Dcrickson’s right cheek and neck, 
from the temple to tlie collarbone, 
making as dramatic a court scene 
as ever witnessed here. Adding to 
the tension of the scene was a chart 
of the human body, the knife used 
during the quarrel, and the upper 
half of a man’s skull, said by Dr. 
Boyce to be over forty years old.
Reconstructing the scene enacted on 
the night of the fatality. Dr. Boyce, 
who was the star defence witness, 
placed the knife in “Derickson’s right 
hand, closed his own over it, and thpn 
drew it down towards the scar, indicat­
ing the manner in which he thought 
the knife pierced Manuel’s cheek and 
heck. He was interrupted by . Mr. 
Justice D. A. McDonald, who ordered 
that .something hot so dangerous be 
used* in the demonstration. A  pencil 
was substituted. , ,
' Dr. Boyce emphatically gave it as 
his opinion that it was impossible 
(Continued on Page . 12)
Armstrong Boys Take Second In Poul­
try At Royal Winter Fair
The junior poultry judging team of 
Donald Young and Frank P. Hawkins, 
of Armstrong, secured second place at 
the Royal Winter Fair, Toronto, it was 
learned yesterday. There were three 
teams competing.
’ Fraser Valley teams won second 
place in the dairy competition and 
sixth place in the swine judging, re 
spectively.
DELEGATION LEAVES 
FOR TORONTO
DEMONSTRATION 
LIBRARY OPENED 
IN KELOWNA
Cbnference A s T o  Proposed Dom ­
inion Chamber O f Agriculture 
Begins Novem ber 26 .
BAND 
BEGINS TO 
TARE SHAPE
Nearly  Forty Members Already  
In  Sight— -Class Instruction 
. T o  Begin Forthwith
MINISTER
Hon. K. C. M acDonald Believes 
King Administration N ot A n ­
tagonistic T o  Market Act
If Premier King and his Cabinet ser­
iously intended to eliminate control 
legislation, they would take action at 
once and not await the decision of the 
Supreme. Court, which in January will 
test the constitutionality of the Natural 
Products Marketing Act, in the opinion 
of Hon. K. G. MacDonald, Provincial 
Minister of Agriculture, who was a vis­
itor to the valley recently. It was in­
dicated, therefore, that the new gov­
ernment was not so opposed to the Act 
as was at first believed.
Dr MacDonald was confidetif that, 
in view of the fact that the Supreme 
Court has been, asked to examine  ^the 
Bennett Government’s social legisla­
tion and the Marketing Act, the new 
cabinet was considering adopting such 
measures as would stand up in the 
courts. He felt that the governmpt 
was taking a very wise step in settling 
the legal angle once and for all. He 
declared that it would be far better to 
discover certain legal flaws now, even 
if it meant a readjustment of present 
control methods, than to carry on for 
a number of years and eventually see 
the whole structure torn down. A  
foundation should be established that 
would be a lasting one. If there were 
legal flaws now, sooner or later they 
would^ be brought to light, and it was 
preferable for the government, tp: clean 
■ Continued on page 6 ;
At a Directors’ meeting of the Ke- 
lowha Boys’ Band Association, held on 
Tuesday evening, full reports were re­
ceived from Mr, Clifford Everett, or­
ganizer, and Band Master bf Kelowna’s 
first Boys’ Band.
The reports showed favourable pro­
gress, as arrangements have been made 
for the purchase of several instruments 
by the parents and contracts have been 
made with some of the boys who al­
ready have inrtruments. It was re­
ported that there were between thirty- 
five and forty prospective members to 
date. ■
It is proposed to proceed immediate­
ly 'vyith, class. instruction of the boys 
interested, and this work is in the cap­
able hands of, Mr. Everett. The: Com­
mittee have received many favourable 
reports on the musical ability of Mr. 
Everett, including a letter of recom­
mendation from Mr. H. J. Phillips, the 
Band Master of the Vernon City Band, 
in which Band Mr. Everett was at one 
time solo clarionet for two years. The 
Directors of the, Association have satis­
fied themselves as to Mr. Everett’s 
character and ask the public to give 
him their whole-hearted support in the 
worthy objective of the formation of 
Kelowna’s first Eoys’ Band,
The papers for the incorporation of 
the Association, under the .Societies Art 
were completed at this Directors’ meet­
ing, arid it is hoped that the Associa­
tion will be duly incorporated within 
the next day or two.
The matter of boys in families in 
needy circumstances wishing to join 
the Band was fully discussed by the 
Directors. In this connection, it was 
suggested that possibly there were 
some band instruments in the hands of 
(private individuals which were no 
ioriger of use ..to them. The Directors 
of the Association agreed tliat it would 
be very much appreciated if those in­
dividuals who would be willing to loan 
such instruriients would get in touch 
with Band Master Everett, the'Princi­
pal of either the High School or the 
Elementary School, or Mr. R. G. Ruth­
erford, Chairman of the Board of Di­
rectors of the Association. The Asso­
ciation would then in turn loan these 
instruments to worthy boys whose 
parents could riot purchase the nec­
essary instruments owing to the fam­
ily being in distressed circumstances.
The Okanagan Valley delegation to 
the Toronto convention next week, cal­
led fqr the purpose of organizing a 
Dominion Chamber of Agriculture, left 
yesterday for the east. , The conference 
opens on Tuesday, November 26th, 
and continues until Thursday, the 28th.
The delegation which left the valley 
yesterday included Messrs. W. E. Has­
kins and G. A. Barrat, of the Tree 
Fruit Board, who, following the con­
ference, will go on to Ottawa to confer 
with the Dominion Marketing Board 
and other government officials. While 
there they will endeavour to learn 
something of the policy of the goyern- 
.ment in respect to the dump provisions 
on imported fruit. ■
Others who left yesterday were 
Major E. E. Hutton, of Summerland, 
chairman of . the Dominion committee 
guiding the present movement; Mr. E. 
J. Chambrts, President of Associated 
Growers; Mr. F. A. Levvis, Vegetable 
Representative; Associated Growers; 
and Mr. A. K. Loyd, President of the 
B. C. F. G. A,
Mr. E. D. Barrow, M.L.A., prominent 
in the movement from its beginning in 
British Columbia, and Mr. Alex Mer­
cer, Manager of the Fraser Valley Milk 
Producers’ Association, will also attend 
the conference
Among those slated to speak at the 
big horticuitural gathering are Mr. W. 
M. Drummond, Professor of Rural Ebo- 
riomics. University of Toronto; Major 
John Barrett, Cihairman of the Farm 
Loan Board; Mr. H. F. Gordon, Adn>in- 
istrator of the Farmers Creditors Ar- 
rangeihent Act; Mr. W. E. Haskins, 
who will give a report on the opera­
tions of marketing boards in B. C.; Mr. 
Loyd; Mr. Mercer and Others.
Marketing legislation and the new 
trade treaty with the United States 
will probably predominate the discus­
sions. On the final day, the whole 
question of establishing a . Dominion 
Chamber of Agriculture will be dealt 
with.
Plebiscite On January 16th W IU  
Decide I f  This Area Adopts 
Carnegie Scheme
Prior to the holding of a plebiscite 
here on January 16th to determine 
whether or not Kelowna and district 
favours inclusion in the scheme, Dr. 
Helen Stewart, travelling representa­
tive of the Carnegie Foundation for 
libraries, is giving a three weeks dem­
onstration in the city and district. A 
demonstration library has been open­
ed in the Shepherd Block at the cor­
ner of Lawrence Avenue and Pendozi 
Street, which will remain open day and 1 
evenings, and trips are being made 
to district points by car and trailer.
The proposed plan is in operation in 
the Fraser Valley, where it has worked 
most satisfactorily. Vancouver Island, 
the Okanagan Valley and the Koote­
nay are now considering taking ad­
vantage of it. ' :
•While: the - Carnegie Foundation 
makes a substantial grant for these 
public libraries, this must be supple­
mented by additional revenue derived 
from the areas served. The cost to the 
tax payer and the poll tax payer runs 
from 75c to $1.25 per year, but it is 
estimated that in this area the cost 
would be under a dollar.
The plebiscite on January 16th will 
decide whether or not Kelowna and 
district ■ people 'w^ ant to avail them­
selves of an opportunity that may not 
present itself again in a lifetime. '
GREENWOOD SUFFERS 
$50,000 FIRE LOSS
GRENWOOD, B.C„ Nov. 21.—An 
early morning blaze swept through a 
bloek of the business quarter here to­
day, causing damage estimated at $50,- 
600, and was halted only after several 
buildings had been dynamited. The 
buildings destroyed include the Bank 
of Commerce, Imperial Garage, Green­
wood Theatre, Ritz Cafe and three 
others. '
POTATO PRICES GO
UP NEXT SATURDAY
Increase Of $3.00 Per Ton Announced 
By Vegetable Marketing Agency
An advance ini the price Pf potatoes 
takes effect at midnight on Saturday, 
November 23rd, the Vesrtable Market­
ing Agency announces.
The f.o.b. price for Ashcroft Canada 
No. 2 will be $25 per ton, $3 higher 
than the present figure.
Interior Canada No. 2 potatoes will 
sell for $23,^ as. compared with $20, the 
■present price. ; • .
CALGARY MAYOR DEFEATS
SOCIAL CREDIT CANDIDATE
CALGARR, Nov. 21.—W. R. Herbert, 
Social Credit candidate for the mayor-r 
alty, was defeated by Mayor Davison 
in the election held here yesterday.
ITALIAN ADVANCE 
SAID TO BE HALTED
Ethiopia Claims Invasion From  
South H as Been Checked
ADDIS ABABA. Noy. 21,—Ethiopian 
authorities stated today that the Ital­
ian advance in, southern Ethiopia has 
been definitely stopped and that plans 
are being made to check the Italian 
invasion in the same way as hostilities 
ended in 1896 with the disaster at Ad- 
owa, in which a large Italian force was 
cut to pieces.
The main Ethiopian army has moved 
close to Makale, now occupied by the 
Italians, and is preparing to encircle 
the city and cut off Italian lines of 
communication.
OTTAWA, Nov. 21.—The penitenti- 
aries: of Canada from coast to toast 
will be scrutinized by a federal cpni- 
mission with a view to the institution 
of reforms, it was announced by the 
Government last night. , , -
m
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THE KELOWNA COURIER
AND
OK ANAGAN  ORCHARDIST
I’ lililiuhril tiy The Kriowiiu Oidiicr LiinilcJ 
hy ( i .  C . H O S h
SUIISCK M’ i rON U A Ties 
(Strktly in A<lv!uicc)
To all poiniN in < ana.l:,. oul>.i.l.r
Great Ilriluin. Jli.r.O per year., 'lo  the United States and 
other eounlriei, fIM)0 pir year.
Local rate, for OlianoKan Volley only:
One year, 152.00; six months, $1.25,
able memorial and for charitable or public purposes.
His blamclegs, unsellish, charitable Chrialian life 
an inspiring incentive lo others, tlicre has been no 
resident of Kelowna more worthy of corninemorulion 
than tl>e beloved Archdeacon, and it is to bt< hoped 
that there will be a general and generous response 
lo the appeal that is being made.
The Honorary Secretary-Treasurer of Uie fund 
is Mr. P. T. Dumi, P. O. Box 839, Kelowna.
The CO U IU KK  diK.i not ncriMD.nily endorse the sentiments of 
any contrilmtrd iiitiole.iniK'ii a iui  ....................  .
To ensure ucc< plam r, all mamiscrii>t should be leKibly written on 
one side of the paper only. Typcwiitleii copy is preferred.
Amateur poetry i.s not imblished.
■ ■■ viil not In
irw. , ,
Lcttcrrt to' tlip w l iml * arerptrd for puMication over a
"nom dr idiimc" i ihr wi ilrr'8 conrot name inuHt be appciuicu.
In Bygone Days
Conlribnlid matter nteived .'ifter 'rnesd:iy night may not be 
published until the following week. . , .
As the staff worh.s nn Tlnnsday nficnioon, the Courier Onicc is 
closed oil .‘Saturday afleiiiooii for the weekly half-holiday.
From the files of The Kelowna Clarion and 
The Kelowna Courier,
AD VICKTIS fNG  KATKS
Contract a.lve. tisers will please note thai their
delivery of all rliaimcM of jnlvorfiMcmcnt to The Courier Ui 
ficc by Afonday iiiitlil. 'I’his nilc is in thel e i» iMfmo uikiii. i o h im » m ........... ...----
of patrons and publisher, to avoid conKCStion <m Wc«lne"dny 
anil Tlitirsd.iy ami eonsiMiueiit mglit work, and to facUltnlfl 
puhlic.itioii of The Conner on titne. Changes of contract 
advertisements will he accei.led oti Tiic.sday as nn «<:coinrtio- 
ilatinn to an advertiser eorifronled with an emergency, but on 
no account on Wednesday for the following day s issue.
Transient and Coi.lract AdvertisemcnlH—Hales quotcu o.i njilm*
LegaTa'inI Munieiiml Advciiisiiiif - Kirst iiiserfioii. .12 cents per 
i:.._....... 1...... 1....!ii.:,.riiitn H eeiits tier line.
TIIIUTY YEARS AGO 
XhurHday, November 10, 1905
“T. W. Stirling netted $5,000.00 ut the packing 
house off sixteen acres of fruit, wlilch consisted of 
apples, pears and plums.”
"Norman Day met with a very painful accident 
on Monday evening. It seems that he was roping 
horses and one of the colts fell on his leg, causing a 
bad break.”
■S 4< 4<
:ai aiKi auimcii'Hi ^\uvvi ................. y
line: rarh ;udis<(|nont insirtion, H cents per line,
Classified Advertiscnicnts— Sncli as I-nr S.ilc, Lost, hound, Wnnt-c eme .'men rm .- .uu . .........
ed, etc. ('ash with order: One cent tier wold, C'*cli
tion. Miiiimum charge, twisiiy cents. If phoned or charged.f ivvsilfc/ --- -
Tw(> piT word. Minlimim cliai'KO, tlurty cciitn.
Knell initial and Kroup of not more than five fiKurcs count
I f  so dwired, advettiseis may have
mmiher, care of 'J'he Conner, and forw.-mlcd to tlicir_ private 
nddrcKN, or deli voted on call at office, hor this service, add 
10 cents to cover postage or filing.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1935
“Mr. and Mrs. J.. Campbell and son, of Winnipeg, 
arrived in Kelowna by Wednesday’s boat and will 
take up their residence at Sunny Side Ranch, having 
purchased this property from Mr, W, L. D’Acth.”
* 0 4i
“Rev. A. W. K. Herdman', B.A., has accepted the 
call of Knox Church congregation to become their 
pastor. According to present arrangements, the in­
duction will take place on Wednesday evening, No­
vember 27th.”
1)1 iii III
FRUIT GROWERS NEED STRONG NERVES 
THESE DAYS
With the advent of the King administration to 
power at Ottawa, the fruit industry has received a 
succession of shocks and the nerves of the ^growers 
ax’c all a-lingle with the dread that there may be
worse to follow. >
First came the announcement that rough hands 
would be laid upon the Natural Products Marketing 
Act, giving rise to the belief that all compulsory 
clauses in that measure would be eliminated and that 
it would be turned into a perfectly innocuous and 
useless academic piece of legislation, dependent upon 
good wiir and brotherly love to be of any service to­
wards stabilization of marketing methods. It was with 
a sense of relief, therefore, that it was learned the 
Government had decided to submit the Act,, together 
with other measures enadted under the Bennett 
regime, to the Supreme Court of Canada for an ex­
pression of opinion as.to legality. The period of peace 
did not last very long, however, as the next shock 
was conveyed in the details of the reciprocity. pact 
between Canada and the United. States, signed at 
Washington last week, which makes provision for re­
duction of the import duties on fruit, vegetables and 
canned goods. A  loud wail went up immediately, but 
doses of soothing syrup and paregoric in the form of 
minimizing utterances are being administered freely 
by government protagonists and the cries of the re­
bellious fruit infant are being hushed.
Some of the statements niade involve elaborate 
calculations which may or rnay not be correct, de- 
. pending largely upon whether the Government re­
tains either a considerable or a small percentage of 
the dumping duty provisions. It is certain, in any 
case, that some of the protection hitherto afforded to 
the fruit industry is to be removed, but whether to 
such a degree as to subject it to ruinous competition 
remains for debate. i
The lot of the producer in all branches of agri­
culture in Canada admittedly has been a hard one 
for a . number of years past. Supposedly beneficial, 
legislation has been of little aid because of widespread 
‘ economic conditions, but, with a general improve­
ment in manufacturing industry and trade this,year, 
it gave some hope that agriculture at long 'last would 
begin to profit by the measures enacted on its behalf. 
It would have been well for the Government to keep 
' hands off for a year to see how the tariffs and the 
Marketing Aqt would work out under conditions of 
returning prosperity^ but almost indecent haste has 
been shown in seeking to nullify to a considerable 
extent the protection afforded by the legislation. In 
• negotiating the reciprocity treaty, the interests of the 
‘ producer, for many long years the under dog, should 
have been placed paramount and no radical efiange 
should have been made which would-affect .the mar­
keting of his products.^ ,
“A meeting of the Kelowna St. Andrew’s Society 
was held in the Lake View Hotel last Saturday, and 
was fairly well attended. Fred Carruthers was ap­
pointed chairman arid the meeting then got down to 
business. The following officers were elected; Presi­
dent, C, S. Smith; Vice-President, D. W. Sutherland; 
Secretary-Treasurer, H. S. Rose; General Committee: 
S. T. Elliott, F. W. Fraser, F. Carruthers, W. R. Pooley. 
Ail present were unanimous in deciding to celebrate 
St. Andrew’s Day by having a banejuet.”
“The Kelowna Land & Orchard Co., Ltd., have 
placed an order for 12,000 trees with Mr. Layritz, of 
Victoria. A  ' large ’number of these trees are to be 
planted for lot holders and the Company will take 
care of them for a few years. All these trees are be­
ing plantecJ on bench'-properties, and it goes without 
saying thai in a few years time they will be producing 
some of the finest fruit in Canada, as the bench land 
is admirably suited for fruit growing. The splendid 
irrigation system of this compariy, completed this fall, 
now,, consists of over severi miles of flume and ditch 
and opens up what is assuredly A1 orchard land.-We 
must extend our congratulations to the K. L. O ., Co. 
for''the ritiannei* in which they have improved their 
property and have advanced the value of the bench 
land as a whole. The travelling public also have them 
to thank for building the road to the Mission.”
Summerland assembled 236 pounds of candy, 
practically all home made, for dispatch to Canadian 
troops at the . front through the Red Cross. School 
children helped to a considerable extent in the sup­
ply of sweets.
BUY AT HOME AND BUILD UP YOUR OWN TOWN
In last week’s issue of ..The Courier advertise­
ments of Coast manufacturers and wholesalers invited 
the people of Kelowna district to buy B. C. products, 
and this week local merchants are loyally making 
displays of these self-same products in an effort to 
promote their sale in preference to imported wares. 
At the same time they are^making an appeal on their 
own behalf for support by local buyers, and surely 
they deserve it. The business men. of Kelowna are 
alert, energetic and up-to-date. They scan the mar­
kets carefully and buy goods of quality at the most 
favourable prices, which they retail with a reasonable 
margin of profit added. Their wares do not haVe to 
be bought sight unseen, they can be examined and, 
in many cases, given a practical test. They are pub­
lic-spirited and support with their purses and phys­
ical and moral energies all movements that spell 
progress for the town and tributary districts. In cases 
where credit is needed, they are ready to give it to 
a reasonable extent, provided that the debtor has a 
good reputation and can give some . reliable assur­
ance as to payment.
Buy at home and build up your own town! ,
Eleven more recruits volunteered during the past 
week under the billeting scheme, including R. E. 
Seeley, C. Quinn, A. B. Thayer, A. W. Horsley, A. W. 
Neil, A, Knight, D. C. D. Hinkson, D. M. Barker, L. 
Conroy, F. Feeney rind F. G. Mawhinney. ,
Fifteen old-timers attended a smoking concert in 
the Lake View Hotel on Saturday evening, Nov. 13th, 
in honour of Mr. Frank W. Fraser, who had joined 
the 54th Battalion for active service. He was present­
ed with a gold wrist watch as a token of esteem. ;
TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, November 19, 1925
“Miss Alrria Louise Mugford, of Ruttand. now res­
ident in Vancouver, has completed her rriaj or exam­
inations and has been registered as a licentiate in 
pharmacy by the Pharmaceutical Association of Brit­
ish , Columbia.” $ *
“Mr. G. H. Dunn is in receipt of a letter from 
Mr. F. W. Simmons, formerly manager of the Enripress 
Theatre and first president of the Kelowna Radio As­
sociation, who is now living in Vancouver, telling him 
that last Sunday’s broadcast froni statioh lOAY had 
been very clearly heard in the Terminal City ^ d  
congratulating him on the excellent modulation of 
the music provided.”
ARCHDEACON GREENE MEMORIAL FUND
A movement has been set on foot by a number 
of prominent residents of the Kelowna district, with^ 
out regard to religious sect, to create a fund in mem­
ory of the, late Archdeacon Thomas Greene, who was 
universally loved and respected by people of aU 
creedri and races. During the forty-two years'he 
resided in the Okanagan Valley the Archdeqeon gave 
freely to charity from his mridest means and was 
unable to make provision for his old age. It is aimedv 
therefore, to raise by subscription a capital sum m 
$5,000, the interest upon which will be used during 
her life time to supplement the small pension paid 
to his Widow. When this is no longer required^ the 
-principal will be available for the erection ()^ f a suit­
WHY DOGS LIKE MEN
Merry-Go-Bound
With R.M.R.
P O IN T S  O F  V IE W
‘*llOM£ 18 THE SAILOR™”
'rilOUGHT FOR TOJDAY
A man shot his wife in Vancouver.
Perhaps she deserved to be shot.
A lot of wives do.
Tlie killer wa.s found guilty of manslaugliler, with 
a .‘tlrong recominendalion for mercy.
He was sent to the lioosegow for one year.
All of Which indicates that divorce is going out 
of dale.
It is more convenient to shoot your wile.
>i< * ♦
HOW I’O CURE IT
The secret is out ut lust!
The simplest of ull rcincdics for a cold is advo- 
caled by a writer in The London Daily Telegraph. 
When the cold is coming on, all the prospective vic­
tim has to do is to stoop smd unlace his shoos and 
then lace them up again. Tlie writer claims to 
tried this experiment and always avoided a cold. He 
says that the only persons not cured in this way are 
those who think the method too silly to be tried.
The idea has its impractical features, however. 
It looks as if the man with an obese protuberance in 
his midsccllon will have to go on suffering with a 
cold.
(North Vancouver Review)
The men who go “down lo the sea in ships” are 
of a liardy race, and while the traditions of tlieir call­
ing are us old as the human race the sailors of today 
are quite as capable and just as venturesome ns those 
wlio sailed the old-lime “windjammers” which roam­
ed the seven seas.
Our own Captain Green, of North Vancouver, 
retired at the age limit from “service in steam” as 
sidpper in the great ocean fleet of the Canadian Pa­
cific Railway Company, has always hankered back lo 
his old sailing ship days. His voyage of adventure 
from the Clrina coast to Vancouver in hiS appropri­
ately named vessel, “Romance,” is an epic of the sea.
'luesday evening he enthralled the members of 
the Junior Board of Trade with the story of his ad­
venture. Many a day and night while pacing the 
bridge of one of the great “Empress” ships he thought 
of the day when his own little vessel would be under 
his feet, and he has realized his life-long dream.
“Home is the sailor, home from sea.” and his fel­
low citizens bid Captain Green welcome.
PROIi'ANITY AND ITS KIN
to be forgotten, and scarcely a blu.^ li is lost.
‘Commenting on Uie dress-hitcliing, prizc-flglit-at- 
tending, cocktail-guzzling, profunity-u.slng women of 
today, Arthur Brisbane says: “In former days eadk
child at least had half a cluuice. because tlie mollrer 
behaved, even if tlie father did not. Tliut half a 
eluince should be pix-.served.”
That idiotic term, "bo 'modern,” luis been the un­
doing of many. Some nuKlcrn tendencies arc good, 
but this “companionsliip” between tlie sexes has led 
to too much liberty and too inucii licence. There ia 
need for u return to sanity and decency.
Fortunately the generation of girls growing up to­
day appears to see the folly of its predece.ssors; and 
young men are showing le.ss and less Interest in girls 
of hectic irre.sponsibiIlty. The “go get your man** 
spirit has had Its day and a return to more subtle 
methods is indicated.
Improventcnl is again a challenge lo the indi­
vidual. As for profanity, that provoked by anger 
or sudden ^liock i.s bad enough, but wliat con bo said 
of habitual obscenity which becomes rcllcclcd on the 
tongues of mere children? Each one of us has an 
obligation in preserving clean speech and clean llvinR.
PEACE IN TOYLAND
(New York Sun)
“S” in the alphabetical blocks is not for “soldier”
jPERS'l)ITID^
If you are not one of theg& ntry w ho throw salt
over'* your left shoulder when you upset the shaker 
or touch wood when you brag about your goO(i for­
tune, you arc a rare individual indeed. You have taken 
the savage out of your soul. You have ceased to 
walk on all fours a la your ancestry. You are per­
haps a trifle inhuman. For superstition is deeply in­
grained in most of us. , .
Nevertheless, there is something pagan about it.
“A. B. Knox unearthed a skull at what is known 
as Knox’s Bluff a few days ago, and he communicated 
the fact to Sam Long while out surveying at that 
place last Saturday. Mr. Long got interested in the 
curious find and went to the spot intent on thorough­
ly investigating the matter. He was rewarde'd by 
finding a piece of elk horn about eight inches long, 
with a small hole in the centre, and having several 
carved marks near one end. It is a well-known fact 
that this place was the ‘Watch Tower’ of the ancient 
inhabitants of the Okanagan Valley, and many a bat­
tle no doubt has been fought at this spot. Corrobor­
ative of this fact, a great number of arrowheads have 
been found in this vicinity.”
m * *
(Cowichan Leader)
Profanity is a growing evil—not the hearty prc)- 
fanity of the hardy frontiersman or the bluff indi­
vidual, who would rather bite his tongue off than be 
obscene before a lady or a child, but that pernicious, 
vulgar, indecent profanity that has crept into su«h 
widespread use that it seems inescapable anywhere. 
In some circles It has grown to be considered even
”^”^With this increasing familiarity with profanity 
has come other indecenciies in speech — and it is noThe witch doctor of heathen tribes continues to work for voung men to tell
his magic in that coll of our brains set apart for sup- longer ^taboo ^^ases^fw y^^
still hold the whip-hand over our everyday lives. 
We do riot dare to defy a taboo.
Dean Inge looks at it this way:------- -  . -11 • also of another couple whose names slip my mind
“I hope that the scientific conscience will win a anvhow it’s supposed to be a deep, dark
lit xn'pfnrv hv Hriviniz into Limbo that mass of half- ■ ■ ’
TWENTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, November 18, 1915
“ Three cars qf Okanagan apples, as a result of 
the movement inaugurated by Mr. Geo. Wolstencroft, 
of Narama^, have been sent to the soldiers at, the 
front. Each town and district throughout the Valley 
responded nobly. ’The output represents in real value 
a contribution totalling over $1,500. Such is the value 
of co-operation. The quota of boxes from the differ­
ent points was approximately as follows: : Penticton, 
Kalederi and Okanagan Falls, 322; Summerland, 338; 
Naramata, 100; Peachland, 106; Kelowna, 295; Vernon, 
249; Armstrong, 8; Enderby^ 5; Tappen, 23; Salmon 
Arm, 96. The fruit has been consigned to the Cana­
dian Red Cross Society, Montreal, for -shipment to 
their headquarters on the other side. Transportation 
has been arranged, free of charge, by the Society. Not 
one doUar of actual cash expenditure has been ne­
cessitated throughout the movement.” ; , .
grea  victory by d g    
beliefs which we call superstitions. It is a big thing 
to ask, for superstition is as old as man himself, and 
will not be cqst out without a strenuous resistance. 
But what a shameful and discreditable thing it is to 
see an otherwise intelligent person refusing to sit 
down to dinner as one of thirteen, objecting to be 
married in May, or ‘touching wood’ if he had said 
anything ‘unlucky.’ Do people believe these things 
or not? They do not know themselves. At the back 
of their minds there is a half-conscious urge not to 
violate a taboo. ‘There may be something in 
might suppose that a man who believes in a God who 
will punish him for getting married in May must be 
a pure savage in religion. But this would be to un­
derestimate the irrationality of human nature, when­
ever a primitive racial instinct is in question.”
♦ * ♦
THE BREAKFAST HOTO
Are you one of these bright, cheery individuals 
who bounce out of bed in the morning with a smile 
to greet the new day? One of those chaps who go 
down to breakfast radiating morning sunshine and 
feeling that all’s right with the world?
How disgusting.
If you are one df those morose birds who wakes 
up with a chip on his shoulder, who wears a sour 
pan at the breakfast table and growls at his wife, 
there is some hope for you. The chances are you 11 
thaw- out before noori and regain an ■ amiable mood 
that will last until you hit the hay again.
Pity the guy who makes it a habit to bounce from 
his '^couch in a singing mood. Shoot him if he exudes 
good cheer in the a.m. and tries to ruin your enjoy­
ment of a good grouch. Because he’s going to turn, 
sour ere long and try to make your life miserable at 
an hour in the day when you have led yourseff to 
believe that living is not such a tough job as you
always think it is at the breakfast hour.
No, sir. The fellow with an early morning grouch 
is not illusioned. If things don’t run smoothly, they 
are no worse than he expected; if they do, he can 
spend his dividends in smilesi
Cockeyed philosophy? Maybe. But don’t bank 
too much on the wonder-working qualities of- sun­
shine. In a man or woman, it can become intensely 
boring. * * *
secret ...........  ^
H. F, C. prou(Uy displayed the terms of the Cau-
ada-U. S. treaty Monday morning . . . .  Had the laugh 
on soirie of his Conservative friends. . . . And is more 
convinced than ever that Mac King is Canada’s white-
Watched A. P. H. and brother, L, H., do their stuff
at table hockey..........A. P. H. is a shark at the
, . . He gets his afternoon tea that way . . . .  D. C. 
and H.M. still match for it  ^ ;
Overheard W .B.B. and H. B.E. plotting a show 
of some kind. . . . .  Be on your guard . ■
Saw R.M.R. looking pretty sober Saturday night 
. . . .  Don’t tell W.B.M.C. . . . .
♦ ♦ *
EXCUSED FROM DUTY
I haven’t been able to verify this report, which 
comes from Vernon It seems that one of the uien 
summoned for jury duty at the Assize^ asked to be 
excused when his name was called, *We^are very 
busy at the office,” he said, “and I ought to be there.
“So you are one of those men who think the com­
pany can’t get along without y()U,” remarked the
^‘No, Your Honour,” said the offiice clerk. “I know 
it could get along without me, but I don’t want i t '
to find out.” . ,
“Excused,” said the judge.
SECOND BEST
This innocent little story is related by a local 
“Munuriy,” said her little girl,, “when I dia^and
go to  heaven, can I take my best dolly w ith  me.
‘'No, (iear,” replied her mother. r 
“Well, can I take my second best?”
“No, darling, God doesn’t have doUies m heaven.  ^
“Very well. I’ll take my gollywog and go to hell.
. [■* ■
GETTING TOGETHER
Two elderly gentlemen, hard of hearing,., .were 
riding on a bus in London. One glanced out the .win­
dow and said: “Oh, this must be Wembley.
“No,” said the other, “it’s Thursday.”  ^ ^
“I am, tod,” replied the first, “so let s go and
have a drink.’V x. .J
now; it is for “scout,” and the toys around the Christ­
mas tree, of 1935 will reveal that \trar games have been 
replaced by peace-time activities in miniature. T l »  
toy manufacturers of the country have so decreed in 
response to what tliey diagnose as active peace senti­
ment in the country, 'rho preview of Christma.s toys 
in the Fifth Avenue building indulges in the bellig­
erent note only in recognition of the adventurous 
character of the G men’s activities. “The little toy 
soldier” will Indeed bo “red with rust” and his mus­
ket will mould in his hands.
In a word, peace has come to toyland. Some of 
us who shy at “educational games” iriay be a little 
depressed at the manufacturers’ announcement that 
these will bulk large in the nursery stock. We’ll have 
the youngsters with us in the feeling that play shouM 
be play. But thoughtful friends of pcalce will hope 
that the manufacturers’ ears to the ground heard 
aright as lo the country’s sentiment about warlike 
activities. •
And students- of the problem will welcome the 
reduction of one of the interfering agencies—namely, 
the unintentional but effective bolstering up of the 
war spirit among the youthful and very young. The 
fact that most small boys can be martial with a 
broomstick no doubt was taken into consideration by 
the toy manufacturers.
GOOD FOR ALL TIMES
(Victoria Daily Colonist)
Lord Macaulay enunciated the briefest and best 
platform for any political party that has yet come 
to light, ^It is a platform departed from more than 
ever before in these latter days, which accounts for 
the insecurity of government and the fickleness of 
the public will in dealing with its administrative 
mentors. The Macaulay platform is contained in one 
paragraph and two sentences, and is marked by no 
wastage of verbiage. He said what holds as good to­
day as it did in his own time in these words: 2.
“Our rulers will best promote the improvement 
of the people by strictly confining themselves to them 
own legitimate duties; by leaving capital to find its 
most lucrative course, commodities their fair priTO, 
industry and intelligence their natural reward, idle­
ness and lolly their natural punishment; by m am t^ - 
ing peace, by defending property, by diminishmg the 
price of law, and by observing strict economy in every 
department of the state. Let the Government do this
—the people will assuredly do the rest.”
POLICING UP-TO-DATE
SOME MORE INITIALS
Before rolling up the sidewalks the other night, 
I saw S. L. puzzling over the initials in last week’s, 
column. . . . Her score was close to one hundred per 
cent . . . . '
Had a talk with C.T.. who wondered if he would 
stay for the Firemen’s Ball before leaving for the 
Coast on holiday . . . . Incidentally, C.T. is a keen 
observer . . . . He says this dblurinn is slipping.........
Heard of the engagement of C.S. and A.A..........
(Salmon Arm Observer)
During the past few nionths a series of theft 
crimes have been perpetrated in the Interior, but for­
tunately discovery has been rapid and the ProvinciM 
Police are to be commended for their excellent worfc 
Such good results are not always to be looked 
for. Crime experts will And ways and means to om- 
wit the average police officer, for that is part of ms 
business. In addition, the ferreting out of en m ^d^  
mands riiore time and great ingenuity on the part 
the officers. Besides it takes him away from his reg­
ular patror work. .. >
Our suggestion is that specially trained men_ 
placed at important central and convenient points 
whereby they could be called upon at brief notice 
when the clues are hot, following up the information
HEH, HEIH! ’ Gained on the'spot by the local official.According to one writer, the average woman has gainea on me
a vocabulary-of only eight thousand words. But, says 
the Halifax Herald, look at the turnover!
♦ * US
f o o t n o t e
glory
Before thy undertaking of any design, weigh tte
yof thy action with the danger of the attempt; -^
“ Why don’t you marry her,” says I.
“ I have thought about it,” says he, “ but where
would I spend my evenings then?”
the glory outweighs the danger, it is cowardice, to
neglect it; if the danger exceed the gloi:y, it is r ^ -
ness to attempt it; if the balances stand poised, let thy
own genius, cast them.-7-Quaries.'
BASKETBALL
Kelowna Loses First Game Of Season 
..To Penticton By One Lone Point
“ Four additional freight spurs are being laid off 
by the C. N.R. to the, north of the premises of the 
Occidental Friiit Co. 'The site for the passenger sta­
tion has also been -cleared and levelled and work on 
the passenger platform has commenced. It is under­
stood that, pending the , completion of the station, 
passenger cars will be used as offices by the station 
staff.”
What endears a dog to a man? Well, frankly, the 
primary appeal is through the stomach. That’s d<ig—- 
and not so' far rerrioved from human nature. Being 
d.epiendent on. man for food and care, whether in the 
tropics or , Arctic, ancient Peking or Park Avenue, a 
dog riaturaUy attaches himself to the hand that feeds 
him. But that is riot the whole story. The master may 
be poor, and the cupboard may.be as bare as old 
Mother Hubbard’s, but the fire of devotion in the dog, 
once aflame, will glow like a bright and steady light. 
He does not seek a new master when adversity and 
poverty strike the old. Alorie among animals of the 
earthi he has selected man as his master and friend. 
—Drivid E. Buckingham, consulting veterinarian, Byrd 
1928 Expedition, in the Rotarian Magazine.
PENTICTON, Nov. 18.—By that one 
meagre point which lost them the In­
terior championship last season, Pen­
ticton Seniors defeated the Kelowna 
Fairipus players iri a hectic last-min­
ute struggle, 33-32, at the Scout Hall 
here on Saturday night, in the opening 
contest-' .*For the first gam e of the season it 
was a fair exhibition, although combin­
ation was woefully lacking. The last- 
minute fight for baskets was the high- 
spot in this opener, which was staged 
before a fairly full house.
Kelowna was mirius its two defence 
stars of last year, Tornmy Forbes and 
“Pi” Campbell, and one big-shot for­
ward, Griffiths. Andy Wilson did not 
go into the play for Penticton until 
the second half, but he was. the only 
local player absent from last year’s 
starting line-up.
Bill Bennest was the only new play­
er in the Penticton team ranks, and he 
fitted in quite -well, heihg the only 
consistent worker for rebounds on the 
team. . . . ,
Kelowna had a decided edge m com- 
biriation, as throughout the first half 
Penticton seldoni attempted to work, the 
ball around but was contented to teke 
long pots which generally mi^ed hoop 
and backboard. As a consequence, Ke­
lowna led by three points at the half­
way mark, 17-14.
At the resumption of play Pentictori 
spurted ahead but Kelowna found its 
feet once more and established a five- 
point lead with only five niinutes or 
less to go. Blacklock scored twice in 
rapid succession, only to have Kelowna 
counteracct wh^ another field shot. 
Ewart slipped in a long one from a dif-' 
ficult angle to put Penticton in the 
lead, and it- -was Jack Gibbs who bat­
ted the ball into the hoop from a 
scramble underneath. Harold Johnson 
came right back to score unchecked, j
to leave Penticton still one point to the 
good,'but that was the end, as the gong 
sounded but a few seconds later.
Penticton puUed fourteen fouls from 
the two referees, Maurice Ruud arid » 
Roy Longley, while Kelowna only had 
twelve. Two Kelowna players, how­
ever, left the floor on four personals 
in- the second half, these beirig Chas. 
Pettrrian and Cook Ryan. Both Don 
Horton and Keith MacDougaU, of Pen­
ticton, had three fouls each but they 
lasted until the end of the game, ,
The new rule for throw-ins at the 
side instead of a jump, at centre, aftCT < 
free shots have been scored has tended 
to speed play somewhat, ■while loafers 
under the basket are being disallowed 
by trie new three-second rule in the 
key-hole, which does not allow an of­
fensive player in that defined Mea f<>r 
more than three seconds, even if he is 
not in possession of the ball.
Gordon and Maurice Meikle were to 
the forefront for Kelowna, aided ma­
terially by Chas. Pettman, who was 
top scorer with eight markers. Black- 
lock was too iridividual in the first 
half for Penticton, but he made up. for 
this in the secon(i half by making his 
shots count when most needed. Jack 
Gibbs was the big shot under the bas­
ket, netting eleven markers. ^
Priricefon Juniors Win Pi'eliminary 
In the preliminary contest Princeton 
juniors pro-yed too heavy for the 
smaller but quicker Penticton boys. 
Pentictori’s interception work was good 
but they could, not counteract the^opr
position height and weight.  ^ The 
Princeton squad rorriped home winners 
29-21;' ■Princeton Jiiniors: MitcheU, 6  ^ T.
Kovich, 12; Urquhart, 2; . Mcfotyre, 
Lancaster; Mullin, 4; Stogren, 5; T. 
Mitchell,—29. '
Penticton Juniors: McQuiston, 4;
Coldpon, 10; Nice, 2; Brock, 5; Hay­
ward; Dewdney; Barton; Chapman; ' 
Harwood; Johnson; Stark.—21. ,
Kelowna Seniors:-.■ Bctriman, 8; Mac*
LAST ELECTION 
PRODUCED NO 
POUCY CHANGE
W illiam  Irvine Declares K ing  
Sneaked In  W h i le  Bennett 
Tried T o  B last In
‘<Mr. King sneaked in while Berinett 
tried to blast his way in,” and there 
was no change in policy in the n ^  
adrriinistratiort as conipared with the 
old. There is a change of Premiers 
anci o f  personnel, but that is about
' allSo declared Mr. William Irvine, ex- 
M.P. for Wetaskiwm, Sask., ad­
dressed a large ^ audience in the I.O.ojj. 
Temple on Friday evening last on Soc­
ial Credit, C.C;F. doctrines ^ d  the po­
litical and economic situation g^er*  
ally. Mr. O. L. Jones acted as chair­
man- . • __XMr Irvine, at one time a prominent
member of the U.F.A., and now one 
of the leaders iri the C.C J*. movement, 
was defeated in the last general elec­
tion by a Social Credit candidate.
During his speech, Mr. Irvine de­
clared that he was the first Social Cre- 
diter in Canada as he went to Ei^and  
in 1922 and studied imder Major Doug­
las, father of the Social Credit move­
ment. He made it clear that he did not 
hold the Aberhart brand in high re- 
• gard. Alberta could experiment, and 
if Alberta failed—which was quite 
likely—then there would rie n<j need 
for the other provinces to toy with tne
idea. . ..
The power of the people to monetize 
wealth, real or potential, said the speak-
kriy, 3; M. Meikle, 6; C. Tostenson; J. 
Tostenson; H. Johnson, 4; Ryan, 4, G. 
Meikle, 7.—32. ,
Penticton Seniors; J. Gibbs, 11,^ w -  
art, 2; Horton. 8; Wilson, 
nest, 1; Blacklock, 8; R. Gibbs, Itoc- 
Dougall.—33. _
Referees:' Maurice Ruud and ; w y  
Longley. :
er, was now vested in the bankers 
through legislation, and not until the 
present Bank Act was repealed aim 
another was put on the statutes vert- 
ing the control of credit in the people 
would Social Credit become a reali^.
“ With sricb control, credit would be 
issued on the basis of goods and servic­
es rather than being restricted, , at 
preserit, being tied to currency. Credit 
would be used to finance all govern­
ment undertakings in such a way ^  
not to create a debt or impose irffer^  
charges. According to Social Cre^t 
philosophy, the problem of productiim 
has been solved. The problem now* is 
one of distribution of the goods and 
' servicieis produ(:edi Money is the 
by which the dirtribution is effected, 
and since money is an accounting sys^ - 
tem, the monetization of real 
or tangible assets, is in order. What­
ever is physically possible is financial­
ly possible.” ■ .
After outlining the Socialistic prin­
ciples of the C.C.F., with its pro­
gramme of planned economy, and con­
trasting them with the “outworn cap­
italistic system” of toclay, Mr. Irvme 
declared that the financial,policre^w 
the true Social Crediter and the C.C.I?. 
were ideritical in many resiiects, the 
C.C.F. meaning “Social Credit plus.“
Social Credit, in its true form, he 
indicated, was but one step in the di­
rection of moving humanity upward 
and should not be considered as an end 
but only as a means of attaining that 
ultimate goal for which Socialism was, 
striving. r
In addition to strongly criticizing the 
brand of Social Credit advocated by 
Premier Aberhart, who had “only the 
name,” the speaker hurled verbal 
shafts‘‘at the policies of the Liberal 
and Conservative parties and the pres­
ent system.
Although Scotland's population is 
only one-eighth of that of England, the 
consumption of Canadian flour iASebt- 
land is actually greater than that of 
England. On the other hand, the im­
ports of Canadian wheat into Scotland 
are about one-fifth of those of Elng— 
land.
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XH K  KBJUOWNA C O U R IER  AND OKANAGAN O R C H A R P I8T
PA G E T H R E E
B a r g a i n  D a y s
F r i d a y  &  S a t u r d a y ,  N o v e m b e r  7 , Z r .
Stockwell's, Ltd.
PHONE 324
H E A D Q U A R T E R S  F O R  G IF T S  O F  A L L , K IN D S
D I N N E R W A R E ,  S IL V E R W A R E ,  C A R V IN G  SE T S , S T A IN L E S S  C U T L E R Y ,  
R A N G E S  H E A T E R S , R O O F IN G  made in B. C., B O Y S ’ W A G O N S
15c 
75c
Pyrex Pie Plates ....60c, 70c &  75c 
Pyrex Casseroles;
from, each .....................
48-Piece Dinner Sets, English
$7.65semi-porcelain, stock pattern; per set ......
Cups & Saucers, from f jp f
6 for 49c to each ....  tUAo 4 w
Specially selected new shape 
English China Cups and f i K p  
Saucers .. ............. ....... .
Fancy China Cake Plates; O K p  
from, each ................
35c 
25c
Fancy Tea Pots; from
each ....;.......-.....— - ......
Brown Betty Tea Pots; 
from 15c and ......  ......
Baby Plates; from, 
each .................................
Fancy Berry Sets (7 
pieces); per set, fro m ....
China Book Ends;
per pair ................. .....
Flash Lights (complete);
each ............... ..................
Nut Picks; set ....L............. 30c
Boy’s Pocket knives;
each, from ..... ...... .
Vacuum Bottles;
English Pudding Bowls; 1  K  ^
each, from .............. ......  -
Aluminum Round Roast- W  
ers; special, each.... . 4
85c
79c
Aluminum Double Boil­
ers; special, each ........
Aluminum Dish Pans;
special, each ...............
Aluminum Steamer (P-| O r  
Sets; special ...........
V A L SP A R  VAR NISH ES and 
ENAM ELS .
Varnishes; per quart 
Varnishes; per pint .. .. 
Varnishes; per pint 
Enamels; per quart ...
Enamels; per pint ......
Enaiiiels; per ^  pint . 
Enamels; per ^  pint
$1.95 
$1.05 
. 60c 
$1.75 
. 95c 
. 55c 
30c
W E  G IV E  C O U P O N S  W I T H  E V E R Y  P U R C H A S E  ! 
S E E  O U R  L IS T  O F  200 P R E M IU M S
O C C I D E M T A L  F R U I T  C O * f  L T D
 ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ P H O N E  67
K E L O W N A ,  B. C. “The Old Established Firm”
THRIFTY
Quality Goods at Cash and Carry Prices
23cOntario matured Cheese : per lb .....
F O R  Y O U R  
C H R IS T M A S  C A K E S  
a n d  P U D D IN G S
ire-sh stock o f R a i s i n s ,  
Currants, Sultana.s, Peel, 
Shelled W alnuts, Almonds 
— arriving daily. Prices 
right. Quality the B E S l . 
For a real treat use Sher­
r i e s  Orange M  arm ^ade  
on your breakfast ~  
toast: 4-lb. tin
Book Fall Fertilizers 
N O W  !
BUY MAPLE LEAF 
FLOUR
S A V E  t h e  C O U PO N S i
Contest confined to Kelowna and 
District.
VALUABLE PRIZES
Through the courtesy of Messrs. 
Jones & Tempest, prizes w ill be 
on view in their show windows. 
Contest closes March 31, 1936. 
Maple Leaf Flour on sale at all 
Grocers.
W H EAT, BAR LEY  A N D  OATS
L U S H U S — Gelatine Des­
sert. Full fruit fla^ 
ours; 3 pkts. ......
SIDE BACO N ;
Sweet as a nut; per lb.
Just in !— Fresh Smyrna 
F igs ;
3 lbs, for ..........
G R A P E F R U ^ _
Large size ;
4 for . .............
F O R  H IG H  E G G  
P R O D U C T IO N  
F E E D  O C C ID E N T A L
LAYING MASH
Best B y  Test
CELO-GLASS 
for Poultry Houses
CORN H AY STRAW
o
I T ’S  T O N E
T O N E : .
Stcwart-'Wariier
. . RADIO. .
' . . A
O N E  H E A R IN G  IS  W O R T H  A  T H O U S A N D  W O R D S
Beautiful Cabinets, Wonderful Dial, All-Metal or Octal-
■ base Tubes, W ide .A ng le  Tone Diffusion, Stop-watch tuning
Come in to Thomson Motors Ltd. and see these new modes. Radio Bill w ill explain the fea­
tures to vou.
THOMSON MOTORS. PendoziStreet
STOCK SHOW 
MANAGER LEAVES 
KAMLOOPS
Mr, G. W. Challenger Resigns Post As 
District Agriculturist
KAM LOOPS, Nov, 15. — George W. 
Challenger, B.S.A., District Agricultur­
ist here for the past eight years, is 
resigning November 30, having accept­
ed a position with the Agricultural D i­
vision of the B .C . Electric Railway 
(Company, Vancouver. He. joined the 
Provincial Department 6f Agriculture 
in 1927 as District Agriculturist, sta­
tioned at Kamloops.
Mr. Challenger has been manager of 
the Provincial Bull Sale and Fat Stock 
Show at Kamloops and during his time 
the entries in the market classes grew  
from a few head in 1927 to some five 
hundred head in 1934 and 1935. The 
confidence of Coast packing concerns 
whs developed and the highest prices 
in western Canada were secured for  
Kamloops Fat Stock Show beef.
He assisted in the organization of 
the British Columbia Beef Cattle 
Growers’ Association and was the first 
secretary of that organization, resign­
ing in 1934 on account of heavy de­
partmental duties. During his term of 
I office he developed the contract beef 
finishing policy whereby feeder cattle 
were placed with farmers for finishing 
on a share basis.
Mr. Challenger was associated with 
the organization of the Kamloops and 
Nicola grasshopper control areas and ! 
has been secretary of both areas.
During his term of office . he was 
identified with the B. C. Shorthorn and 
B. C. Hereford Breeders’ Associations, 
•District “D” Central Farmers’ Institute, 
the- Kamloops Farmers’ Institute, and 
the Kamloops Horse Breeding Station.
He developed the Junior Farmers’ 
Clubs in the Kamloops district, coach­
ing the winning provincial teams 
which represented British Columbia at 
the Toronto Royal Winter Fair in 1930, 
1933 and 1934. He coached the British 
Columbia stock judging team at the 
Pacific International Exposition at 
Portlahd,’Oregon, in 1930, where one of 
the members of the team was high man 
iij the contests, the only Canadian boy 
ever to win this award.
Valuable experiments in range re­
seeding, wheat varieties for dry farm­
ing conditions," and permanent pas­
tures under irrigation have been con­
ducted by Mr. Challenger.
DELICIOUS HOT SOUP
o k  A  COLD D A Y
COLIN TUCKER’S 
PHEASANT WINS 
SPURRIER CONTEST
Second Prize Awarded To A. C. 
Coates
Colin Tucker, whose entry of a long- 
tail measuring 43 7/8 inches from Jip 
to tip was brought in just before the 
season closed, won Spurrier’s annual 
competition for the largest Pheasant 
shot in the Interior. He received 150 
shells as first prize.
The second prize of 100 shells was 
awarded to A. C. Coates, who led m 
the competition until Mr. Tucker made 
his entry. Mr. Coates’ bird measured 
43 3/8 inches.
The record of 44 1/8 ins. established 
two years ago still stands. ^
The competition for the Spurrier 
Cup, awarded for the largest deer head 
entered by an Interior sportsman, is 
fairly keen, a number of large antlers
having been entered.
A  Meal Fit For A  King
Children bursting into the kitchen 
for lunch on a cold frosty day, bring­
ing the nip of the outdoor air with 
them 2ind eager for their meal. V ^ a t  
more eminently suited to the occasion? 
What more mentally satisfying to both 
mother arid children than the an­
nouncement, “Soup!” Hot, comforting, 
^nutritious, savoury, satisfying soup —  
vegetable soup?
While not disparaging the many oth­
er kinds of soup available, it is vege­
table soup that has our preference
W e watched the mother of this young 
family preparing this zestful dish, A  
modem housewife she. She did not 
waste hours in cleaning vegetables and 
marring her smooth hands with skin 
corrodirig soil. No; she reached down 
a red labelled tin from the shelf, ex­
peditiously removing the top and^poimr 
ed the interesting contents into tne 
saucepan. There it goes— contpts em­
bracing a dozen different kinds ot 
fresh garden vegetables, a sprmkie 
cei^eals. a dash of condiments, and rich 
beef stock. In less than five minutes 
it is turned out piping hot— a dish Jit 
for a king, fit for the healthy, vital 
young people w e watched vigorously 
putting it out of sight. ; ^
Our mind rGc^lls snotlier picture a- 
morning spent in one of the eight Ayl­
mer canning plants in the West—when 
we watched Aylmer Vegetable §oup m 
the making. Bushels and bushels of 
fresh garden vegetables, subjected to 
a seemingly endless deluge of clear 
cold water. Then fresh from this 
cleansing bath passed along on a mov­
ing table beforfe the trained eyes of 
scores of white frocked girls who with 
deft fingers remove every blemish. The 
care that is exercised in the matter of 
cleanliness and in the elimination of 
any marring element in the resulting 
dish would satisfy the housewife who 
is most exacting in the matter of clean­
liness and wholesomeness. You need 
never hesitate to buy Aylmer Soup, 
for it would be almost impossible to 
arrive at greater perfection in soup 
Serve Aylmer Soup often to your fam 
ily for their health’s sake. And don’t 
forget that iri so doing you are not 
only doing the right thing by them 
arid by yourself but you are also help 
ing to make employment 4®  ^thousands 
of Western Canadiaris in Aylmer West 
ern factories and in providing work 
for farmers and truck gardeners on a 
thousand farms.
N i p p o n  B a g a a g
i m  W P W  hat and gloves
JP . fj.om Nov. 21st to Nov. 30th
W c  will pre.seiit F R E E  with every F U R  ^ T R IM M E D  
C O A T  purchased, o f  $19.95 and up,
hat in the store and a pair of kid gloves F R E E . The ^ reason 
for this generous offer is that the seaison ha.s not been 
favourable to the fur trimmed coats. VVe have a large as­
sortment in all the latest styles and a railage o f  sizes from
39 to 46. Be sure of the dates, November 21st to 30th only.
COATS
Flannel lined, strong tweed, new styles, and 
collars. These Girls’ Coats should fit regular s i^ e g ^ s  from 
11 to 14 years. Exceptional values. U . ' l  U W
A L L  O N E  P R IC E  .......:.... .
CARACUL PAW COATS
Real Caracui, Fur Coats, correct m
black, brown and g re y ; sizes 16 to 20, 5
priced at ...................... ............... ............... ...... -
S a f i  W A Y S
B. C. Products 
W eek
PRICES EFFECTIVE FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MON., NOV. 22, 23. 25
1 5 cS h o r t e n i n g  
T o m .  J u i c e  
P U M P K I N  
P E A C H E S  
S O A P  
P E A S
SW IFT’S PER
“JEW EL” LB.
Limit 3 lbs.
Pride of the PER  
Okanagan TIN
(I’s)
Aylmer PER
Choice TIN,
(2i^’s) limit 2 
Quaker Clioice Sliced 
(2’s sq.) per tin 
(limit 3)
“R O YA L CROW N”
(Limit 12)
AYLM ER  CHOICE
(Sieve 5’s)
TOMATOES
EMPRESS  
Pure Assorted
A YLM ER  
CHOICE 21.^ ’s
GREEN BEANS
“Ashcroft” 
Brand
H ED LU N D ’S ’
“NORTHERN PRIDE” 
FA N C Y  KETA
2  TINS  
■ FOR  
’ PER  
TIN  
13-oz. 
bottles 
2  TINS
»» TINS
O K A N A G A N  PER
GROW N LB.
ROGERS
•*’^  pails 
W H O LE 9  TINS
I ’s “
H ED LUND ’S
^ -Ib . tins for ...
■ N A LLE Y ’S 
32-Oz. jars for .........
TOMATO CATSUP 
OYSTER SOUP 
SALMON
GLACE CHERRIES 
GOLDEN SYRUP 
SAANICH CLAMS 
“ JIFFY” DINNER 
SALAD DRESSING 
GINGER SNAPS - - -  - PER LB. 
ASPARAGUS TIPS” "^' “X”- 17c 
VINEGAR^^^^^^^ “  2 6 -0 ’
POPPING CORN “ “  PER LB. 13c 
HONEY BRICKS lM 3 c
M a r k e t  S p e c i a l s
A ll our yresh  Meats are locally purchased.
ROUND STEAK - -  -  2 LBS. 35c
C o d fish ;
per lb.
Halibut;
per lb . ...
Salmon; per lb.—
23c 25c
“ T ’’ BONE ROAST-----PER LB. 17c
Smoked PO R K B O L O G N A
By the 
piece ; lb.
Kippered 
Herrings; 
per lb.
SAFEW AY STORES LTD.
S E E  T H E  N E W . .  .  .
1 9 3 6
Ford V'8
at the new low prick
N O W  ON D ISPLAY  A T  THE
O R C H A R D  C IT Y  M O T O R S  L T D .
BER NAR D  AVE .
f o r d  SALES AND  SERVICE
PH O N E  352 KELO\VNA, B . C.
■a*
PA G E FO UR
T H E  K EI.O W N A  C O U R IER  AND 0KAMA0A'I4 O RCH A RU IST
THURSDAY, NOVEMDER 21»t, 1935
B a r g a i n  D a y s
Friday & Saturday, Nov.
2 )t> / lh rs
. ' ^
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Aha! ’Tis Fall
. , . even in the gay nineties comes fall—
with the inevitable urge to spruce up—-to get into 
clothes that are in spirit with the brisk, autumn 
weather. T o  gratify that urge we have assembled 
a selection of apparel in perfect accord with this 
cooler and niost colourful of seasons. Step in and 
see the hats that compliment your face— peek at 
the new neckwear— look at the new styles in suits 
and overcoats— treat yourself to a happy hour in 
this M E N ’S W E A R  S T O R E  — but w e pause, 
breathlessly awaiting you.
FALL IS HERE -  AND HERE IS FALL
Chester Owen Kelowna
M A K E  T H IS  S T O R E  Y O U R  H E A D Q U A R T E R S  FO R  C H R IS T M A S  G IF T S  F O R
. M E N . ■ ■ ' '
............. . rmnuiminima.
APPLE PRICES 
RECEIVE ANOTHER 
BOOST UPWARD
Advance O f Ten  Cents Per Box 
In  Four Varieties— Rome 
Advanced Five Cents
Thought
MADE BY M c C I a r y
. beautifully made Ranges, fully  
enamelled in ivory and green with a 
new design. Modern in every respect.
Priced from $50.00 to $150.00
Belts, hinges and crevices eimiinated.
I r
1
’1 Is
1 3 1
m ----*sssss===^ =^
A s was indicated when the last up­
ward revision vVas made following the 
frost damage, a further increase in ap­
ple prices was announced on Friday by 
the Tree Fruit Board. The varieties 
boosted include Delicious, Winesap,
Newtown, Spitzenberg and Rome.
Prices on the first four varieties have 
been boosted ten cents per box, with 
the exception of Cee Grade Delicious, 
which has jumped from $1.10 to $1.30. 
Rome Fancy and Cee Grade have been 
advanced five eents, Ceb or No. 3, face 
and fill, remaining at $1.
Prices on the varieties increased are 
now as follows: *
Delieious: Extra Faney, $1.60; Fancy, 
$1.45; Cee Grade, $1.30.
Winesap: Extra Fancy, $1.75; Fancy, 
$1,65; Cee Grade, $1.45.
Newtown: Extra Fancy, $1.60; Fancy, 
$1.50; Cee Grade, $1.30.
Spitzenberg: Extra Fancy, $1.40;
Fancy, $1.30; Cee Grade, $1.20; Cee or 
No. 3, face and fill, $1.10.
Rome: Fancy, $1.25; Cee Grade, $1.15; 
Cee or No. 3, face and fill, $1. ,
Cartel Releases
Shippers are now authorized to 
market another five per cent of Deli­
cious, bringing the total release on 
this Cartel up to twenty per cent, and 
another ten per cent of the Wagner, 
etc.. Cartel, bringing the total release 
up to forty per cent.
Vegetable Prices
The Vegetable Marketing Agency 
announces that the following prices 
went into effect on Monday:
Carrots: f.o.b., $20 per ton, price to 
producer, $15; beets, $20 and $15; cab 
bage, $30 and $25.
THE NEW HAPPY THOUGHT RANGE
i has vast improvements, such as a long and deep fire box, a larger oven, efficiently controlled 
by two drafts tm the lower side of the stove.
m
Tax collections for this year have 
amounted ^ to little more than half of, 
the total levy, with $5,560 collected out 
of the total levy of $11,164. Half of the 
taxes for the year may be earned by 
each ratepayer -on the road work 
which is being done with the $2,000 
borrowed from the government for 
relief. This w in  be of considerable as­
sistance in getting the tax money paid 
for the year.
THE HAPPY THOUGHT ‘TARIBOU”
built for long service, efficient operation and economy. A two toned ivory full enamel finish
THE HAPPY THOUGHT IMPROVED “ QUEBEC”
An  improved model w ith  new features that add to its efficiency. Finished in ivory and green '
porcelain. '
w .  w
Exclusive Dealer for H appy Thought Ranges Made: B y  M cC lary  
“ T H E R E  IS  N O  B E T T E R  R A N G E  M A D E ”
REPAIRS A N D  PARTS C A N  BE OBTAINED W ITH IN  A  PEW  DAYS FOR A BE  M AKES OF STOVES.
K AM LO O PS POTATOES
N O W  M OVING  FASTER
Drop Of $2.00 In Control Price Creates 
Active Demand
KAM LOOPS, Nov. 15. — Action this 
week of the Interior Vegetable Mai-ket- 
ing Agency Ltd. in setting the price 
of Kamlooips potatoes at $20 per ton, 
f.o.b., $2 per ton under the Ashcroft 
price, has materially improved the 
movement of spuds from this district, 
growers and shippers advise.
A  contribiiting factor has been the 
holding of stocks, by both Ashcroft and 
Kamloops growers speculating on high­
er prices, lor indications point to a po­
tato shortage within a few months.
Between fifteen and 20 carloads have 
been sent to cobst. and prairie markets 
since Monday from McGillivray Bros, 
and Kamloops Produce Co., the two 
shippers located-here. Less-than-car- 
load-lot shipments, also, are much im­
proved.
Under the previous control price 
the movement from here had -been
stagnant. and''growers felt, the district
wak- fieirig discriminated against to 
their financial detriment.
Dufton Booth, who was operated on 
for appendicitis in Kelowna Hospital 
on Wednesday, is making, satisfactory 
progress,
Mr. George Muirhead came back on 
Saturday from Vernon, where he was 
on jury duty during the Assizes.
Mr. J. M. Lang left by bus on Tues­
day fo r . San Francisco, where he will 
spend the winter at the home of his 
son, Mr. Harold Lang.
Mrs. ' John Carney Came home last 
week from the Hospital and is well on 
the way to recovery.’
Most Potatoes In Field Lost
Taking advantage of the milder wea­
ther after the recent “extreme, cold, 
many of the growers in North Kam­
loops distinct examined their potatoes 
which had been piled in the- fieldi only 
to find in most cases they are a total 
lo^s, and it now looks as if the grb,wers 
will have to stand a heavy loss on their 
produce as practically all field crops
Messrs. J. Sheridan, A. Cruikshank, 
C. Saunders and Matt Hicks haye all 
gone to the Coast.
Mr. A lwyn Griffith left for-Toronto 
on Saturday and hopes to continue his 
journey as far as England.
A  most successful concert and whist 
drive was held in the Community Hall 
on Friday night, under the auspices of 
St. George’s W . A. Twelve tables were 
filled and a veVy enjoyable evening 
was spent. Mr. Hoskins won the men’s 
first prize and Mr. F. A . Dobbin, the 
booby. Miss Marty Cbrlette won the 
ladies’ first and Mrs. Hoskins, the 
booby. A  good supper was served.
Mr. Jim Hicks secured the quilt 
made and donated by Mrs. Paynter, 
which realized $14. Mrs, Hoskins, the 
President bf St. George’s W. A., ar­
ranged the .whist drive.
, The Misses Jean Brown and Winnie 
Hoskins donated the prizes.
While the earlier truck service gives 
the mail from the East and West to 
the local i‘esidents in better time than 
when the “Sicambus” was on the run, 
the short distance mail service is far 
from satisfactory. The mail service 
between Westbank and Peachland is 
very slow since the new method of 
distribution has been in force. With 
Peachland mail' for Westbank going 
to Kelowna in  the moraing, to return 
on the afternoon truck, and the West- 
bank mail to Peachland at night—go­
ing to Penticton and returning on the 
morning mail truck, two days is re­
quired to get a reply back from one 
town to ■ the ' other, a distance of. seven 
miles. When the mail was taken on 
the boat a reply coUld'be received from 
Westbank the same day, and a West- 
bank letter' received in Peachland at 
night could get a reply the next morn­
ing. ■ This makes it most unsatisfactory 
to do business by mail between the 
towns, if speed is a factor to be con­
sidered.
Pheasant fare has been found to the 
liking o f  eagles in the vicinity, and 
local residents who have observed eag­
les in pursuit of this game state that 
they have no opportunity to save them­
selves when pursued by this bird of 
prey. An eagle was shot here last 
week that had a wing spread of four 
feet and it was found to have been 
feeding on pheasants.
which were not in the cellar have been 
irreparably damaged.,
A  car which passed Mr. G. Garlinge 
on the Drought Hill last week damag­
ed the fender of his. car as it cut in 
across his car as. it passed. The two 
cars locked momentarily and then , the 
passing car went on without stopping. 
Mr. - Garlinge succeeded in overtaking 
the car and was able to get the num­
ber.
HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT ABOUT A  NEW RANGE OR HEATER
B A K IN G  M A D E  E A S Y  F O R  T H E  G O O D  C O O K  
and your heating troubles solved when you use a
GOOD CHEER RANGE OR HEATER
W e  w ill take your old range or heater as part payment.
WEDGWOOD & CO. LTD.
*^^oc\vod6>
W e  are also Kelowna head­
quarters for
F IN E  C H IN A
W e  have a large selection 
of Dinner Sets by W ed g -, 
wood &  Co., Tea Sets of 
English China and many odd 
pieces suitable for gifts.
A  F U L L  D V P C Y  a l w a y s  IN
l i n e  o f  r  1  R E i a  s t o c k
I t  makes a lovely, practical gift.
D O N 'T  F O R G E T  Y O U R  S U N S E T  C O U P O N S  O N  E V E R Y  P U R C H A S E  O V E R  50c
M o r r i s e m  M a r i l w a r e
P L Y M O U T H .
A T  T H E
PEAK Of PERFECTION
Measured by all other cars ever before 
developed for the low  price field, this new 
Plymouth- is the peak of perfection. Pros­
pects will find it perfect to look at , . to
ride in . . . T O  P A Y  F O R  !
Y O U  w ill find it the most perfectly manu­
factured product the Plymouth factory or 
any automobile factory ever turned out in 
volume A
In terms of obvious value this new P ly ­
mouth is sensational. It is longer, wider, 
roomier; .it is also lower than the previous 
Plymouth^ and these changes in dimensions 
make this big car look even more impressive. 
It  is distinctive in, its styling.
In its fundamental engineering this new  
1936 Plymouth further justifies the slogan 
“The Best Engineered Car in the lowest 
price "field.” The Floating Ride has been 
perfected with a new sdlidity. The Safety 
Steel body has new reinforcing for rigidity 
and has new quietness. Hydraulic brakes 
reach in the 1936 Plymouth a new perfection 
that only long experience could produce.
There is new ease in the steering.
Here is the 1936 Plym outh: in sfjyle, in 
size— in riding, in steering-—in safety and 
performance/ and economy— in manufacture 
and S A L E S  V A L U E  —  the Peak of Per­
fection! . '
BEGG MOTOB CO.,
B E R N A R D  A V E . at E L L IS  ST., K E L O W N A
i
After spending the summer at  ^the 
home of her father, Mr. J. McLaughlin, 
Mrs. W. Stiddaby left last week for her 
home at Vancouver.
The greater part of the fruit which 
was picked in boxes' When the, frost 
came is considered to be all right, but 
all fruit which was still bn the trees
is worthless. Where boxes of fruit 
were picked and standing in the or­
chard, some of the outside boxes are 
affected, but a large amount of the 
apples will be marketable. This low ­
ers the percentage of loss for this dis­
trict, as comparatively few  apples were 
left on the trees.
Dominion Fruit Inspectors K. Tail- 
your, who has been- stationed at K e­
lowna; and' W . B .  Sandereon, here, 
have finished the season’s work. Mr. 
Sanderson w ill still be on duty, how­
ever, to inspect the cars which w ill be 
packed out from here on order. Mr. 
R. Rainsley, who has been inspecting 
at Kelowna, also finished on Saturday 
night and returned to his home here.
The Board of the Peachland-West- 
bank branch of the V.O.N. met at the 
home of the Treasurer, T. Twiname, 
on Wednesday evening.
The regular nieeting of the W.C T-U.
was held on Friday afternoon at the
home o f Miss A . Elliot.
The Women’s Association of the Uni­
ted Church met on Wednesday after­
noon at the home of Mrs. V. Milner- 
Jones.
Mrs. G. Lang and Mrs. E. Ruffle re­
turned from a trip to Vancouver last 
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. McKinnon, of northern 
Alberta, are in town looking for a lo­
cation where they plan to settle, after 
Mr. McKinnon’s superannuation from  
the railroad next year.
>]
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INDIAN FREED 
IN FURIOUS 
DRIVING CASE
(Continued from Page 1)
KELOWNA YOUNG 
WOMEN’S CLUB
Vaudeville Act T o  Supplement 
Picture Show On Dec. 5th
Both Mrs. and Miss Zelbel were pos­
itive that Felix and the un­
der the influence of liquor, Mrs. Zelbel 
declaring that the woman was entirely 
drunk, the man partly so. Constable 
W  J. Butler, of Kelowna, an important 
Crown witness, who arrested Felix lat­
e r in the evening, stated that the girl 
and the car smelled very strongly of
the witnesses for the defence, 
however, maintained that they had no 
liquor whatsoever that evening.
The first witness for the prosecution 
wa& W illie Phillips, a middle-aged, lit­
tle Indian from North Bend, who de­
clared that he didn’t see anything on, 
the road, but sensed that the car h l
something, although he 
what it was. He got out and with the 
help of the father, straightened out the 
radiator, but did not go back to see 
w S t  the car had hit. The occupants 
then resumed their places in ^  
and drove on several miles until they 
were stopped by Constable Butler and 
taken back to Kelowna. . xi.
C o n s t a b le  Butler told the co ^ t  that 
he was called to the scene 
dent about midnight, where he found 
Zelbel lying in a ditch, apparently ser­
iously injured. The horse had two 
iright legs broken and had to be shot. 
Zelbel was removed to the ^^ lo^na  
Hospital and the constable left to find 
the car occupants and arrest them.
Taking the stand in his own defence, 
TFdix told the coiirt of his side of the 
story from the time the party left^Ke- 
lowna to go to Armstrong until they 
were arrested and taken back. He 
stated that he saw and passed the 
: team and wagon, and then 
denly loomed up in the middle of the 
xoad. He admitted striking the animah 
but did hot think tliat he had struck.
Zelbel. ' _
After the accident he and the " le x -  
ander girl got out and went back and 
Mrs. and Miss Zelbel came forw-ard 
to meet them. The Zelbel girl called 
but: “What are , you doing killing my
The regular meeting of the Kelowna 
Young Women’s Club was held in the 
W illow  Inn on Monday, Nov. 18th, 
when several new members were en­
rolled.
During a brief business session, MisS 
Mildred Lloyd-Jones was appointed 
convener of the entertainment com­
mittee for the children’s Christmas 
party to be held on Monday, Dec. 23rd. 
In this connection, will all those who 
forgot their toys please bring them to 
the next meeting?
Further plans were made in regard 
to the picture, “Flying Down to Rio,” 
which the Club is sponsoring on Dec. 
5th. A  short but snappy vaudeville 
act, featuring several well-known ar­
tistes, was Outlined to. take place be­
tween the two evening shows.. It was 
also decided to hold a four o’clock 
matinee for the benefit of school chil­
dren who may wish to attend.
Miss Marie Chapin spoke very inte­
restingly and amusingly upon her re­
cent trip to Europe, dwelling, qn some 
of the more outstanding points of in­
terest in the cities of London, Paris, 
Edinburgh, Dundee, Inverness and
others. . ' , .
Dr. Reba Willits won a lovely set
of dress clips. r.
Fees are now due and should be 
paid as soon as possible.
COME TO THE
CATHOUC BUtAI)
I.O.O.F. t e m p l e
S A T U R D A Y , N O V . 23rd
lyiany useful and attractive 
articles, suitable for Christmas 
■ ' Gifts. , ■
HOM E COOKING GAIWES 
F IS H P O N D  
ARTERNOON TEA  
A  HOT
CHICKEN SUPPER
w ill be served from 5 to 7 pjn,
d r a w i n g  f o r  t h e  h o p e
CHEST
- and other interesting prizes.
father?” After some more words be 
tween the two they were led off to 
their respective vehicles.
, In defence counsel C. W. Morrow s 
! summing up of the case before the 
I jury, he asked for a complete acquit- 
1 tal of Felix as there as absolutely no 
I evidence showing that the accused 
not been operating the car in a careful 
and prudent manner.; He further de­
clared that Felix slowed down when 
he first saw the wagon, applied his 
brakes and blew  the horn. “If the 
accused had not been driving in a pru­
dent manner, there, would have been 
'a much more serious accident, , he
coi<lended. . .. .
“The Crown has proved- that^ there 
was bodily injury and that the impact 
was very great, and the inference 
therefore is that there was furious 
driving on accused’s part,” was the 
gument advanced by Mr. Earle, who 
further declared that Felix’s conduct 
after the accident had a heavy bear­
ing on the case as it showed his state
of mind. - -o u
“This case is a real test of Britisn
administration of justice, as on one 
side there is an Indian and on the 
other people whp have come to this 
country from a foreign land,,” stated 
His Lordship, in opening his instruc- 
tibn before the jury. In reading over 
the section of the Criminal Code_under 
which Felix was charged, Mr. Justice 
McDonald instructed the jury to elim ­
inate from its mind the part of the 
charge relating to furious driving and 
concentrate on the wanton driymg 
section. He also gave a short sum m ^y  
of each witness’s evidence, declaring 
the case boiled down to a test of the 
creditability of the evidence given by 
Felix and Zelbel.
—  ALSO
HALF-HOUR OF VAUDEVILLE
Don’t miss this —i 9 to 9.30
with Jack Ookie, Burns & Allen, 
lyda Roberti, Wendy Barrie, Henry 
Wadsworth plus specialties by Bing 
Crosby, Amos 'n'Andy, Ethel Merman, 
Mary Boland. Charlie Ruggles and 
Bill Robinson. A Paramount Picture 
Directed by Norman: Taurog
F R ID A Y  and S A T U R D A Y  
Novem ber 22nd and 23rd
— A L S O —
• COMEDY 
OUR GANG
C O L O U R E D  C A R T O O N  
N E W S  O F  T H E  D A Y
TARZAN NO. 2
a t  T H E  S A T U R D A Y  
M A T IN E E  O N L Y
M O N D A Y  and TUESDAY, 
November 25th and 26th
Matinee 2.30 Monday. Children’s 
Matinee 4 p.m. Tuesday.
A  beautiful coloured picture of
W IL L  ROGERS
will be griven to each adult, as 
long as the supply lasts. 
Come early !
-^Also—
THELMA TODD
A N D
PATSY KELLY
THE UNDISPUTED TRIUMPH.OF HIS 
GLORIOUS
■— in —
U
99STATIC
SPORT NEWS 
“TRAINED HOOFS”
Two Shows each evening 7 and 9 
Special Children’s Matinee on 
Tuesday at 4 p.m.
W i l l  Rogers and  
Irvin S. Cobb match 
laughs—and steam-  ^
boats ,  too, in a 
roaring river race 
you’ll never^forget!
PICTURgwft ! 
r  A M  HIE ;
i i e V I M  $ r  C O S B  i
^tJ£>IM FETCH IT '
PDRti
* < M e n  W i t h o u t
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5th, ONE DAY ONLY
KELOWNA YOUNG WOMEN’S CLUB
—  PRESENTS —
DELORES DEL RIO A N D  FRED ASTAIRE in
Flying Down To Rio
The Greatest Musical Show of all times.
—  A LS O ,—
CULBERTSON IN  TRICK BRIDGE ART COLOURED CARTOON
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28th—  ONE DAY ONLY
This picture runs twice, 7 and 9.30 p.m. M
NOEL COWARD I
in a Photoplay that sets a new high for daring i  .
originality. n
S C O l W l l i l ? © ! * *  I  M A C M U R R A Y  A N D
... I  M A D G E  E V A N S
—  with ;---- > H ' ' ' - '
JULIE H AYDO N, HOPE w i l l i a m s , ROSITA 1  • This picture runs once at 8,30 p.m.
MORENO, M A R TH A  SLEEPER . . .
W EDNESDAY, NOVEM BER 27th, ONE D A Y  O N LY
m  I7 II7 I n C  In-Iaws to the right of him—in-laws to the left of him—the best he can
W • get is the worst of it and they don’t snare the horses!
M USICAL
Matinee, 4 p.m.
COM EDY
A L S O —
. SPORT NEW S - - CARTOON
Two Shows in Evening, 7 and 9
Matinee, 4 p.m. Two Evening Shows (pictures), 7 and 9.30
UNDER AUSPICES OF KELOWNA AND DISTRICT WELFARE
ASSOCIATION
nt7iniiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiuBi
Gyro Party
a n d  D A N C E
R O Y A L  A N N E  H O T E L
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3
I Dancing at 9 p.m.
In  aid of Kelowna & District W elfare  Association
M U S IC  B Y  B O B  H A Y M A N ’S A M B A S S A D O R S
Tickets: 75c each at door. Refreshments . 16-f
..■......■■■■..■■■.■■iim.miiininiiiiiiiiiiriiniiiuiim
OPENING GAME
SPOKANE “ HAT FREEMANS” VERSUS
KELOWNA
S C O U T  H A L L
S P E C I A L -O P E N I N G  P R IC E S —
Junior Game, 8.30 40c and 15c Feature Game, 9.45
SATU R D AY, N O V E M B E R  23
EMINENT SCIENTIST 
WILL S ^ K  HERE
Dr, H, M. Tory, of Ottawa, To Address 
Canadian Club
d* 4* d* ♦  d* d* *'*• * * * * * *  •*•
Dr. Henry Marshall Tory, of Ottawa, 
Director of the Associated, Canadian 
Cliibs of Canada, and former President 
of the Canadian National Research 
Council, from which he only recently 
retired, w ill address a dinner meeting 
of the Kelowna Canadian Club in the 
Royal Anne Hotel on Thursday even­
ing, December 5th. His subject w ill be 
“Canada—A  Scientific View.”
Dr. Tory, who is a fine speaker, has 
given the same address at the large 
eastern clubs and has been well^ re­
ceived; Prominent in the Dominion’s 
national life for the past thirty years, 
Dr. Tory was President of the Univer­
sity of Alberta for twenty years before 
becoming President of the Research 
Council. During the war, he establish­
ed overseas the Khaki University and 
had much to do with introducing the 
educational programme to the ^ Id ie rs  
in Great Britain.
i LETTERS TO THE I  
t EDITOR :
•S* d»d* d* d*d* •Fd* d* d* d* 4* d» d* ♦ .d'd*
GROW ER - SHIPPERS
ASSOCIATION GRATEFUL
Kelowna, B.C., Nov. 19, 1935.
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir, •
My Executive have , requested ,me 
to ask you to thank the professional 
men, the business men and merchants 
,of the city of Kfelowna for the gener­
ous manner in which they have sup­
ported the Grower-Shippers Associa­
tion with donations.
May I personally thank them for the 
courtesy with which they received me? 
Gentlemen of Kelowna, I thank you.
Yours faithfully,
' R. M. GROGAN,
. Hon. Secretary.
THURSDAY, DECEM BER i9th, ONE D A Y  O N LY  
K E LO W N A  ROD A N D  G U N  C LU B  PRESENTS
-—.with ■
A  S ILLY  SYM PH O N Y —  “25” PEC ULIAR  PENGUINS
Matinee, 4^pjn. Two Shows in Evening, 7 and 9
G^t ybur tickets from any member of the Rod and G «n  Club
T H E  K E LO W W A  COURIER A N D  O KAW AQ AH  O itC H A R P IftT
TIHJHBDAV, NOVEMBER 21«t, 19SS
RAiOE SIX
OR. J. W. H. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. Pciidozl St. & Lawrence Ave.
E. M. CARRUTHERS 
& SON, LTD.
MORTGAGES REAL ESTATE  
INSURANCE
(O S E P H  R O S S I
C O N T R A C T O R  
FlaKtcrinj' ami Masonry
Oflicc: O Chapman Barn
■phone 298
U. GUIDI & ORSI
Contractors for 
PLASTERING, STUCCO and 
MASONRY WORK
Phone 634-L P O. Box 517
VERNON GRANITE  AND  
M ARBLE CO.
QiiarryiiiK and Cut Stone Contrac­
tors, Monmm;nts, Tombs»<>ncs and 
Cjcncral Cicnietcry Work. 
Designs and Prices may be obtained 
from Kelowna Furniture Co., 
Local Agents.
DAY’S FUNERAL 
SERVICE
KERR BLOCK
Phone 204 -  P- O. Box 765
H A V E  Y O U R
STEERING GEAR
A N D
BRAKES
. C H E C K E D  B Y
LADD GARAGE L“*-
Steering and Brake Specialists
Phone 252 K E LO W N A
W B n i m i i i
Classified
SUISCIAL LO W  K ATE  FO K CASH 
One cent per word.
Minimum cl.arKc, twenty cents.
H pliomrl nr cliar^?c(l, two cents per wo U.
Miiiiimim clmiKC, thirty , i t „ ,  r„,
It coNls as mncli to hook uml collect lor
Hum- small a.lvci liscmciils / '‘V, 
so please .to not ask (or credit, the tush way 
liest hoth for yon and lor us. ,
No rcspoiisihility accepted (or errors in od- 
vertisements received liy telephone.
FOR S A LE — MiBCcllaocou*
FOR SALE — At the Simpson 
few young Yorkshire white 
from pure bred imported slock. Apply 
to H. C. S. Collett, Estate Manager, 
Okanagan Loan & Investment Trust 
Co, ___I
BUY your old newapapws now; on 
Hale at The Courier Office. Ten 
pounds for 25c. Useful in many ways^
FOR SALE — Counter sales check 
books, carbon back (blank 
ten cents each; three for 25c. Courier 
Office.
FOR S A L Iv -“NO H U N T IN G  OR 
SH OOTING” notices. Protect your 
property and orchards during the hunt- 
iiK season. 15 cents each, .6 for 70 
^  Courier Office, Water Street
o-ticcents.
TO  RENT
s t o r e  for rent, August 15th, corner 
Pendozi and Lawrence. ^PP*yi„r/; 
Shepherd.
h e l p  W A N T E D
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Three cnits per word, each imiertion J inini- 
imim Charge, SO ceulB. Kach initial and 
gioup of not iiioic Ib.ui live figures 
comilH as a word. . .
Black-fuce type, like thU: fiv« cenU per 
word; uiiniinum charge, OU cents.
HORTICULTURISTS 
CONSIDER THE
NEW TARIFF
(Continued from Page 1)
The Village Club at Okanagan Mis- — American duty
Sion" will" present” a BOX SOCIAL at I agreenienl 57
Bellevue Hotel on Wednesday. Nov-1 our apples 1.5 cents fifty pour a
music,, a good time 
271-IU for information.
worked out
ember 27th. at eight
10-lc I commodities have been 
by Miijor McGuire;
CORRECTION FROM ADVERTISER I Applcn,
Miss Olive Newton, special repre-1 Present duty at d ac per id ^  
sentative of the Harriet Hubbard Aye
will be at the Kelowna Pharmacy on ayty ..........
Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov. l^ .d  V
2.5th. 2Cth and 27th. _  ^, DurSp added value 80% of Ic lb,.
^ rpotal tiow duty
Dr, Mathison, dentist. Willits’ D'oek, 
telephone 89. ^ 1 Dumpi added  value at Ic lb
Fumerton’s
Kcluwnu Pharmacy Ltd.
80
40
F R I D A Y  a n d  
S A T U R D A Y
ONLY *
Half Price
2 S a | e
..................
jci, I Apples, 50 Ib .^ gross. Invoice price 50c:
V'.?,: p,co„t duly S: S
BRIDGE D R IV E -S t. Andrew’s Guild, I ....
Okanagan duty. 15%
School, November 29th. Duini) added value
freshments. Admission, 35c. 16-lc Humi). duu
of 90c ........
80% of Ic lb.
The Kelowna Volunteer Fire Brigade, 
Annual Ball, Thursday. November 21st,
80
\?'A
53 .^Total new duty „
Prunes, 20 lbs. gross, Invoic^ price 25c, 
Present duty at 3-4c per lb........  !•>
Royal Anne Hotel.  ^  ^ 10-tfc | added value at 1'^ c per lb 2 ^
With every book purchased from Total duty 4006.1/j
20
Spurrier’s from now until Christmas a „  (juty, 15% of 45c
Gift Membership card will be given en-  ^ added value at 80% of 1 '/\C 
titling the holder to become a mcrnbei I ’ 
of Spurrier’s library, with the privilege
of reading five library books fi'GC of Total new duty ................. .
charge. Peaches, 21i  ^ lbs. gross, invoice
• * * price 35c:
Dr. H. ,M. Tory, of Ottawa, forrner I per lb. 27
President of the (ZJanadian National Rc- added valu^ at 80% of
search Council, will address a dinner .................  37
mieeting of the Kelowna Canadian
98c
in the Royal Anne Hotel on ’^ ursday, (j^ty 64
Dec. 5. at 6.15 p.m. Subject: “Canada- I 15% of 09.M
Dump, added value at 80% of 1)4A Scientific View.
CARD OF THANKS
lb. 29)4
WANTED—Ambitious, reliable man. Total new duty .....;... -... 39j4----------- . in npr -1 Mr. Reid A. Johnston and family wish 100 lbs. gross, invoice price |1:
25 to 40, who IS in terested  for flowers and ^uty at .)4 c Per Ib.^.........
ent work with a good P expressions-of sympathy in their recent U  duty at -J^ c lb........ 75
ply satisfied customers in nearby loc *> —
lllly with famous Wato"? __________ ______ _ Total duty
and farm products. Write The J. R.
Watkins Company, 1350 Hornby Street,
Vancouver, B. C. 1 - I
1.50
CARD DF THANKS
Jack and Dick Jennens wish to ex­
press their sincere thanks to their many
I Proposed duty, 30% of $1.60 ........ 48
Dump, added duty at 80% of .)4^
lb.
MENJVAN’T ^ ^ fo r  Raydeigh^utes^^^^ expressions .of sym-1 Total new duty
60
1.08
S. Central pathy in the loss of their parents. Also tomatoes, 4-baskets, 25 lbs. gross, in-
day. Rawleigh Co., Dept. WG-141^^^^  ^I numerous floral tributes. | voice price 75c:
U D IE S ' SILK DRESSES, $2.98
LADIES’ CREPE SILK, Celancse, Satin and Figur­
ed Silk Dresses in a wonderful assortment of styles 
and materials; sizes to 44. (DO Q Q
)4 PRICE SALE .................................
LADIES’ ASSORTED FLOWERED RAYON AND 
PLAIN CREPE DRESSES in a good <I>-| Q O  
range of snappy patterns; )4 PRICE
LADIES’ FIGURED SILKS, Satins, Crepes, Crepe 
Back Satin DRESSES; J Q
14, PRICE SALE .................................
LADIES’ FELT HATS in all shades for fall' 
and winter wear; j4 PRICE SALE ........
LADIES’ ORGANDIE DRESSES, lovely flowered 
patterns; all sizes. (I?‘|
j/j PRICE SALE ........ ........................  ^
LADIES’ ADRE CREPE DRESSES,. short and no 
sleeve, low and high cut back; (p-| QrT
14 PRICE SALE ........................... ....... «
LADIES’ VOILE DRESSES, neatly trimmed with 
organdie; come early for these.
34 PRICE SALE ........................................ «/OL/
LADIES’ UTILITY COATS, $7’^
DON’T MISS THIS COAT SPECIAL
Silk lined and interlined popular double breasted
styles with wide reveres.  $7.89
LADIES’ PERSHA LAMB COATS, English curl 
mohair pile; soft wool, interlined with two-year 
guarantee celanese lining. Colours: black and
camel. K  A i )
For these two days only ..................
UD IES ’ HOSIERY
Ladies’ full fashioned service weight hosiery 
Allan made; )4 PRICE SALE ........ ’ fJ • ^
Ladies’ rayon and all wool Hosiery;
)4 PRICE SALE; per pair .....................
BABY PINS;
)4 PRICE SALE, per package ..................
CHILDREN’S LONG WOOL SFOCKINGS, fawn
only; sizes 6 to 9)4; 2 4 C
Children’s knee <)4 length Stockings, cotton "1
mixtures; sizes 6 to 10; per pair..................
BOYS’ BROADCLOTH SHIRTS AND WAISTS;
blue, green, white; sizes 12 to 14 39c
years; each ...........................................
BLUE LINED ENVELOPES, standard
size; each ...................................................
LINEN ENVELOPES, while, nice quality; 
per package of ■ 25; each ..............................
MEN’S DRESS HATS, 98c
MEN’S FINE WOOL DRESS HATS, new fall and 
winter styles; six shades; sizes 6)4 to 7)4- Q O ^
)4 PRICE SALE, edch ..............................
MEN’S WOOL RIBBED DRESS SOX, colours^^n,
grey, black; 2 5 C
14 PRICE SALE, per. pair ........................ ...
MEN’S DRESS CAPS, tweeds and mixtures; O Q | »
all sizes; )4 PRICE SALE, each............. . •
MEN’S DRESS GLOVES, unlined cape; Q Q ^  
colours: black, grey, fawn; per pair ........
MEN’S ALL WOOL WORK SOX; I
)4 PRICE SALE; per pair ...  ............... -
MEN’S ALL WOOL DRESS HOSE, plain 
and fancy; per pair ......................... .......
K, Winnipeg, Can.
LOST—32x6 truck tire between Kel­
owna and Vernon, Nov.^14. Reward 
if returned to Shillam’s Garage, Ver-
•iD-ipnon.
ON ONE OF THESE
S PE C IA L  C H R IS T M A S  
E X C U R S IO N S
from Quebec
Nov. 29 -  *«LETITIA»»
to Belfast, Liverpool, Glasgow
Nov. 29 — “AUSONIA”
to Plymouth, Havre,-London 
* Personally conducted excursion
to  Brita in.
from Halifax j.
Dec. 8 — “A LA U N IA "^
to Plymouth, Havre, London
Dec. 8 — “ LACONIA” !
to Galway, Glasgow, Liverpool .
Dec. 15 — “ASCANIA”  ]
to Plymouth, Havre, London
Choose this famous Christmas ; , 
Route to Europe. Thoughtful , 
service, excellent food, com- < 
fortable accommodation, spe-g 
cial attention paid to women y 
and children; recreation and ; 
entertainment for all.
LOW OCEAN RATES IN A LLX  
CLASSES
Apply to  your.locai agent (ho one can 
r* serve you better) or to  ’
le-lcj Present duty at 2c per lb. .. 
Dump, added value at 3c lb.
LOST AND  FO UND MINISTER OF 
AGRICULTURE 
OPTIMISTIC
TENDERS
(Continued froin page 1)
Tenders will be received by th.e un- . i, „
Hersiened up to noon, December 10th, dp the whole matter now rather than. 
1935 for supplying 100 cords four foot j awaR the legal action of some person 
woo’d; green cut and split pine and or persons at a later date, 
fir mixed, and to be delivered and .pu-j “The chaos which would result in 
ed at the Kelowna Schools before the L^e latter case would be much more 
first day . of July, 1936. The lowest or than if we set to wprk now to
determine the situation,? he said. If 
the Act is upheld in its entirety, or 
substantially, then to scrap it would 
I seem a very impolitic action. The fact 
16"2c l that the government is presenting the
Act for study leads me to bplieve that
it is more sympathetic to our control 
legislation than -was at first the general 
feeling- If it really wants to dispose 
of the Act, then the government is
Total duty ...... .... ........ 1-25
Proposed duty at 2c per lb- 
Dump, added value 80% of 3c lb. 60
Total new duty ...... ..... . l.-l®
Lettuce, 76 lbs. gross, invoice price 
; . $1.25,
Present duty at l)4c per lb..-..-. 1-14 
Dump, added value at Ic lb. • m
F U M E R T O N ' SW H E R E  C A S H  
B E A T S  C R E D IT
S U P P O R T  t h e  W E L F A R E  C H E S T  D R IV E , Nov. 18-22
W H E R E  C A S H  
B E A T S  C R E D IT
any tender not necessarily^accepted 
N. D. McTAVISH,
Secretary,
Kelowna Board of School 'Trustees 
Nov. 18th, 1935.
Total duty ... ....................- 1-90
Proposed duty, 15% of $1^6 ^ . - -  28 
Dump, added value at 80% of Ic
lb. ........... . ■ ...^
Total new duty   —— 69
CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT 
OF GLENMORE
COURT OF REVISION! ioS^”pp^ho^^  ^ But I don’t think that
-------- - is the case.
Notice is hereby given that a Comt the other hand, if the Act was
of Revision to correct and revi^ found ultra vires,“ then; it is just as
Voters’ List w ill sit in the Board R o o ^  know the real facts and as-
Irrigation Building, Glenmore, at 2.30 j certain where we stand as a result of 
p.m. on the court’s finding
DECEMBER 10th, W3^ At any rate, if the Act was scrapped
R 'VV. GORIER, Clerk- j through the courts, or by an indepen- 
R.R. N o . 1, KPlowna, B. C., dent decision of the government
----  lO-aC ,, ________J offriT-t 5November 13th, 1935.
CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF 
KELOWNA
VOTERS’ LIST, 1936
am determined that every effort shall 
be made to retain the valuable controls 
that have been developed , in B. C.,” 
says Dr. MacDonald. | ,
“I am not advocating upsetting' the 
present arrangement. I favour keep­
ing it, though there are certain features
. T- tbnt a Court that I should like to see readjustedNotice is hereby given that^ G ri I tiidt _ , ----
01 Revision w ill be held -^'Oij^Tt
D e c e m b e r  10th, 1935, _at (ten regret deeply to
s interaction
g ^ ^ X i ° " l o S ^ 9 3 l  P rov ln c ia I> ,d  Dominion control.
the forenoon, at the Council 
Kelowna, B. C., for th6 purjiJose of see any disorganization result among — —-7 the producers: And that is why, at
hearing and ^  Victoria, we are noiy making a detailedtion to strike out the name 01 any per
son which has been improperly placed 
upon the Municipal Voters List, 1936, 
or to place on such list the name of any 
person improperly omitted from same. 
G. H- DUNN,
Kelowna, B. C., City Clerk.
November 20th, 1935. 16-3C
6l7 Granville St. ( Seymour 3648) Vancouver
McTAVISH & WHILUS
LIM IT E D
S T E A M S H IP  A G E N T S  
Phone 217 - Kelowna, B. C.
RIOTING SPREADS
TO PALESTINE
JERUSALEM, Nov. 21.—Two British 
policemen and two Arabs were wound­
ed today in a demonstration at Haifa, 
following the slaying of three Arabs 
yesterday in a clash with police. The 
three were members of a gang which 
killed a policeman last week.
Police report that secret armed bands 
are roving through Palestine inciting 
the people against British rule.
Of the total of 314.158 farms in West- 
-ern Canada, 222,981. or- Y,l per Cent, 
keep 1.310,038 head of milch cows.
WARNING TO RADIO LISTENERS,
OWNERS of unlicenced radio re­
ceiving sets are hereby- warned that 
on and after 30th November, 1935, the 
Department of Marine will take steps 
to prosecute the owner or operator
thereof. ' . . ,
Broadcast listeners who have not al­
ready procured their licences for the 
current fiscal year are accordingly ad­
vised to obtain such licence immedi- 
stcly.
The licence fee is $2.00 per annum.
Licences may be procured from ^ s t  
Offices in cities and larger towns. De­
partmental Radio Inspectors, Radio 
Dealers, and others authorized to issue 
licences on behalf of the Department, 
of from Radio Branch, Department of 
Marine, Ottawa, Ont.
By order,
ft. K. SMITH,
Deputy Minister of Marine. 
Ottawa, November 15, 1935. 16-lc
Films Develoded
with one print from each nega­
tive. Extra Prints, eight for 25c. 
The Saskatchewan Photo Supply 
269 Second Ave. S., Saskatoon.
48-26t
study in the legal department of the 
many various angles of this marketing 
control situation “
The provincial Marketing Act def 
initely embraced price and spread con 
trol, the Minister pointed out. He is 
also, however, particularly anxious to 
have a change in the B.N.A. Act by 
which the province could have the 
powers of indirect taxation for pur­
poses of making a levy or creating a 
pool, now a federal power. This would 
greatly aid the Fraser Valley situation, 
he suggested.
If the Marketing Act was not pre­
served in its entirety, the Minister al­
so believed there might be an oppor­
tunity of the Dominion granting cer­
tain sanctions to some of the provinces, 
notably British Columbia, whereby 
schemes involving inter - provincial 
trade would not be rendei*ed impotent.
“After all,” Dr. MacDonald asserted, 
“there is a great deal of confusion re­
garding the legality of marketing 
schemes and related matters. I  don t 
believe the fathers of Confederation 
foresaw an interference with market­
ing procedure, strictly speaking, when 
they laid down the Dominion’s powers 
over trade. Providing no discrimina­
tion in the channels of trade is carried 
on, I don’t see why it couldnT be pre­
sumed that the marketing control is m 
large degree a matter of civil and 
property rights and a provincial power.
“When a fruit inspector rules out a 
shipment, is he interfering with inter­
provincial trade, or is he dealing with 
property and civil rights? We don t 
raise the question. It is presumed that 
the action is one of benefit all round, 
and we don’t dispute between provm-
the fruit industry and the necessity of 
retaining to the fullest extent at least 
the protection now afforded under the 
new Agreement.”
MR. O. W. HEaOBLING 
Mr. O. W. Hembling, of the Tree
_________  „ Fruit Board and Export Board, makes
A later circular, issued, on Tuesday, I following comment:— -
contains a table showing how the new statement as to how tbe fruit
tariff compares with the intermediate vegetable industry of British U o -
and general tariffs now in use. It al- ^j^bia will be affected by 
so shows the amount of the maximum I 3greement entered into with the Uhited 
dump duties that could he applied un- g^ g|.gg gan only be a guess. _
der the new treaty as compared with “There would appear to be am^e 
the dump duties imposed during the I the agreement to provide
past three years. . the necessary protection for th^e m-
“Jt would appear,” says Major Me- U^g^y^gg  ^ ^ut there is the imcertamty 
Guire, “that proyision is made under policy of the Government re-
the new treaty for the application of .j.jjg application of the dutia^
dump duties to most of the commodi- “The agreement provides for NOT
ties upon which such duties have been j^^oRE than 80 per cent of the present 
levied in the past, with the stipulation ^^ .^ ^^ j^ ggg jf gO per cent advance is 
that such duties will not exceedl 60 ^  there can be little or no com-
per cent of the lowest values set dur- faint. If, on the other hand, there 
ing the years 1933 to 1935. should be only a 10 per cent advance,
“The commodities upon which dump adyafiee was used only as tl)e
duties have been levied in the past, ^^gjg gf atliving at the ad valorem duty 
and for which ho provision has keen nqj^dded to the invoice, the in-
made under the new  ^ agreement, 1 would be placed in a position
Brussel sprouts, cauliflower, casahas, could not survive unless Am-
hojiey balls, honey dews, mushrooms, gj.jggg prices were much higher th ^
parsley and radishes. they have been for a number of years.”
“In regard to tomatoes, while no „  E. POOLE
4 2 K S S - -1  From the point of view of the vege-
vision that the’ duty under any tariff table growers, states Col. E. ^  ’
favourable than the British pre- Manager of the Interior Vegetable Mar-
ferehtial tariff shall at no time be keting Agency, the situation causes 
£ss than two cents per pound, the Lome worry. For instance, a'75-pound 
weight of the package to be included crate of lettuce, mvoice^ice $1.25, 
in the weight ^or duty. carries a tariff protection of $1.90. Uri
“Froih the information at present to der the new agreement, with the m ^ i-  
hand it would appear that provision mum of 80 per cent) a ^y m g , this 
has been made for a reasonable meas- would be reduced to 89c.
Full concrete foundation.
Five room Buhgalovy.
Good repair, inside and out. -— Corner
■ $ 8 5 0 -0 0  aJaiSe
McTAVISH & WHILLIS, LIMITED
R E A L  E S T A T E IN S U R A N C E
S U P P O R T  the W E L F A R E  C H E S T  D R IV E , Nov. 18-22
Let us quote you on Storm Windows for your House or Porch. 
i e  iSstified through the saving of fuel, besides making your home 
much more comfortable to Uve in. We can also supply you w ith -
SCREENED SAWDUST HEAVY DRY SLABS BOX CUTTINGS
a l l  KINDS OF l u m b e r  MBLLWORK
s. M. SIMfSON, u m h e d
ure of protection on most of our com- possibility al?o that the raff rates on 
modities and it would seem wise to crates to the Canadian prairies would 
Dostnone judgment on the merits of be lowered. Celery Was somewhat sun- 
the treaty in so far as it concerns the iiarly affected, but most other commod- 
fruit and vegetable industry until such hties did not fare so badly.
time as the fuU details of the applica-
P.O. Box 452 Phones 312 and 313
tion of the new provisions are avail­
able.’ ,
The bid intermediate tariff on apples 
was 15 per cent, the old general tariff, 
20 per cent, and the lowest advance 
during the years from 1933 to 1935 was 
one cent per pound. Under the new 
treaty.-the tariff will be 15 per cent, 
with the maximum advance four-nrth
cents a pound.
WHAT SOME OF TfiE LEADERS 
HAVE TO SAY
BICYttES MUST 
CARRY A UGHT 
AT NIGHT
Returning Acquittal Verdict In  
Penticton Fatality, Jury U rges  
Road Rule Enforcement
(Continued from Page 1) VERNON, Nov. 16.—A  strong recom-
_____  _ mendation that .police be .instructed to
that has affected so many commodities more careful in checking up bicy- 
and was entered into with the idea of, gjgg foj. correct lights was attached to 
as far as possible, increasing the yol- verdict of the jury at the Fffl As- 
ume of business as between the .United gj2es which, after only a few minutes 
States and Canada by a reduction of deliberation on Friday, acquitted S t^ -  
tariffs. ley J. H. Adams, aged 24, of Pentic-
'Tt is suggested that at the next ses- ton, on a charge of J^^^slaughter 
Sion of Parliament there may be a; re-| connection with the death of Herpert 
vision of powers given under Clause 43 ---------
If by any chance the protection to the 6th last, when a dehve^ 
fruit and vegetable industry under this ated by Adams struck down Ani^is^ 
Clause is eliminated, or the powers re- who was riding a bicycle. Accoraing 
tained and not acted upon, it would to the evidence, Adams turned _ 
create a most disastrous situation for truck around and headed a w ^  from 
the fruit and vegetable growers of Ca- the scene without stopping to fand out 
nada, and it is doubtful if they could whether or not Andrist was h ^ .  _
ultimately survive. That the bicycle ridden on the night
“No time should be lost by growers’ | of the accident, which was produced 
organizations throughout Canada in I in court, was not equipped witn
uA.v.  ------ — » T J.I. 4-4-v.a nrfFATiizinc themselves in order that a [headlight or tail reflbetor, was reyeal-
Dial and federal power^Iho^^ 6 be presented at Ot-| ed in evidence given by Corporal BM;
same atbtude may to impress up-
tivated between all parties on j „  Government the im-I me jury lo aLiueii a hhca
affecting^the^prim^y prod^  ^ protection to] diet. Mr. Justice McDonald told the
Policei and promptedWiS, of the E. C. a. vraav^ ,
:i -1th t ttach _riqef to ^e^ ver-
jury that their recommendation would 
be put in the hands of the proper au­
thorities.
This was the all-important point 
submitted by the defence, as the law 
provides that bicycles must be equip- 
ned with adequate headlights and tail 
reflectors when used at night. Further 
evidence was given that the street m 
the point Avhere the accident occurred 
was poorly lighted. ,
After R. R.- Earle, K.C., the Crown 
Prosecutor, had closed his case, Adams 
counsel, H; W. MeInnis, of Penticton, 
made a strong plea to Mr. Justice D. A. 
McDonald for dismissal of the charge, 
stating that the Crown had failed to 
present evidence that Adams was neg­
ligent.
His Lordship declared that he was 
inclined to agree with Mr. McInnis and 
declared that, in his opinion, the 
Crown Prosecutor had made out no 
case whatsoever. However, he stated 
that he was content to leave the case 
to the jury.
The defence counsel’s case was a 
short one, only one witness, George 
Taylor, a Penticton bicycle dealer, be­
ing called, while Mr. McInnis did not 
address the jury.
The' high point of the Crown’s case 
was the production on the w^^^s  
stand by Corporal Barwis of a signed 
fon&sio'n by Adams, in 
clared: “I have not much to say. I hit 
him all right.” -
Several other witnesses Jor the 
Crown were heard at the trial.
During the course of his ^ort ad- K .----  Lordship m-
OBITUARY
>
Mrs. Jane McIntosh Bertram , .
Kelowna lost a well-known and be­
loved resident on Friday eyening, No­
vember 15th, when Mrs. Jane McIntosh 
Bertram passed away suddenly at her 
home here in her 78th year.
Born in, Quebec, the late Mrs. Bert­
ram came to Kelowna, some 25 ydars 
ago. For a number of years she was 
in charge of the government telegraph 
office here. She was a charter mem­
ber of the Kelowna Rebekah Lodge, 
and took an actiye interest in com.- 
munity affairs.
She leaves to mourn* her loss one 
son, Mr. Reid A. Johnston, and two 
grandchildren, of West Summerland; 
one sister in Winnipeg, two sisters at 
Redbank, New Jersey, and a brother 
at Prince Albert, Sask. Mrs. C, Mc­
Carthy, of Kelowna, is a stepdaughter. 
She was predeceased by her first hus­
band, Mr. Johnston, many years ago, 
and by her second husband a few 
years ago.
The funeral service was held on Sun­
day, at 3 p.m., ftrom Day’s Funeral 
Parlours to the Kelowna Cemetery, 
Rev. W. W. McPherson conducting. An  
impressive seirvice was held-at tl'® 
graveside by the Rebekahs.
The pall bearers were:' Messrs. C. 
Shayler, C. Gowen, A. H. DeMara, C. 
Hubbard, H. Witt and W. T. Patterson.
Adams had run away after the acci­
dent, declaring that he became fright-
S i t e d  fee fe c lt t a l  ened and lost his head.
phases of his marketing. ’
/
it i u JUBWAY. NOVf:Miir:;i '.'ist,
T H K  K E L O W N A  CO U KIER  a N P  O K A N A G A N
>AGE SE V E N
GORDON’S
GROCERY
B. C. PRODUCTS 
WEEK
- ^November 18 to 23
ll.c. SrECIALS—Friday & Saturday
Il'oyal City Tomatoes, 2</.’s, O Q ^
choice; 3 tins for ...............
Boyal City Peas, 2’s, choice; 
sieve 5; 3 tins for ...............
Sieve 3; 4 7 C
3 tins for ...........................
Royal City Pears, 2//S, stan- O K p  
darcl in 25% syrup; per tin 
Royal City Soups, tomato, vc^table 
and gfeen pea;
Miss DockrJll, Graduate Dietitian, Is 
demonstru^B Royal City canned 
goods In our store this week.
Green Beans. Pride of Okan-
a«an, 2’s, cut; 3 tins for .....
Aylmer Pumpkin, 2l//s, "I
Hughes’ Asparagus, green T Q g
Hughes’ Pure Jam; Raspberry or 
Strawberry; 40-oz. glass 4 ^ C
sealers; each .....................
Canned Raspberries or Strawberries 
in syrup; 2-lb. tins;
2 tins for ................... ........ U O l/
Pilchards, tall tins; ~i
each'....................................X V I/
Royal Crown Soap; 1 Qp
Milk, tall tins; I
per tin ............... ........ ...... XVV/
Nabob Coffee, I’s; Q 7
. per tin :.............................  V  I X-
LOCAL & PERSONAL
Mr. W. A. C. Bennett was a visitor 
o Vernon on Friday last.
i NELSON HAS
FINE SPORTS 
BUILDINGS
Mr. 'r. G. Norris. K.C.. mad*, 
ness trip to Vernon this week.
Dr. MeNaine*'. t)f KaniU)oi>.s, i.s 
.erecl at the Royal Ann*’ M*)tel.
a bnsi- Continue*! fro m  pane 1)
regi.s- "(Jliristtnas Cheer Pot
Permis.siot* was granted to Adjutant 
Marjorie Finni*; of the Salvation Army 
to collect funds by means of the 
, .......... I “Cln islrna.s Cheer Pot" method on Dec.
Mr. H. G. Lawes,  ^ l***^ **SavbiBS^  Ba^ Account Interest
In reply-to a letter from the Council 
objecting to the date of 
rate of interest on Savings Bank de­
posits being made retroactive 
date of notification from the Bank, Mr. 
as in the city aurmu mo wov,... .j), c. Paterson, Manager Uie Kelow-
, ^ „  nnid na branch of the Bank of Montreal, 
Messrs. Paul Hayes anti C. « .  Koicl l advising that interest adjust-
■e spending the week at the Coa.st. had been made in the City de-
M . BO. s.nn„«no.j o*
was a visitor to the city at
Mr. Steve Temple, of Vernon, was in 
llie city tills week on business.
r. . . La es, of Vei'iion, .. 
tered at the Royal Anne Hotel.
Mr. F. Lobb, of Vancouver, is regis­
tered at the Royal Anne Hotel.
Mr. Colin Dingwall, of Vancouver, 
w  i   i  d ing the eek.
d R.
are
end.
rate or mioo --- -
Nov 4th, the rate of interest, as already 
la  I advised, would be at the rate of two
Tiie annual Catholic Bazaar and hot per cent, except in the case of the City 
cliicken will be held in the I. borrowing from the Bank.
^ ^  Yr^ ii Qr.4iiv/1nv. I A«»linn Act DOC
* W vv ----
Sheen Protect o ocs Not Apply 
To Rabbits
A claim by Mrs. Janet S. Gibb for 
$75.00 as the value of seven pedigreed
jr.wt, -------  • - I Angora rabbits, killed by two dogs
Mrs C E Barnes, who returned last ^hich invaded her yard on Sunday 
wc^k fiSm Worcester, Mass., has taken Uorning, Nov. 0^th was not allowed 
mo Willow Inn. following receipt of advice from the
V, City Solicitor that the Sheep Protec- 
'uon Act, under which damages may be 
claimed, applies only to sheep, goats 
and poultry.
Poundkeeper’s Report 
The report of the Poundkeeper, Mr. 
J. Powick, for the month of October, 
showed six horses and one dog to have
O.O.F. Hall on Saturday.
Constable Thomas, of the local de­
tachment of Provincial Police, is en­
joying a two weeks holiday.
WLLTIV ------------
I up residence at the Willow Inn.
Mr. Earl Raymcr, who has 
I working for the CP.R. out of Revel 
I stoke, returned home last week.
Mr. Bryson White', Dominion Acting 
Chief Fruit Inspector, Vernon, was in 
the city on business on Friday last.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold X‘-'’^ ‘ty. impounded. All the horses were
Darner, and Miss Lily ’t^ i^^ ker left on ^ere released upon pay-
Saturd’ay on a motor trip to Mexico.
12c
18c
SPAGHETTI—
small,'
tin ...
Medium, 
tin .
PORK AND 
BEANS
S m a ll,
tin ....
Medium,- 
tin
Large, 
tin ....
been i im u. ---------
claimed and w  l  
ment of fees amounting to a total pi 
, i<siRnn The dog was not claimed anaI Miss B. K. Waggett. Kamloops.
I Mrs. E. J. Bagley returned last week decided to allow Messrs. E
from Alsted, New Hampshire, McPherson, F. O. Wilson S. L.
she had been visiting for the past few use the Exhibition Building
months. as a roller skating rink for two months
Messrs. R.'B. Staples and J. B. ^pur- ending Jam^^^
I home todajj. ' terial for making such repairs at a cost
i\/Tr^ r  A Whitelock, of Cunard not to exceed $100.00. 
u “  s, Vancouver, was a visitor to the Anotter f h f
jclty this week, a guest of the
nne Hotel. 1935, for the suip of $50.00, and a fur
Mr. Robert Haldane, who has been in L^er licence for an additional mont 
I ir>ft last week for the Coast, j g^ding Jan. 15th, 1936, upon pay
iVir. XVUUtri t ----------- _
ill health, lef  l     ,
where he will receive treatment at j gf another $50.00. 
S’naughnessy Military Hospital.
JAPANESE ORANGES
Advance shipment just .0 0
arrived; per box .....
CITRUS FRUITS 
Special This Week-end
“Grapefruit, California; nice ’
size; 5 for .................. .....
■'Oranges, Valencia, medium,
per dozen ..... ...........
Large, per dozen -
Lemons, good size; Sunkist,
per dozen . ............
Grapefruit, Florida;
large; 3 for ..........  ..........
SOUP CEREALS 
SPECIAL
Split Peas;
3 lbs. for ....  ■ ....... V ••
Dry Green Peas;
3 lbs. for ....  .........
Soup Mixture;
; 3 lbs. fo r ... ....., .
Revision Of Voters’ List
Mr R Bennett and Mr. K. Douglas, I Aldermen G. A.Vanrmiver Bank of Montreal In- Fo.ster were appointed to. sit with ms
speLrs, are ’in Kelowna^this
guests of the Royal Anne Hotel. Court to^  be held in the CouncU Cham-
Mr. A. T. McKean, General Freight kgj. on Tuesday, Dec. 10th, at ten 
Agent, C.P.R., Vancouver, visited Ke- o’clock in the forenoon, 
lowna during the past week. He was Sale Of Lot :
a guest- of the Royal Anne Hotel. [  By-Law No 654, selling Lot 19, Block
Nurses’ Association in Hotel Georgia, received final passage. ^
Vancouver, last week, was Mrs. T- G. Gift Of Peoni^ By Late ex-Mayor 
^  • DeHart •
, rp Mayor Trench reminded the Council
Mr. O. W. Hembling, of the Tree ^ay peonies that had been
Fruit Board, and Mr. A. K. Boyd, P i^ -  to t^he City by the late ex-Mayorident of the B.C.F.G.A., attended the made t^ tne^^^^^
quarterly meeting of the B.C.F.G.A at • -  The roots had been delivered
Oliver on Tuesday Lnd had been planted in a suitable bed,
Mr A  K. Loyd, President of the B. and he suggested .that a letter of ap-
C.F G .i ,  who left yesterday for To- preciation be sent to. the family of the
ronto to attend the agricultural confer-1 dono .^ litviii Monday Dec. 2nd,
eneg, will go to E ng l-d  ufterUte
of the whole, but H^ere was little bus  ^
ness to transact and the proceedings 
soon terminated.
CANDY SPECIAL  
Friday and Saturday
Ganong’s Hard Boiled .... 15c
Mixture; per-ib. .......... .
b r e a d  AND PASTRY
“Soyolk” Bread, low in starch con­
tent and very nourishing;
We carry Chapinfs Pastry at regular 
pric^
ct; m vj i-v ,—
ference, returning home in February.
The W. W. Loane Hardware have 
been appointed exclusive agents _in 
Kelowna for the “Happy Thought line 
of ranges and heaters  ^ a McClary line 
distributed by General Steel Wares 
Limited.
Mr G. P Melrose, of Kamloops, g^ve 
an illuttrated lecture on the subject
. I o f  t i m b e r  conservatim at the f ortnigh^^
The engagement is announced of hy meeting of the Gyro B^ lub m xn 
Mary, only daughter of * e  late . Mr
and Mrs. J. L. Vicary, of Peachland. ing. He returned to Kamloops yester
- ^  _ 1 1 TT< T^.— tyr\Y>\ r»f ••__ana ivxife. u. ~— -and Mr. Ronald E. Irwin, only son of 
Mrs. L. M. Irwin and the late Dr. R. 
J. Irwin, of North Vancciuver. The 
marriage will take place in Kelowna 
on Saturday
i n c r e a s e
YOUR
ENDUR­
ANCE
W IT H —
S U T H E R L A N D ’S
b a t h r o o m  t is s u e
■ Westminster bran*i large rolls, made
in B. C. 1
SPECIAL, 3 rolls for ....... . . X«/V/
Charm iPacial Tissue;  ^ "I K p
per roll ......  ............: X U L/
HELP THE WELFARE CHEST 
DRIVE
NOTE
Special Delivery for afternoon shop­
pers or ^ late phone orders leaves at 
-5  o’clock. It’s just one of our ser­
vices for your convenience—use it!
IR O C E R Y
Phones 30 and 31 
KELOW NA, B. C. 
BUSINESS IS SERVICE
For The Finest Quality In
CHRISTMAS CAKES
PUDDINGS AND MINCE­
MEAT, see SUTHERLAND’S 
Order Early Phone 121
LIM ITED
Phone 121 for our delivery 
..... to calL
The Home of Everstthing 
Good That Is Baked!
i .    l  ­
day.
Mosquitoes in Kelowna in Novem
her! ’Tis a fact. A  member of the 
Courier staff found it 
nihilate one of the pests on 'Tuesday 
Sight Evidently a hardy specimen, it 
wfs one of the largest ’skeeters ever
to attack a newspaper man.
Kelowna was invaded on Saturday 
afternoon and evening by a bevy of 
seven girls from ’^enticton who were 
selling tickets' on behalf of the P® 
ticton Gyro-Rotafy drive which closes 
on December 5th. The girls all mem­
bers of the Maye Maydes Club, can­
vassed the business section.
Mr Fred Paul, of Penticton, former­
ly of Kelowna, had a narrow escape 
recently when, while driving his 
coupe across a level crossing of the 
C.P.R. tracks at Penticton, 
by a freight car being switched at that 
point. When his car was struck, Mr. 
Paul jumped clear and escaped 
but the rear of the vehicle was dam­
aged.
• Mr. H. C. Taylor, Traffic Superinten­
dent. Western Lines, C.P.R., Winnipeg, 
and Mrs. Taylor and son, were visitors 
to Kelowna on Monday in their P^iv^e 
car. They were accompanmd by Mr.
J. J. Horn, Superintendent, Rev^stoke.
They were taken on a drive thremgh 
the city by Mr. D. Chapman, President 
oFthe Kelowna Board of Trade, and 
while here inspected the K.G.E. pack­
ing house.
Mr. S. C. Burnham, C.P.R. Telegraph 
operator at Vernon for seven years, 
has been transferred to Nelsom for 
which point Mr. Burnham. Mrs. Burn­
ham and their two sons left last 'veek. 
Mr. Burnham, who joined the L. f. 
Express in Keloivna about eleven years 
ago. transferring to the telegraph de­
partment in Ashcroft a 
the son of Mr. and Mrs. John Burn­
ham, of Kelowna.
CAIRO. Egypt. Nov. 21.—Anti-|Brit]^h 
rioting flared up again here last mght, 
but was suppressed by native_ pohee. 
The mob wrecked the windows in num­
erous stores and also smashed a street 
car. Eventually the police fired over 
the heads of the rioters, who dispersed.
W e  celebrate this Bwy/at'Home w eek  b y  special offerings in
o u r  R e a d y -to -w e a r  D e p a r tm e n t
COATS DRESSES
ixiiFSKY COATS OF QUALI'l'Y in style and fabrics 
Z t  a?o In demand with collars of allradlvc Inrs. 
For genuine values these coats ore $ 2 9 . 7 5  
outstanding. Prices fiom ..........
BUY-AT-HOME WEEK 
DRESS SPECIALS
These arc the dresses that you will need for smart 
aftSnoon sUar. Some with high neck lines and full 
^ e S " r  and made in soft crepe duchen^ flg i^^  
crepes, and crepe back satin. Sizes 14 
to 40. SPECIAL PRICE .....................  fD O .t/U
SKIRTS, SWEATERS AND PULLOVERS
wr. will also show a wide range of Ladies’ and 
Siildren’s Skirts. Sweaters and Pullovers. Blouses, 
Kimonas and Winter Sport Outfits.
COAT SPECIAL
Sizes from 10 to 20.
A  wide variety of Coats in 
winter weight fabrics, some 
tweed with fur collars. 
These coats must be seen 
to be appreciated.
BB Y -A ’T-HOME PRIUlS—
$ 1 0 .0 0
m
Agents for LANSEA AND  
AVON KNIT KNITW EAR  
and HOLT RENFREW, Can­
ada’s best known furriers. -
COATS FROM -  -  -  
DRESSES FROM -  -  - 
KNITTED SUITS FROM -
-  $12.95
-  $2.95 
---- $6.95
SOMETHING ATTRACTIVE AND  
NEW  IN
ling er ie
Rayon Pyjam as in one or tvvo-piece, 
tailored styles with combination col­
ourings. These will make v e ^  p l e ^ ^  
Christmas gifts.
Price, per p a ir ..........
Pantie' Brassiere Sets in crepe back 
satin, crepe de Chine and rayon; some 
trimmed with lace; in sm a U ,m ie ^ m  
and large sizes. © - I v  V K
Prices from, per set .......
S L IP S  in satin crepe or rayon, in most 
wanted lengths, with lace or faggot 
trim s; in shades of tea
‘navy or (j*-j .00 $3.95
Prices from
Our Hosiery Departhient , is fully 
.Stocked with attractive hose for every 
c^ccasion. Service Hose, in a fine clear 
weave, in Holeproof and ^ “j  r t f l
Crescent makes. Priced - .  X * W
Sheer clear chiffon H ole - (j?
proof H o se ; priced from — X o V ”
Extra sizes in Hosiery kept in stock.
DAINTY WEAR FOR THE 
TOTS
W e  carry an unusually good variety of 
Infants’ Coats,. Headwear to match; 
Leggings, Snow Suits, Pantie Frocks, 
Underwear and Shoes.
FASHIONABLE FOUNDA­
TION GARMENTS
W e  are showing styles for small, med­
ium or mature figures, .in, T w o -W ay .
Stretch, elastic,.up-lift help,combina­
tion,, in coutil with lace lirassiere top.
NU-BACK GIRDLES, Carter Girdles 
and Corselettes, at popular prices.
SKIRTS WITH A  SNAP
W e  carry a large and varied stock in 
new stjdes, colours and A Q
materials. Prices from ........
PHONE 361 - KELOW NA
.......
^AQB B IO H T
T H B  K B LO W W A  COURIER AM P QKAWAQAW OKCHAKPtST
TIIUKSOAT, NOVEMBER 2lst, 1935
Y o u  S a v e  w i t h  S a f e t y  
a t  Y o u r  R e x a l l  S t o r e
IFOR REBUILDING 
INTERNATIONAL 
ECONOMICS
RUTLAND
L O C A L  V I E W  X M A S  
C A R D S
Scene.s from Kclowu'.'i and 
district in bolli card and cal~
endar form.
2 5 c  and 3 5 c
C A N D L E S
Loii|^, short, thin, thick, and 
all cohnirs for table decora- 
tions. to
At
AH Men—All Ages Want A  
IIOL1.B KAZOIl For Christmas!
Have one put aside for you 
now t(j be sure of later de-
Prof. C. W . Topping Outlines 
Programme From Viewpoint 
O f Orthodox Economist
$ 6 . 9 5 $ 2 5 - 0 0
B A R G A IN  T A B L E S
W e are featuring several 
lines of discontinued and ov­
erstocked items at bargain 
prices. See them on the bar­
gain table.
r e m e m b e r  t o  a s k  f o r  c o n t e s t  v o t e s  o n
E V E R Y  P U R C H A S E
p . B . W IL U T S  &  C O ., L T D .
*  • -  -----  KELOWNA, B.C.
PHONE 19 '‘Service with a Srollo”
I
RallyRound
>
The drive is on and enthusiasm running high as 
Kelowna citizens and fruit growers generously 
respond to appeal for help.
DO YOUR PART AND SEE THAT NO 
ONE SUFFERS FROM WANT 
THIS COMING WINTER.
SUPPORT THE ROTARY AND GYRO
CANVASS
in aid of
KELOWNA AND DISTRICT W ELFARE
ASSOCIATION
HOUSEHOLDERS, You Need
COAL
a n d  T H A T  IS  W H A T  W E  H A N D L E
W o l .  H  A U G  3 0 M
C O A L  A N D  B U IL D E R S ’ S U P P L IE S
For Economy, Satisfaction and  Service, P H O N E  66 
K E L O W N A ,  B. C.
Justifying the policies of the ortho­
dox economist, Prof. C. W. lopping, 
Professor of Economics at the Univer­
sity of Britisli Columbia, in one of the 
.series of adult education lectures at the 
Junior High Auditorium on Wednes­
day evening of last week, laid down 
the strategy and tactics necessary for 
raising the standard of living througli 
u collective system. .
Dealing with the new viewpoint on 
economics, while yet holding to the 
basis of the orthodox economist, the 
speaker said that tlie new age brought 
into being one “fundaincMlum this 
being speclalizaliun. The orthodox 
economist was in agreoment with this, 
believing in gcograiiliie, technological 
and craft specialization, inferring that 
coffee should be grown in Brazil, wheat 
in Saskatchewan, and technical work  
performed where sucli could 
Tied out to highest advantage. Undei 
this ruling, textiles would be produced 
in the U. S. because three Americans 
were equal to five British, duo to ma­
chinery in the former country. In 
craft specialization even doctors spe­
cialized, with a resultant lower death
rate. . . , 4 1
; Another thing believed in by the
economist was in large scale produc­
tion and management. The 
poration was comparable in efficiency 
to individualism, as the 193!5 
bile would be to a 1913 model. A ll the 
economic progress the world had made 
had resulted from these two factors.
Then, too, the economist was a stout 
supporter of international trade, on 
the basis of reciprocity. One nation 
stood out against others in the h^iu- 
this being the United States, which 
country wanted to sell to everyone and 
buy from none. If these simple ’^ nles 
were followed, the world as a whole 
would have a standard of living such 
as our grandfathers only dreamed of.
Another stumbling block, looming 
almost as large as the idiocy of the 
United States policy, was in the Bal­
kanization’’ of Europe. By this, Pro­
fessor Topping ‘stated, he meant the 
splitting up of large nations into small 
ones following upon the Great War. 
The net result of this had been that 
each of these small nations had erected 
i colossal tariff walls against each pthei^
I Under Such circumstances they could 
not practice large scale production, 
since, any nation doing so could market 
only a fraction of ' such production. 
Furthermore, these nations could not 
buy Okanagan apples because of such 
absurd ideas, forming a virtual embar­
go bn outside produce. . . ,
A  third stumbling block consisted 
in such trade-killing devices as arbi­
trary evaluation at the border of 3 
country, Canada being a bad offender 
in this, despite the, efforts of the 
League of Nations to curb such prac­
tices among the nations.
Quotas, dumping duties, etc., also 
formed a part of such trade-killing. ,
It was painfully evident that leaders 
in business and government had not 
bGGn. cQHVGrtGci to orthodox oconomic 
theory. For had they been so, simh 
troubles would not have occurred._On  
the other hand, it was equally evident 
that! if orthodox economic theory were 
perfect, such contingencies would not 
have arisen
Tlie annual supper, concert f  
under tlio auspices of the 
Society, held in the
on Thursday evening last. .
the most successful of these affa rs m 
years, the building being 
capacity to accommodate the tiernei 
dous number of patrons.
« ♦
The alleiidanco at the supper was 
so huge that a fourth sitting was re- 
ciuirod to provide for them all. Fol 
lowini' the suiiper there was a concert 
oroxceptional me The programme 
wifs us follows: —
Vocal solos: Frank Snowsjll. Miss
Beairicc Eutin. Mrs. Day and Rev C 
E. Davis: recitations: Mrs. Maui 
W. B. Bredin; tup dancing. Miss 1 lor 
dice Aberdeen: cornet .s^los: F. H. U -  
win: sketch. '‘Writing n Play, by Miss 
C. Jolmston and W. B. Bredin.
All numbers weri! enthusiastically 
received by the audience and eiicores 
w eri dema'lided. R. T. lUtclud Presid- 
cat of the Hall Society, curried out .the 
duties of chairman. At the conclusion 
of the concert the chairs were cleared 
away and the dance conimenced. The 
music was by the Kelownuins Oiches 
tra, and while the ilooi-was almost too 
crowded for dancing to be possible, 
everyone seemed to have a thoroughly 
enjoyable time. The whole alfair was 
so successful llnancially as well as s'oe- 
ially that it is possible that the entiic 
cost of the new floor may be met 
from this one event.
« l«l «
Mr. Ralph Bell returned on Satur- 
dav from Vernon, where he was call­
ed to serve as a juror at the recent 
Assizes. m m *
The Rutland Women’s Institute buld 
their regular monthly meeting, the 
first of a new season, on Wednesday 
afternoon of last week, with an attend­
ance of about twenty-five members. 
Mrs. R. B. McLeod, the President, oc­
cupied the chair and, after the regular 
routine df business had been dealt 
with, called upon M r^  E.^L. Cross, of 
Kelowna, who spoke briefly about the 
work of the Ladies’ Auxiliary who 
supply linen to the Kelowna Hospital. 
Mrs. Ben Hoy, Kelowna, also spoke on 
the method of buying the supplies ^of 
linen, and Mrs. W. J. McDowall, also 
of Kelowna, spoke on the financial side 
of the Hospital work, her position on 
the Hospital Board making her famil­
iar with this angle.
Miss A. B. Dalziel was appointed the 
Rutland delegate to the Women’s Insh- 
tute Convention to be held at Peach- 
land on Thursday, Nov. 21st.
At the close of the meeting refresh­
ments were served by Mesi^mes Eeit- 
head" and Mills and Miss Bessie Mc­
Leod. .
HEAVY MOVEMENT , 
ON APPLES THROUGH 
NEW WESTMINSTER
Three Vessels Loading For Unit­
ed Kingdom This We-ek A t  
■ Pacific Coast Terminals
NEW  WES'l’MlNSTEH, Nov. li).— An 
apple export movement greatly in ex 
cess of that of 1934 is under way 
through the port of New Westminster, 
’riiis week three vessels were docked 
at Pacific Coast 'I’erminals loading Bri­
tish Columbia apples for the United 
Kingdom. Including these parcels, 
there have been shipped through this 
port to date, this season, approximate 
ly 450,000 boxes.
November and December bookings, 
already definitely made, total .some 
300,000.
It is anticipated that additional 
bookings will be made, and that tlio 
grand total for the crop year w ill in 
all probability double last year’s fig 
urcs of 405,000 boxes.
The explanation given for this in 
crease in apple business is that smallei' 
quantities are going by way of rail to 
Montreal and thence by Atlantic linds, 
because it is found that apples shipped 
from this coast in refrigerated vessels 
arrive in the Old Country in bettor 
condition than when they have been 
subjected to varying temperatures 
across the Pi’airies and Ontario and 
then shipped in ordinary storage across 
;he Atlantic.
BUY BONDS NOW
Good Provincial and Municipal Bond Prices are getting
stronger every day.
If you are considering investing your funds now is the 
' time to do it.
W c  have a number of attractive M U N IC IP A L  B O N U S  
for sale, such as Kamloops, Victoria, Trail, Kelowna, etc.
W e  invite your emjuiries.
OKANAGAN LOAN & INVESTMENT 
TRUST COMPANY
Trustee, Executor, Investment Dealers, Insurance.
nu  on Phone 332Phone 98
Pacific Coast Terminals report geir 
eral shipping business very active and 
the indications are that this activity 
will continue. Lumber and bar metal 
are still the backbone of the port’s 
business. The comparatively recent 
addition, export of fir doors, continues 
to be an important item.
EXPERT TO ADVISE 
ON CARE OF SKIN
Miss Olive Newton At The Kelowna 
Pharmacy Next Week
Rev. Canon Thompson is a visitOT 
at the home df, his daughter, Mrs. C. 
H. Bond.
Four Rutland Scouts attended the 
Okanagan Patrol Leaders’ conference 
in Kelowna on Saturday. They were 
P.L. Maurice Soames, P.E. Elwyn  
Cross, Second Dennis Reid, and Acting 
[Second Basil Bondv
th e
MAGIC TONE
0  ^ th\s • • • • 
beautiful new
GEMlSitiiL
E L S C m i C
all-tvave
B A D I O V
Abrilliant n^ vv receiver efnploy- 
Ing six G-E RADIOTRONS 
. . . receives all : standard
broadcasts, foreign short-wave 
broadcasts, police and aviation 
calls! Wonderful power in pull­
ing in stations you’ve only 
heard about before!
Model A-68 
Price $124.00 
Terms Arranged
Other Models 
Priced From $46.00
Two main courses were open at the 
immediate moment. First of these was 
to follow in the footsteps of Hitlers 
Germany or Mussolini’s Italy, taking 
the path of economic nationalism. This 
would at once imply a reduction of 
the living standard and the corisequent 
loss of everything, practically, that 
the common man had gained for him­
self during the past two centuries. 
Another danger of this line of action 
would be the almost inevitable. one of 
war, perhaps an aggressiye conflict, be- 
C3.USG such. conflict was one of the first- 
fruits of economic natipnalism.
The second system or path offered to 
Cariadians and to other nations on the 
threshold of a change was in economic 
blocks. Britain and some of the na­
tions of the British Commonwealth of 
Nations were trying this method, of 
combating the difficulties. Yet even 
here they met with hazards and with 
problems. Britain, for instance, in or­
der to trade with. Canada, must cut oft 
trade with other nations.
In the filial section of his lecture, 
Professor Topping gave an", outlined 
programme for the rebuilding of the 
international economic order. First, 
under the heading of strategy, came 
such necessities as supporting the col­
lective system, in every phase, en­
dorsement of the League of Nations, 
World Court, and the Pact of Paris, 
Second, there must be an insistence 
upon international justice: and third, 
an insistence that all issues be factor­
ized, and action based upon such fac­
tors. This would at once destroy one 
of the commonest causes of strife 
“gossip” among the natiops concerning 
vital issues.
Under the heading of economics 
came the creation of international 
money or currency, the continuance 
of foreign investment, riot its curtail­
ment, and the reinoval of trade strang­
ling devices previously outlined. Then 
they must organize for world trade, for 
internationcil economic planning, and 
form a bank for international settle­
ments.
The B.C.F.G.A. Local held a meeting 
in the hall bn Monday evening," with 
President A. K . Loyd in the chair, the 
speaker being Mr. O. W . Hembling, of 
the Tree Fruit Board.
Mr. Hembling reviewed the rnore 
contentious questions that had arisen 
during the season to date, and also an­
swered a number of queries firei^at 
him by members of the Local. The 
subject of the new trade treaty , was 
also discussed and Mr. Hembling quot­
ed from a telegraphed circular from  
L. F. Burrows, of Ottawa, which indi­
cated that the fruit grower was still 
fairly well protected, provided the 
government was willing to apply the 
dump duty to the extent still allow­
able.
Some matters of local • importance 
were also dealt with, including a mo­
tion to increase the executive of the 
Local to seven. A  resolution request­
ing the Tree Fruit Board to give the 
growers more information by means 
of d ccaa^a l broadcasts over CK O V  
was’ also^ndorsed.
Take your ’teen age daughter and 
yourself to the Kelowna Pharmacy 
Limited,, toiletries section, on Monday, 
Tuesday or Wednesday, and learn some 
interesting things. Miss Olive Newton, 
a special representative from Harriet 
Hubbard Ayer of Canada, Ltd., is an­
alyzing skins and cbvering the whole 
subject of good grooming very thor­
oughly. Your skin care and your 
make-up varies from your daughter’s 
just as your age does arid Miss Newton 
mows the most effective road to good 
ooks for each of you. She w ill tell 
you how to recondition the skin after 
exposure, recommend the most flatter­
ing makerup so that you can enhance 
Nature, not fight it, and, w ill go right 
down the good-looks line from ^ the care 
of the hair to the care of the hands. 
This is one of the most intelligent 
methods yet of solving the family beau­
ty question, and you w ill find Miss 
Newton a very charming and sym­
pathetic person besides.
w .
There has been a substantial growth 
in the membership and the number of 
clubs in the Canadian Boys’ and Girls' 
Farm  Clubs since 1931. In that year 
the number of clubs was 1,215 and the 
membership 21.142. Now  there are 
1,900 clubs with a total membei'ship 
of 30,282.
Indian corn has never been found 
in a w ild state. This may mean either 
that w ild corn was extinct before bot­
anists could make a record of it or that 
the original wild plant is so different 
from the cultivated form that it is im­
possible to recognize it. Corn was 
found growing as far north as the St. 
Lawrence valley when the first white 
explorers arrived in Canada.
Finally,- under the heading of tac­
tics,” Professor Topping suggested the 
stabilization of money exchanges for 
six months,'' the putting of _ banks to 
their proper work of handling^ short­
term loans for business men, instead 
of long-term bonds or mortgages under 
threat of revocation Of their charters.
Further, he would build up a coiri- 
petent civil service, entirely- devoid of 
I political influence; and, finely, develop 
a detailed knowledge of markets a- 
mong business men, ^ d  conduct a 
proper survey of the economic base. 
These policies, if carried out, would, in 
the opinion of the orthodox economist, 
[give a standard; of living higher than 
any thought po^ible at the present 
moment.
Here’s NEW ' 
BEAUTY for Yoor
HAIR
heilf
"MAIURED IN OAK 
FOR 180  DAYS"
:---------- -----------------------
In  lionour o f  our 25lli 
birtlidaye ondln  token o f 
yoiiE patYona0o tlirou0li«> 
out the past quarter
oentury, yro aivo
.■psctal SUrer Jublloo 
Brewih « . In «l»t  on tlio BlWer 
banded bottle— wo know 
you*ll like It.
t h e  v a n c o u v e h  
b r e w e r ie s  l t d .
\
/
Lovalon is that wonderful
new odorless, vegetable rinse 
which brings lustrous high­
lights and a natural, silken 
softness to, the hair. Lovalon 
is the easiest thing in Ae ■ ■ ^
world to use and will give ■ '
your hair beauty beyond ypur ]2
expectations. Lovalon docs pippERENT 
not bleach or dye— it is A  
rinse which will not color
SHADES —
XJUtd^ rVAlXVa* eaww —— M. Q t C H
the scalp or affect the hair in you Hair 
any way exci^t to make it 
more loydy— more radiant.
Try Lovalon— you’ll thank us 
for telling you about it
3 S ^  for 5  rinses
^ A N ^ T a n T T ^  E I R . I N D U S T R I E S - A N P  T H E I R  B A N K
For Sale at—
P. B. W ILLITS  & CO, LTD. 
W. R. TRENCH. LTD.
K E L O W N A  PHARMAGY,Ltd.
, W HOLESALE AND RETA IL M ER C H A N D ISIN G  -
MR. RETAILER: "You have consistently accom­
modated me on purchases, Mr. Manufacturer, 
enabling me to supply my customers with the best 
and latest merchandise, and 1 have met your terms 
of payment pretty consistently, too— havent I.
MR. M A N U F A C T U R E R  : " Yes. The relationship
has been clean-cut and mutually satisfactory for
many years. We appreciate your business and you 
seem to like our way o I dealing. O f course, you 
know we nev« could have been as len^nt on 
credits if our own credit were not so good at the 
Bank of Montreal. The Bank permits us to borrow 
in substantial amounts during our busy seasons, 
because wc are in good financial shape -have ati 
excellent cash position and a reputation for paying 
bills and loans promptly."
goes all the; way through the business. ,Our cus­
tomers, are either cash buyers or have good credit. 
Most of them have chequing or savings accounts 
at the Bank and are sure of their ability to pay on
bur teriris befofe"they“make purchases-on their-
charge accounts.”
MR. RETAILER: "That good credit idea is at the 
vejy foundatlonxof successful merchandising and
Some o f  the Bank’s facilities for the mercantile 
trade; Commercial deposits; savings accounts for 
customers and employees; safekeeping o f  securi­
ties and documents; discounting prime commer­
cial p.apcr; loans on notes and warehouse receipts; 
letters o f  credit; telegraphic transfers o f  funds; 
financing exports and imports and domestic ship­
ments; foreign and domestic credit and trade infor­
mation; purchase and sale o f  exchange ’ futures , 
special wire facilities reaching the important ex­
change markets, affording prompt action; nation­
wide service-through more than 500 branches.
B A N  K  O  F  M  O  N T  R  E  A L
ESTABLISHED 18 17 h e a d  O F F I C E ,  M O N T R E A L
Kelowna Branch: D. C. PATERSON, Manager
MODBRN, EFFICIENT BAN1££NG^_^£RVI^^
ri,E OUTCOME or. I , « SUCCESSFUL OPEBATlOW,
TH a K U aO W N A  CO U KIKK  A N D  U K A N A O A N  ORCHAJRPIBT
PA G E N IN E
1BBI8B
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  O n  B r a n d  N e w  P e r f e c t  M e r c h a n d i s e
F R O M  F A C T O R Y  T O  Y O U . — O n e  g lan ce  w ill not on ly  p lease  bu t am aze  the sh rew d est  buyers. 
g e t  y o u r  CHRISTMAS W ANTS N O W ! Don’t let others skim the cream. Most articles individually boxed.
L a d i e s '  S i l k  L i n g e r i e ,  P y j a m a s ,  N i g h t  G o w n s ,  P a n t i e  a n d  B l o o m e r  S e t s  t o  m a t c h .  P r i c e s -
3 9 c ,  4 9 c ,  7 9 c ,  9 S c  a n d  $ 1 . 2 , 5
R A I N B O W  S I L K  S T O C k l N G S ;  P r i c e s ,  p e r  p a i r  7 S c  a n d  $ 1 . 0 0
MEN'S
SHOES
D r e s s  S h i r t s ,  T i e s ,  S c a r v e s ,  G l o v e s ,  D r e s s  a n d  W o r k  W m d b r e a k e r s ,  H a t s ,
C a p s ,  L ^ e a t t ie r  C o a t s ,  S u e d e  C o a t s ,  s i l k  o r  c o t t o n  l i n e d .
IN  F A C T  E V E R Y TH IN G  A M A N  OR BOY W EARS ....... -
H u n d r e d s  o f  p a i r s  o f  S l i p p e r s  f o r  M e n ,
W o m e n  a n d  B o y s .  •Family
^  T h e  H o u s e  o f  a  T h o u s a n d  B a r g a i n s
9 9 4 9 f r o m  t h e  P o s t  O f f i c e
Ijiihnniiiiiiiiiiitt
mia
F a m o u s
B e a u t y
P r e p a r a t i o n s
LUXUiUA - - -
SKIN t  TISSUE CREAM - 
BEAUTIFYING FACE CREAM 
LUXURiA FACE POWDER
inUTIFYING^FACETNlWDElF-— Sl=45---
AYERISTOCRAT FACE POWDER.7dA$1.10
GALAXY OF 
STARS OF RADIO, 
STAGE AND SCREEN
ivn«s« n i  IVE  NEW TO W N, special representative from HARRIET  
n T m R ? R i A Y E R ^  in our Toiletries Department Monday.
? S y  and wSnes^^^^^ 25, 26 and 27. Consult her for advice
on your individual beauty problems and the care of your skin 
the cold weather. 1
K e l o w n a  P h a r m a c y ,  L t d .
“ THE PH ARM ACY OF Q U A L IT Y ”
Nyal Service Store Phone 180 Rapid Delivery
M any Noted Performers In  “The  
B ig  Broadcast O f 1036”
A  diversified and imposing array of 
Stars from the radio, stage and screen 
has been assembled in “The Big. Broad­
cast of 1936,” which comes to the Em­
press Theatre on Friday and Saturday 
with Jack Oakie, Burns and Allen and 
Lyda Robert! in the leading roles.
In addition to the regular cast that 
appears in the fun-provoking comedy 
are famous personalities who contrib­
ute specialty numbers which form a 
background to the main them^
A n d y E th e l Merman, B ill ' Robinson, 
Mary Boland, Charles Ruggles and oth­
er noted entertainers have important 
roles iii the picture, which is described 
as a hilarious ■ and tuneful romantic 
comedy.
“Steamboat Round The Bend”
Out of the romantic pages of Am er­
ican'history, Fox Film plucked one of 
the most exciting and polourful phases 
of Mississippi River life to furnish a 
thrilling climax for one of W ill Rog­
ers’ last pictures, “Steamboat Round 
The Bend.” the showing for Monday 
and Tuesday. Once a year the fastest 
packets of the Mississippi and Ohio 
Rivers would line up amid great cele­
bration and stage a steamboat race 
from Natchez to New. Orleans, the gala 
event of the year. o
In the film. Rogers and Irvin S. Cobb, 
playing the roles of rival steamboat 
pilots, employ every possible means of 
winning the raceJ 'The race, however,
is merely a highlight to the dramatic 
climax since Rogers’ sole purpose in 
entering the race is to save the life of 
a boy who, through a misunderstand­
ing, is held by the law  for murder. The 
supporting cast includes Ann Shirley, 
Eugene Pallette, Stepin Fetchit and 
others.
“Man On The Flying Trapeze”
Having suffered in comparative sil­
ence .while Bing Crosby was singing 
during their joint appearance in “Miss­
issippi,” W . C. Fields, appearing .in 
“Man on the Flying Trapeze” at J;he 
theatre oh Wednesday only, decided to 
give his public a treat by showing 
them just how his own pair of lungs 
really sound. The Fields vocal chords 
are given an ppportunity^ to soar 
heavenward in his latest rib-tickling 
comedy. In a scene; where the invet­
erate comedian samples his own apple­
jack, he warbles mightily the famous
tune, “The Banks of the Wabas^^ jis
NEW f e a t u r e s  
TO MARK BOYS’ 
PARUAMENT
Attempt T o  Be  Made T o  Deal 
W ith  Actual Problems
(Contributed)
Arrangements for the thirteenth 
Tuxis Older Boys’ Parliament are go­
ing ahead apace. Without losing any 
of the features that have endeared 
Parliament to those who hai/e sat in 
the legislative assembly halls in by- 
gone years, under the leadership of 
Premier-Elect Bruce McLagan this 
year’s Parliament w ill eihbrace a num­
ber of new features which it is felt
   f  n,' a  w ill add much to the ultimate efficien-
gj.^of_a-quartette-in-whic-h-he-entei:=^^5^of-tbe-wOEkuproyincially..
__Qc hniise guests. The While in the past yearstains burglars as his house guests. 'The 
supporting cast includes Mary Brian 
and Kathleen Howard.
The picture is being shown under 
the auspices of the Kelowna District 
Welfare Association in aid of com­
munity relief.
‘“rhe Scoundrel” And “Men Without 
Names’’ ^
Although the faces of many of the 
principals in the Hecht-MacArthur Pic­
ture, “The Scoundrel,” which heads 
the double bill for Thursday, are new 
to Kelowna filmgoers, the cast-includes 
a brilliant gathering of stage celebri­
ties. There is Noel Coward, author, 
dramatist, actor, composer and one of 
the most brilliant men. in the theatre, 
.Julie Haydon, talented young actress; 
Stanley Ridges. Broadway leading 
man; Hope Williams, Park Avenue 
socialite and star of several good pro­
ductions; and numerous others. The 
Scoundrel” is a thrilling and ironic
While in the past years there has 
been a tendency to deal with abstract 
matters, this Parliament w ill make a 
new approach and attempt to deal 
with actual and immediate problems 
of groups and individuals. To this end 
a series of interest igroups have been 
organized under experienced leaderr 
ship.
It is interesting to note that among
drama of the literary sophisticates of 
New' York. ^  ,
“Men Without Names,” story of the 
exploits of Department of Justice men, 
the second picture on the bill, presents 
the heroic crime fighters as*men ■who 
take romance and thugs in their stride 
with equal calm and efficiency. Fea­
turing Fred McMurray, with Madge 
Evans, the picture shows hovv the “D. 
J.” men use science, skill and bravery 
in the war on gangdom. The film is 
filled with rapid-fire evdhts.
“p y t e e -
^ R oa sted  a n d  b l e n d e d  t o  p e r f e c t i o n ;  
re su lt  —  ap p e tiz in g  fra g ra n c e  —  
sa t is fy in g  flavou r.
Write for Copy o( the NEW NABOB PREMIUM G\TAL^  
T» IfFliy DOUGLAS »  CO tTO.. VANCOUVER, CALGARY. WINNIPEG
u  sp .*  .U r
n a b o b  T  young yo« want
Write for ^
the leaders for the “Thirteenth” will be 
three ex-Premiers, who are now en­
deavouring to lend a helping hand to 
those_- who are following in their trail. 
These include Walter Owen, first P re­
mier of the B.C. Tuxis Parliament, and 
now holding an important public office 
under the Crown; Jim Farris, one of 
the most able orators Parliament has 
ever produced; and the immediate pUst 
Premier, John .Wiridebank.
In addition, to' these, there ■yyill be 
four men who are professionally en- 
jgaged in boys’ work, and who are 
keenly alive to all trends in boys’ 
work. They are George. Ross, of the 
,Vancouver Y.M.C.A.; Viv. Shoemaker, 
of the Victoria Y.lVr.C.A.; Fred Robins, 
of the N «w  Westminster Y.M-C.A., and 
the Chairman of the Parliament Com­
mittee, Bert Fiddes, of Chalmers Uni­
ted Church.
Another outstainding leader will be 
Gordon S. Wilson, High School teach­
er of Vancouver, one who has made a 
great . contribution to boy s’—wGrtc—and^ 
who is a i'eal live-wire.
Added to these w ill be a volunteer 
staff of the most outstanding ministers 
of Victoria, including Dr. W; G. W il­
son, who w ill lead in group discussions.
The election of candidates takes 
place Saturday, November 23rd, and 
keen contests are assured ift several 
constituencies, especially Fairmont 
(Vancouver) where an exceptionally 
keen fight is anticipated, also in Koot­
enay West, , Vancouver . Centre and 
South Fraser.
Another feature is the amount of 
material of Cabinet calibre which is 
available this year to support the 
Premier-Elect.
“ IRMIBIED WITH 
THINSTIPlTION* FOR 
PAST 25 Y U R T
T h e n  A l l - B r a n  B r o u g h t  
Welcom e Relief
LAYMAN’S SUNDAY IN 
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Challenge To Laymen To Take More 
Active Interest In Church Affairs
Read this voluntary letter 
Mr. Lecour: “I have been troubled 
with constipation”” for the past 26 
years. I tried practically every
cathartic without results.
“Recehtly, I determined to give 
Kellogg’s A iul-B ran  a fair tri^,; 
Kellogg’s A l l -B ran  has not only 
haped me, but I believe it is' an
(Contributed)
Sunday, Novemiaer 24th, has been set 
aside by the British Columbia Confer­
ence of the United Church of Canada 
for observance as Layman’s Siinday. 
This action was taken at the last con­
ference in Vancouver at the request of 
the Lay Association. This special Lay  
. Sunday is now observed from Atlantic 
• to Pacific and was introduced into Brit- 
lish Columbia last year. The purpose 
' of the day is to present a challenge to 
the laymen of the church to take a 
more active interest in church affairs 
and to accept a larger degree of the 
responsibilities of church membership.
The day w ill be marked by the pres­
ence of laymen in the: pulpits of the 
various United Churches throughout 
the province, details being worked out 
to suit local conditions. In congre­
gations of some churches this date 
clashes with local arrangements, and 
Lay Sunday is being observed on an­
other date. . J
Arrangements are being directed in 
the various Presbyteries by the resi­
dent Vice-Presidents. D. W. Walsh,
actual relief for chronic conslipa 
tion.’^—-Mr. Henry E. Lecour. Ad­
dress upon request.
'"^ Due to ittsufficient ‘*bulk** in 
meals,
K e llo g g ’ s A l l -B r a n  provides 
“bulk” to aid elimination. It also 
furnishes vitamin B anid iron.
The “bulk” in A ll -B r an  is g ^  
tie—and safe for norhlal individ­
uals. Often more effective than 
“bulk” in fruits and vegetables, as it 
does not break down within the body.
Isn’t this natural food pleasanter 
than patent medicines? Just eat 
two tablespoonfuls daily. Chronic 
cases, with each meal. I f  not re­
lieved, see your doctor.
Get the red-and-green package at 
your ^ocer’s. Made by Kellogg ini 
London, Ontario. ' ,
, keep on the Suiiny Side of Lif$
Milner, is organizing Langley and Sur­
rey Municipalities; Dr. G. H. Manches­
ter, -New Westminster, Treasurer, is 
also assisting in the arrangements in 
other parts of Westminster Presbytery. 
Dr. M. M. J. Archibald, Kamloops, is 
handling arningements in the Kam- 
loops-Okanagan Presbytery; Mrs. Jas. 
Silver, Vanderhoof, is in charge o? 
Cariboo Presbytery, while J. W. Som 
ers, Nelson, has supervision of details 
in Kootenay Presbytqry. In Prince 
Rupert Presbytery, Dr. R.**G. Large is 
actively promoting arrangements, while 
in Vancouver Presbytery George Bell 
and Fred H. Fullerton, Honorary Sec 
retary. are assisting in arrangementr 
In Victoria Presbytery the Vice-Presi 
dent, J. W. Chapman, will have the 
assistance of the President, W. A. 
Gleason, who is at present residing a; 
Fanny Bay, and the past president. 
Capt. F. R. Wright.
Churches in outlying areas desiring 
further information are, urged to com­
municate with the Honorary Secre­
tary, Fred H. Fullerton 3994 West 35th 
Avenue, Vancouver, B.C.
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PACIB TEN
GIFT FURNITURE
glenM e
These lovely pieces of furniture make handsome 
gifts for the home-gifts that will bring both com­
fort and pleasure. Have one put aside for Chr.stmas
delivery.
I Mr. W. It. Ilccd, Water Superinten­
dent. and hiii family left for EngUuid 
on Wednesday to spend the winter. 
Mrs. V. Martin is going with them as
far as San Francisco.
' * • •
Mrs. W. Rankin is visiting iier
1 daughter in Vancouver.
I Miss Hicks, of Belfast Hehind has 
been staying for a few days with Mr. 
and Mrs. T. M. Ryall.
ONLY ONE CRIMINAL 
CONVICTION AT 
VERNON ASSIZES
CARD t a b l e s
Green biiize or Amcr- 
lean cloth covered ....
ARM  CHAIRS
..... $30.00
BEDROOM  ARMCHAIRS  
$10.50
COiFTEE TABLES
Solid walnut, :$7.75
from
DROP LE A F  TABLE
...$14.50
f o o t s t o o l s
Not covered ..... -
C overed ..................... .....
$1.75
... $2.50
SEW ING  CABINETS SOLID W A LN U T  TABLE
Solid walnut ........  $15.25 Qne drawer, with ^ 1 3 « 0 0
White wood  ................  $3.15 drop leaf —— ........
u
IMPORTED TABLE RUNNERS
Beautiful, luxurious 
designs from ... $1.50 $2.50
T h e  K e lo w n a  F u rn itu F e Co.
LIM ITED
Fendozi Street, KELOW NA, B .C .
A CONSTRUCTIVE FORCE
The ever-flowing river needs jiropef equip­
ment to transform its waste into profit. 
The Royal Bonk, in its Budget Book offers 
practical methods for conserving family 
funds that otherwise would slip dway.
Available on request.
T H E
R O Y  A  L B A N  K
O F  C A N  A D A
XeiOWNA BRANOi . . - F. J. wans. Manager
Indian Is Sentenced
One Year In Jad For Theft 
O f Saddle
evidence given by Skaley. declaring 
that tile vital point of it was tliut he 
s a w  sometliing in white go liom the 
sidewalk to Uie r«>ad. and why did
n o t  the man in the car nee itJ A .sum­
mary of eacli witness H 
then given the Jury, who letiied to 
make their decision, which was reach­
ed in about iuilf an hour’s time.
I Mrs Bigger and Miss McEwan liave 
gone to the Coast to reside in 
They propose to build on a 
own. They were uccomiianied by Mr. 
and Mrs. Chas. Hender.son. who are 
spending their holidays in Vancouver.
PHONE 33
I A few arc still drawing in apiJlis af­
ter sorting in the orchard.s.
Municipal Council
I A meeting of the Glenmore Council 
was S  in the Board Room on Nov
r  Tlie financial statement showed a 
balance in the bank of $871.54.
. A request for relief was sent m 
which was granted in exchange for
The Canadian National Institute for 
the Blind appealed for aid. The letter 
was laid over for the incoming Coun-
I cil1 An arrangement was made with the 
Citv of Kelowna to respond to lire 
alarms on Bernard Avenue, five resi­
dents agreeing to place 
their midst, they to pay its cost 
give a yearly grant to the funds of 
the Fire Brigade. . a'
Councillors W. R. Hicks and A^  
Ritchie were appointed members of 
the Court of Revision.
The docket of criminal ‘-’“f  ^
Full Assizes at Vernon was cleaned u 
yesterday, leaving only a tew /.ivil 
f'lqr's such as divorce actions to oc 
heard by Mr. J uslice D. A. McDonald,
the presiding judge.
Of tlie five criminal cases t»ied. only 
one resulted in u conviction. Johnny 
Victor a Nortli Okanagan Indian, was 
sJntencod to serve one year in prison 
for stealing a saddle at Penticton.
Tlie four ucciuittod were:
Albert McDougall. west resident
of mixed blood, eliarged with the mui- 
der of Edward Manuel, Westbunk In-
"'‘staiiley Adams, of Penticton, charg­
ed with manslaughter arising out of 
the death of Herbert Andrist, a cyclist 
who was struck by an automobile and 
left dying by the roadside.
James Browne, jr.. charged with 
manslaughter following the death of 
Mrs. Catherine Honor, of this cRy, who 
was struck by a car driven by Browne.
Johnny Felix. North Okanagan In­
dian, charged with cans ng bodily 
harm, who caused injury to Mi. /.cl 
bel, of Rutland, when driving a car 
and injured the latter’s horse so badly 
it had to be shot.
D O N ' T
■lAME yOUR CAR.
F I R E
IN S U R A N C E  O N  D W E L L IN G S  IN  T H E  C IT Y  AT
$ 9 .0 0  P E R  $ 1 ,0 0 0
for three years— less dividends.
Jlividcm ls U. mu- policyhoUlc-rs liavc
than 20'/. . making- actual cost to you $7.20 per ^  ,
for three years.
PENTICTON ASKS AW ARD
Ol'’ POST OFFICE CONTRACT
1 JAMES BROWNE 
ACQUITTED OF 
MANSLAUGHTER
Whole Matter Of Proposed Public 
Works Is Under Review, Is Reply
(Continued from Page 1)
1 Upon exarnination the following day 
he determined that this latter was the 
cause of death and he also found a 
small fracture of the head, but this, m 
his opinion, would not be sufficient to 
cause death. She had also sustained 
bruises and cuts. Cross-examined_ by 
defence counsel H. V. Craig, Dr. Un ­
derhill declared that the broken neck 
could have been sustained after- the
1 accident. ' „
The speed at which the car was pro­
ceeding at the time of the accident 
was a clashing point between witnesses, 
Mr. Lethbridge declaring on the stand 
that they were going from 25 to 30 
miles per hour. This was yerifieA by 
Browne, while, a Crown witness, Got- 
lieff Skaley. a labourer, emphatically 
stated that the car was doing about 50.
The only.-witness for the defence^was 
the accused, who on the stand told, nis 
version of the fatal ride which resulted
in tragedy. , , ^ 4, +uoHe declared that .the speed of ^ the
auto was from 25 to. 30 miles, and an  
answer to a question by his counsel de­
clared that he was not travelling at 
any 50 miles, as was stated by S k a l^ .
He was about 30 feet away when he 
saw a white skirt, which was worn by 
Mrs. Honor’s daughter. He applied the 
brakes, then saW; the figure in black, 
which Was nearest -the car, slackened 
the brakes and swerved, to the left. 1 
thought I ’d missed her,”, he declared, 
“but ibokirig back through a rear win­
dow, I  saw ber fall.” _ Browne then 
drew up to the curb, lifted mother and 
daughter into the car and made for 
the hospital. .. •
“I think I did everything m  my 
power aiid I tried everything that 
could be done,” Browne declared.
I ■ The deceased woman’s sixteen-year 
old daughter, Ch^lotte, was one of 
the important Crown witnesses, testi­
fying on Thursday afternoon, and giv­
ing her version of the fatal accident.
She told 'the Court of leaving the 
Kelowna Empress Theatre ^with her
lm6therrabout--Tl-30-en-Satvuxiay_aigb.t
proceeding down Bernard Avenue and 
. jT- ___ -irnicj nn her
PENTICTON, Nov. 15.—The matter 
of awarding contracts for 
is at present being reviewed by the ad­
ministration, states a letter to the Pen­
ticton Board of Trade in reply to its 
telegram to Ottawa on a post office 
contract here.
The Ottawa communication is 
the office of the Minister of Public 
"Works. It states that the repre^nta- 
tions of the Penticton Board of Trade 
for an immediate awarding of contract 
for a Penticton post office w ill be duly 
submitted for discussion by the Privy  
Council.
Authorities say 8 5 %  o f  oH
automobile repair bills ore
due to improper lubrication
With Shell Lubrication you run 
no risk o f overlooked  points 
or w rong g rad es  o f  g re a se .  
Shell station men fo llow  the  
fam o u s  S h e ll C h e k -C h o rts ,  
w orked  out jointly b y  Shell 
engineers and  the men w h o  
created  today ’s c a r s — your  
cor included.
Shell Lubrication is safe lu­
brication. A nd  it costs no m ore.
P L A C E  Y O U R  IN S U R A N C E  W I T H
A .  H .  D e M A R A  &  S O N
__________  FIIONE 150
B. MCDONALD B U ILD IN G
E d w « i ' d « b u r q
[RinilNBRAND
S H E L L
U I B R I C A T I O N
i
<4?
SAVE BAKIMO TIME
a n d  -TROUBLE fe lOr
W I T H  T H E  e a t y
IVi E T H O b  I
stable W olfe testified that he had 
placed whitewash marks beside the 
skids of the Browne car and photos of 
these were displayed to the jury.
Gotlieff Skaley, a pedestrian, who 
chanced to be near the accident on his 
way home, told the court . that 
Browne car passed him going at a high 
speed, about 50 miles per hour, and 
that the hack Was swaying from side 
to side. Before the crash he saw some­
thing white walking beside the right 
hand sidewalk, but it was very indis­
tinct. He heard a “crash” and ran to 
the spot.
He further'declared that he did not 
know until after the accident that 
there were two people walking ahead 
of him-.
“You w ill have to put yourselves in 
the place of young Jim Browne,” de­
clared Mr. Craig, in addressing the 
jury, “and may it chance that fate^will 
not tramp on us as it did on Jim.” He 
further. stated that it was significant 
that as the car was an old one the 
Honors did not hear it, coming until 
it was right on to them.
“This is a case of negligence on the 
part of the dri-ver of an auto and. is a 
very heavy burden on the drivers of 
cars and laws have been made provide 
ing for it,” stated Mr. Earle in his sum­
ming up of the case. Mr. Earle also 
declared that the deceased was quite 
right in walking on the road. One wit­
ness stated that the car was swaying 
and this had not been niaterially con­
tradicted and on their own evidence 
the persons in the car were exceeding 
the city speed limit., “After he was in 
it, Browne undoubtedly did everything
•_ iTTZ +r\ nTTxa-r*f T JTTYt FlOt
b y  the fam ous
Shell C hek -C h art M ethod
A t these neighborly stations:
SMITH (GARAGE, LTD., Kelowna, 
BEGG MOTOR CQ., Kelowna 
CHAS GO WEN, Kelowna 
M. MCDONALD GARAGE, Kelowna 
IRA GRAVES, Kelowna 
L R. NEWSOM, Kelowna
H. J O H N S O N , Kelowna^ ^
R C HEWLETT, Westbank 
F.’ SIMMONDS, Okanagan Mission 
GEO. LUBE, Rutland ^
WM. PETRIE, Winfield
Bake bread and cakes in half 
the time, with half o f the work
__use Quaker Flour and the
Quaker Easy Method of Baking.
Send coupon for FREE w py  
of this booklet telling you how  
to bake without kneading— 
without setting. Thousands ot 
Western Canadian 
housewives have 
. found it perfect.
Si
l o
Sfc MAOEOV I
pMQUUBKerOhls
'valuable Baking Book FREE
The QuakerOatsCompany.De.«. 47 
Saskatoon, Sask.
AhvciYS'lhc Same
Wholesale: I______ J. NEWMAN,
Kelowna, B. C-
! Please send mt copy o f booklet “ The Quaker
I Method ofEasy Bread Baking.
I N a m e --. - - -—-............ ....... "".........
j Address-
F l o u r
lU  Alwavs the Besj.,:
I Dealer’s Narne-—-^-^ -^ ---- -  -  -^"^^ ^
m ax/ st
FOR BREAD, C / ^ ' 
A N D  P A S i‘
l S en  north along Ellis Street on her 
way home. For the first part of the 
' way they walked on the sidewalk, lat­
er taking to the road. The walk was 
composed of dirt and gravel and the 
road was paved.
She was wearing a white dress vutn 
red spots and a red sweater, while her 
mother was dressed in a T^ia-vy blue 
coat and. dress. She stated that she die 
not hear the car or see the lights until 
it was “right on them.” She then 
turned and tried to jump to the side 
of the road, hut was knocked down and 
the next thing she knew she was being 
assisted to the car by  Lethbridge^ 
Asked by  Crown Prosecutor R. R- 
Earle, K.C., how far she was put on 
the road. Miss Honor stated that she 
was walking half on the pavement and 
half on the dirt, while her mother was
close by her side. . . .
In answer^ to a question from ^m s  
Lordship, Miss Honor declared that 
she and her mother had walked about 
half a block on the road before the 
■ftccidGnt.
Hitme Lethbridge, another Crown 
witness, outlined at length the acci­
dent and the events, both before and 
after He declared that they were go­
ing down Ellis Street w;hen he sudden­
ly saw a, figure or two figures about 
30 or 35 feet ahead. He noticed the 
girl’s white skirt first. H^owne swung 
the car sharply to the left, and Leth­
bridge thought be had cleared ^ bo>h
women when b e ' sensed U slight im
then realized w e had hit one of 
them,” said Lethbridge,, ‘and Jim 
stopped ..the car and I helped to pick 
up Mrs. Honor and aided_Miss Honor. 
He left Browne at the Police Station 
and then reported the accident.
Cross-examinjed by . Mr.^ Craig, the 
witness stated th^t if he had been driv­
ing  he cbuld'not have done any bettei 
than did Browne. The car stoppec 
within 15 or 20 feet after the accident 
OCCUTTGdi*'
A n  extensive account of the meas­
urements made on the accident 
was given the co.urt by Constable W. J. 
Butler, officer in charge of 
na district work, and as well he sh<w- 
ed the jury a map of the scene. Con-
in his power to avert death: I am not 
disputing that,*’ he asserted.
The well-established law  point that 
the onus is on the Crown to prove a 
man guilty beyond a reasonable doubt 
was : stressed by His Lordship in his 
summary of the evidence.
“This case is important. _ I am sure 
you are concerned about it, I know I 
am,” Mr. Justice McDonald observed. 
He stressed the importance of the
Pi'ances Dockerill, Royal City Dietitian.
A T  THE
BENNETT HARDWARE
F O R  T H IS  W E E K  O N L Y  W E  A R E  O F F E R IN G
DE FOREST CROSLEY 
ALL-WAVE RADIOS
AT
$5.00 $5.00 perd o w n  A N D M O N T H
(with no finance charge tor this week only.)
N ow  you can buy a D e  Forest Crosley Radio for the price
yoiL would pay to rent one. S
I
P H O N E  No. 1
q u a l i t y , a n d  s e r v i c e I
I ;• I
rilUIlBDAY, NOVEMBER 21»t, 1935
T H » KKLOWMA COUHIKR AMD OKAWACIAM ORCHARPIST
PA G E  E L E V E tt
■<
STOCKW ELL’S, LTD.
P H O N E  324 - Y O U R  “S U N S E T  S T O R E
1- t»r»r>TTT AT? T O C A L  M A D E  T O Y S , also a very much, larger 
W c  are again f ? a t u r m g j h ^ g a M KS.  Books, Rubber Toys, Pull Toys,
b c m f  T O p ,  G A M E S .
Musical Toys. Trains, Decorations, etc,, etc.
l o c a l  m a d e  t o y s
i:)oll Sulkies, each ....................................
Baking Sets ,
Board, Masher and liolHng l’«n ; s e t .... - 30c
Cliairs and Tab le ; per set ............... .......
W h e e lb a r ro w s  (m ovab le  s ides ) ; jach - . j -  85c
ICngines, in three si/.es....... 75c, $L50. 5»1.95
Also 'rrucks, Doll Swings. Kitchen Cabinets, 
etc., etc.
S U P P O R T  B. C. P R O D U C T S
A lso  Specially Selected T O Y S  fo j 5c
Table, 15c Table and our 25c Table— are
certainly B ig  Values
W e  liave a large stock of 
E N G L IS H , C A N A D IA N  A N D  J A P A N ­
E S E  T O Y S
Specially featuring Toys priced at—  
35c, 45c, 50c and 95c
I‘:iectric Trains with figure 8 
track and Transformer ....
y\ few items on our specially selec- "I
Musical Toys. Puz/.les. Rubber l^H s. 
Books, Rattles, Watches, Horns, I  
Paints, Decorations, etc., all at
$ 9 .7 5
W E  G IV E  C O U P O N S  W IT H  E V E R Y  P U R C H A S E
w
i (
tM
F O R
REALLY 
USEFUL TOYS
IT  W I L L  P A Y  Y O U  T O  
V IS IT  T H E  
L O A N E  H A R D W A R E
C H IL D ’S T E A  SETS,
W A G O N S , k i d d y  C A R S  
Our S p ec ia ls
Child’s 12-piece Aluminum  
Kitchen Set; ^£"1 C|F> 
S P E C I A L ..... ^ X * « / V
For every Flexible Flyer 
Sleigh ordered before the 
end of Novem ber we will 
give 4 China cups and sauc­
ers F R E E  !
W. W. LOANE 
HARDWARE
B.C. PRODUCTS 
WEEK
W e  offer you a number of 
genuine bargains.
Odd Pieces in Community and 
Tudor Plate.
Deauville Pattern
$8 Dessert Spoons for 4 *3
$4.00 Teaspoons for .........  $3.50
Lady Hamilton Pattern $8.00 Din-
... .... $6.75
$5.00 English set Teaspoons,
Cheese Server and FCA
Tea Strainer for
$20.00 Rogers Plate, three-piece
- $1400
BOYSCOUT 
COLUMN
t(^ t . Ketotma Troop
Troop First I Self Last I
By Scoutmaster
4 new stock Leather Hand Bags,
... .$5.00
Special Low Prices on 
W R IS T  W A T C H E S  A N D  
D IA M O N D  R IN G S  
for Friday and Saturday.
LAST BARGAIN TRIP OF SEASON
C. N.B. Offers Low Coach Excursion 
Rate For Next Week-End
The Canadian .National Railways 
' will operate a bargain trip from Okan­
agan Valley and main line points to 
Vancouver next Thursday, November 
‘ 28th, arriving at the Coast the follow­
ing morning. The very low fares al­
low travellers three days at the Coast, 
the return trip being made on train 
leaving Vancouver, 5.15 p.m. Sunday, 
—D igt. Travel is confined to
JEWELLER A N D  
DIAM OND M ERCHANT
Orders for the week commencing 
Thursday, November 21st, 1935:
Duties: Orderly patrol for the week, 
Otters; next for duty, Lynx.
Rallies: The Troop will rally at the 
Scout Hall on Tuesday, Nov. the 26th. 
There will be a basketball practice oh 
Friday for all those who attended the 
meeting on Tuesday last, and donT for­
get to bring your running shoes.
A  full report of the conference which 
was held in the Scout Hall last Satur­
day is published in another section ot 
this paper. ,
During the last two weeks we have 
had four new recruits; they are: Bob­
by Burke, Jack Noel, Eric Brown and 
Harry Little.
Fred Evans passed his Compass on 
Tuesday.
We were very pleased to see Teddy 
Weddell out to the last rally and hope 
that his health will permit him to con­
tinue attending.
OKANAGAN CENTRE
Tlic regular monthly rneclingi of the 
Women’s Institute was held on Thurs­
day Inst at the Community Hull, with 
the Vice-President, Mrs. Bernau, pre­
siding. , ,
As the lime is nearing for Christmas 
festivities, preliminary plans were 
made for the annual party with Christ­
mas tree and treats for the clilldren ot 
the district. Instead of the usual can­
vass for fdnds, a box will be placed m 
the local store for contributions.
Mrs. Thomp.son, convener of the 
committee on Community Betterment, 
reported on the project of replacing 
or repairing the side-walk on Lake- 
shore Avenue, which has been in a 
dangerous condition for severau years. 
She submitted estimates of both. Re­
pairing would co.st $50, while replace­
ment would be around $90, this being 
for material only. It was decided to 
proceed with the former work to be 
done by volunteer labour. Mrs. Thomp­
son will undertake to make a collec­
tion, having already been promised 
several substantial sums. The Institute 
voted $5 for the purpose.
The pre-Christmas sale, which has 
become an annual event in the Insti­
tute calendar, was discussed and the 
date set for Thursday, Dec. 5th.
The Misses Wentworth and Speight 
served during a pleasant tea-hour.
The annual meeting of the Centre 
Badminton Club was held on Tuesday 
evening, Nov. 12th. The Treasurer’s 
report showed a balance of $30. A d ­
vice from the Community Hall Asso­
ciation stated that hall rent would be 
raised this year to $70. Officers were 
elected as follows: President, F. R. 
Wentworth: Sec.-Treasurer, S. Land; 
Committee, Mrs. Hare, Mrs. Gleed.
* * '•»
Mr. and Mrs. G. W, Marshall were 
week-end visitors at the home of their 
son, J. Marshall, in Wenatchee, going 
down by motor on Friday.
41 *
Mr. and Mrs. Sexsmilh, of Winnipeg, 
while on their way homo from a busi­
ness trip to the Coast cities were 
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cae­
sar at the Sun Dial. Mrs. Sexsmith is 
a niece of the latter and daughter of 
Mrs. Bevah, of Winnipeg, who is well
known in the community.
• • •  '
Miss Maclennan arrived home the 
latter part of the week from Vancou­
ver, where she has been staying the
past week. ^
•  * *
Mrs. Parker spent the week-end in 
Kelowna, the guest of Mrs. H. Bond.
SCOUT LEADERS 
HOLD ANNUAL  
CONFERENCE
(Continued from page 1)
Iricl Commissioner Weddell, the Con- 
fereiiec was attended by Scoutmaster 
Mitcliell. of Oliver. Assi.slant Scout­
master Stun Nortiicott. of the 2nd Ver­
non Troop. Scoutmaster Harold Pett- 
man, of the 1st Kelowna Troop, Scout­
master A. W. Gray, of Rutland, Acting 
Troop Leader Earl Ward, of Kelowna, 
Acting Cubmasters Bill Cross and Jack 
Brechin, of the 1st imd 2nd Kelowna 
Packs, Rover Scout Leader Ali.stcr 
Cameron and Rover. Mate and former , 
ScoutiTUisler Jim Luidlaw.
After the introductions, the various, 
topics were introduced, one by each 
Troop, and they resulted in full dis­
cussions up to noon. The visitors were 
then allotted to their various billets, 
and before leaving for lunch a photo­
graph of the gathering was taken, 'fhe 
Conference resumed at about 1.30 with 
further discussion and contests, and at 
2.30 all those attending were the guests 
of the Empress Theatre, whose invar­
iable hospitality in this connection was 
much enjoyed.
At 0.30, the delegates sat down to 
a bounteous spread provided by the 
Ladies’ Auxiliary to the. Kelowna 
Troop and the Scout Mothers, and. 
needless to say, full justice was dorie 
to this item on the programme, during 
which three lusty chegrs were given 
for the ladies.
Following the banquet, various items 
of entertainment and contests provided 
much hilarity, and the day’s sessions 
concluded with short addressed by the 
District Commissioner and Scoutmas­
ter Mitchell.
On Sunday morning, at 10.30, the 
Leaders, with the Kelowna and East 
Kelowna Troops and the 1st and 2nd 
Kelowna Packs of W olf Cubs, paraded 
behind the colours of the Kelowna 
Troop and Packs and. the Canadian 
Legion Pipe Band, under President
♦ ♦
Mrs. Williamson has taken a house 
at the Centre for the winter seaspn.
Miss Jones-Evans, who has been in 
Rutland for the past half-year, is again 
staying with her sister, Mrs. B. Thor 
laksen.
NOTED DIVINE TO
VISIT KELOWNA
1
coaches only and no baggage is check­
ed owing to the extremely low fares 
'prevailing. Children five years of age 
and under twelve may travel at half­
fare. As this is probably the last trip 
of this nature the railway will operate 
to the Coast this year, it is expected a 
■ considerable number of people will 
take advantage of the low rate.
Rev. Dr. E. Crdssley Hunter To Speak 
Here Tomorrow
Tbe Rev. E. Crossley Hunter, D.D., 
an outstanding leadeir in the United 
Church, will be in Kelowna on Eriday, 
November 22nd. In the afternoon, in 
the United Church parlour, at 3 o’­
clock, he will address the 'Women’s 
Missionary Society. In the evening at 
8 o’clock in the Church, he will speak 
at, a public meeting. Many will wel- 
come this opportunity of hearing one
whose name is a household word to 
many in Canada.
On Sunday the guest-preacher at 
the United Church will be the Rev. J. 
H. Davies, B.A., Ph.D., of Vernon. Dr. 
Davies is one of the younger ministers 
of the church whose messages are al­
ways marked by a scholarly distinc 
tion.
4. «  HI. 4>«  4> 4*
1^  ' '
•& (CHURCH NOTICES ♦  
•F ' ■ ■ «
#■ 4* 4* ♦  •5'4* ♦  ♦  4* ♦  4"4» ♦  ♦  ♦
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. Bernard Ave. and Bertram St.
This Society is a branch of The 
Mothei* Church, The First Church of 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu­
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun­
day School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third 
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday 
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
S-tfc
THE UNITED CHURCH OF 
CANADA
First United, corner Richter St. and Bernard 
, . , Avenue '
Rev. W. W. McPherson, M ;A., B.D. 
Organist and Choir Leaders Cyril S. Mosaop, 
A.T.C.M., L .T .C .L .
9.45 a.m.—Church Sdiool.
11 a.m;, 7.30, p.m.—Hours of Worship. 
Guest-preabher: Rev. J. H. Davies, 
B.A., Ph.D , Vemph.
T H E  A D V A N T A G E S  O F  B U Y IN G  
A T  H O M E  F R O M  Y O U R  L O C A L  
S H O E  S T O R E
Dairymen
A R E  Y O U  F E E D IN G  
O U R  D A IR Y  F E E D
which contains that wonderful mineral S O L -M IN . If 
yon are not you sliouhl start rit,dit now.
A N D  D O N ’T  F O R G E T —
h'ertili/.e that orchanl while the weather is •
KELOWNA GROWERS? EXCHANGE
TH E  HOUSE OF SERVICE AND  Q U A LIT Y
Free City Delivery Pbono 29
Pheasant shooting ended on the 15th 
and many people report that quite a 
good stock of birds is left.
4c ♦ •
Mr. Locke went into hospital on Sat­
urday for an operation.
This last week the fishing has been 
exceptionally good. Many big fish 
have been caught. Mr. Painter had a 
wonderful catch on Thursday when he 
landed thirteen, eleven, ten and five- 
pounders. He was using a number five 
Stuart bait. The same day, Mr. Hav- 
erfield got a twelve-pounder. Mr. 
Clarance and Harold Willett both 
caught thirteen and a halfrpounders, 
and on Sunday, Henry Hobson and 
Jack Bell got a fourteen and a half- 
pounder
V A N C O U V E R
5.15 p.m.
THURSDAY
Nov, 28th
. 5 0
RETURN
FROM KELOWNA
GOOD IN COACHES ONLY
Ask Agent
Returning 
5.15 p.m.
SUNDAY
Dec. 1st
C A N A D IA N  N ATIO N AL
V-67-35
George Kennedy, to St. Michael & All 
Angels’ Church, where a beautiful ser­
vice Was conducted by Scouter the 
Rev. C. E. Davis. The inspiring ad­
dress by Mr. Davis gave the delibera­
tions of the Conf€>rence exactly the 
right note with which to conclude it.
Following the service, the parade re­
turned to the S’eout Hall via Suther­
land Avenue and Pendozi Street. On, 
breaking off, the boys showed their 
appreciation of the Band’s kindness m 
turning out with them by giving three 
rousing cheers. ; ■ ’
After lunch, ttie^ v^^ effors departed for 
their homes, both 'they and their hosts 
feeling that their time had been most 
enjoyably and profitably spent. The 
Kelowna Scoutfe are most grateful to 
their various friends in Kelowna who 
were good enough to billet their visi­
tors.' Without this assistance, it would
pot be possible to hold these confer­
ences.
In addition to the Scouters previous­
ly mentioned, those attending the Con­
ference and' the Troops represented 
were as follows: 1st Kelowna: Dave 
Chapman, Harold Henderson, Lindsay 
Cross, Tom Brydon, Eric Duggan and 
Bill Ward; East Kelowna: Norman
Rogers and Leslie Evans; Oliver: Ron­
ald Borrett, Terence Fitzpatrick, Ar- 
I thur Bell and Jack Borrett; Penticton: 
'Bob Harris, Charles Harvey, Jim 
1 Campling and John Harris; Rutland: 
Dennis Reid, Elwyn Cross, Maurice 
Soames and Basil Bond; 1st Vernon: 
iBill Macdonald, Don Larson, Stuart 
1 Fleming and Clarence Ostrom; 2nd 
Vernon: E. Coombes, R. Peters, E.
Drew and H. Northcott; Salmon. Arm: 
Dick Sladen, Allan Beech, Stan Por- 
'rett and Waiter Fawcus. •
The Department of Public Works 
has taken immediate steps to gravel 
the Mission-Kelowna road, and is 
putting a rock-crusher at the mouth of 
Sawmill Creek, by kind permission of 
Mr. Collett.
.
Mrs. W. A. Baldwin left the Mission 
on Nov. 15th to spend the winter 
months at Victoria. '
A bee was held at the packing-house 
on Sunday to prepare the hall for the 
opening of the badminton season on 
Sunday night.
4= ♦  *  . ' '
, Mr. Bill Chamberlain, of Oliver, has 
been spending two weeks with his 
aunt, Miss Pease.
* St. Andrew’s Guild is putting on a 
card party at the School on Nov. 29th. 
There will be bridge, whist and five 
hundred, and it is hoped that as many 
as possible will come.
«  4> *
Mrs. Miller’s many friends, are con­
gratulating her on her eighty-ninth 
birthday, which she celebrated on 
Nov. 20th.
Mr. B. T. Haverfield left on Thurs­
day last for two days’ hunting and fish­
ing With.Mr. Clarance.^
1. — P E R S O N A L  A T T E N T IO N
Our aim is to study youf requirements and 
to advise 3"ou accordingly.
2. ^ C 0 R R E G T  F IT T IN G
The important factor in buying |phoes. There 
is no euess' Avork when you allow us to fit 
you.
’ 3 .— N E W  S T Y L E S
W e  have on display at all times the latest 
in footwear. W e  invite you to come in and 
look them over;
4.— F A IR  P R IC E S
Our shoes are all marked at a reasonable 
selling price. D o  not be misled by false 
advertising. W e  guarantee that you cannot 
obtain the same high merchandise anywhere 
at lower prices.
W h y  buy your shoes out of toWn when this 
service by persons who understand shoe 
fitting costs you nothing 7 
A nd  the door-to-door salesman, W e  can 
offer you better merchandise At the same 
prices and insure you satisfaction.
Y O U R  S H O E  M A N  IS  M O R E  T H A N  A  M E R C H A N T .
W i l l i a m s
B E R N A R D  A V E N U E . K E L O W N A ,  B .C .
* - ♦
A  St. Andrew’s Church Committee 
meeting was held at Mr. Sarsons’ house
on Tuesday night.
"  ^ * ♦ ♦ .-
Mr. Collett attended a Directors’ 
meeting of the B. C. Beef Growers As­
sociation at Kamloops on Monday.
Mr. Percy Burrows, who was away 
on a job for several weeks, returned 
to his cabin the other day to find ■ aU 
his windows broken arid the door off 
its hinges. He had taken his belong­
ings out .and had left the. cabin un­
locked for hunters.
, .41..' 41' , • ■ ,
About thirty-five members _ were 
present at the Village Club meeting on 
Monday night. It was decided that 
rneetings  ^should be held in the ,Beue 
Viie H t^ll from ndW oh, and not in the 
packing-house. By n ihajority 
the subscription has been raised ^  50 
cents. The possibility of the Clue 
putting on a chicken supper was voted 
down by a small majority. 'The Presi­
dent suggested a box social and dance 
as a means of making money, and it 
was decided to put this oh, on Nov. 
27th. Each girl inust bring a box of 
food, which will be. auctioned off. ■
After business matters were, settled, 
the Music Committee put on a very 
good variety programme. Refresh­
ments were served and all mernher  ^
joined in “For She’s a  Jolly Good 
Fellow” and “Auld Lang Syiie” for 
Frances Emmerson, who is leaving for 
England shortly;
There will be a service at 3 o’clock 
at St. Andrew’s Church on Sunday. 
Members of the congregation are ask­
ed to bring gifts for the hospital. R 
will not be a special children’s serwe^, 
but they are asked to bring their ofiOTr
ings too. .  ^ ^
Simday School V ill be as usual at
10 o’clock.
Messrs. Mallarn, Bond, Hay and Dick 
Ford left on Saturday on a htmtm^ 
trip in the Chute Lake country. Th6y 
will hunt from their own cabin.
ELEVEN 
VARIETIES
Oxtail 
Celery 
Chicken 
Green Pea 
Asparagus 
Consonune 
Cream of Mush 
rooni
Vegetable Beef 
Tomato 
Vegetable 
Clam Chowder
A y lm er Simp 
LABELS
for Genuine
T U D O R  P L A T E
Every wom an wants a set of Genuine T IJ D O R  
P L A T E — Silverware so beautifully designed— so 
heavily plated and so exquisitely, finished it be­
comes a treasure!
Now , by u s i n g  A Y L M E R  SouprLabels, you can
quickly collect a full set— at a 
gular retail cost. Supplied in the Je^u tif^  B a r ­
bara” pattern-rtb match your A Y L M E R  ^ ^ u p  
Spoons. Start today— serve more delicious^ A ^  
M E R  Natura l Flavour Soups—-and S A V E  IW E  
L A B E L S . Send for free catalogue illustrating 
our Genuine T U D O R  P L A T E  (O neida Com­
munity) Offer.
CANADIAN CANpiERS (Western) LIMITED 
Vancouver, B.C.
SOUPS
FAGE TWELVE
T H g  KBLOWWA COURIER AH P P K A K A O ^
M
piioNE GORDON’S, 178 & 179
Meats arc Delicious and easy on your 
budget.
WEEK-END SAVINGS
17c 
20c 
16c 
17c
ROUND STEAK ROASTS OF BEEF;
per pound ..................................... ..........
DEEP SIRLOIN ROASTS OF BEEI';
per ib. ....................................................
SHOULDER ROASTS OF SPRING LAMB;
per lb. ......................................................
FRESH CAUGHT LIVE COD;
LAKE TROUT CHOPPED SUET VEGETABLES
PACIFIC COAST KIPPERS;
per lb...................... ..............................
f o r e  h a m s  o f  f r e s h  p o r k , TRIMMED;
per lb......................................... ..........
“Our Sugar-Cured Bacon Is Very Tasty
D. K. GORDON LIMITED
PHONES 178 and 179
PROVISIONERS
McKenzie
T H E  G R O C E R
214 TWO PHONES 214
CHRISTMAS CRACKERS
W e  have just ^n ip leted  opening
order of Mead and Field’s English C H R Ib  l  M A b
E R S  They run all prices, but we think especial value is
evidenced in the boxes at 25 c, 45c, 65c, 85 c, $1.00 and _$ 1.2.
T h t e  are also novelties, such as Snow Balls, Bombs, Cakes,
Gnome’s Home and others.
A L L  S IZ E S  O F  S A N T A  C L A U S  S T O C K IN G S , T O O .
ENGUSH TOFFEE
at prices to suit everyone.
t o ™  m
ROLLS at 50c per pound.
We have had another shipmenMhis week—
CIEEVES ASSORTED ENGUSH TOFFEE and also BUM AND
p -  ^  ■.............
CHRISTMAS CONFECTIONERY
we made mention of GANONG’S CHOCOLATES * 1 *
S L r t r e n  we have opened u p j  hah a 
MAS CANDY in pails, tins and boxes. All prices tuu, uu 
pJSul^ varieties at Two Bits and 35c per pound.
It’s not too early to do your Christnias buying are
in* Bnwe’s MINCEMEAT is here.. FRESH FKUllSs.
Fresh v e k e m to  a S S g ^ e e k l y .  New  Nuts in the shell nettt week.
GOOD SERVICE! GOOD QCALITV! GOOD VALUE!
G e o .  S .  M c K e n z i e
S U P P O R T  the W E L F A R E  C H E S T  D R IV E , N o v ^ _1 8 ^
BENEFITS FROM 
B. C. PRODUCTS 
MOVEMENT I
Mr. L . F. Champion Addresses j 
W om en’s Institute And Re­
tail Merchants’ Bureau
Outlining the aims and objects of 
I the Buy B. C. Products movement, M i.
L F. Champion, held rcprcscntaliyc of 
the B. C. Products Department ol the 
Vancouver Board of Trade, urged llie 
Kelowna Women’s Institute to suppoil 
home Industry and home 
his address at the Institute Hull > ts 
terday afternoon,'when he was greeted 
I by a large attendance of i members, a- 
mong whom his samples of var.ous B.
C. products were distributed.
Mr. Champion also addressed a din­
ner meeting of the Retail Merchants 
Bureau of the Kelowna Board of Tiadc 
in the Royal Anne Hotel in the even­
ing, the address being followed oy a 
helpful round table discussion.
Emphasizing the beneflts 
accrue by buying home products, M i. 
Champion outlined the growth of some 
of the major industries in the province, 
declaring that the B, C. products ’move­
ment. instituted’a number of years ago, 
was still going strong and had proved 
its worth and value to the province.
As a matter of fact the purchase of B.
C. products had increased 15 per cent 
over last year, imd last year 15 per 
cent over the previous year. This was 
an encouraging indication of the suc­
cess with which the campaign to foster 
and stimulate the buying of home pro­
ducts was meeting.
As an Instance Mr, Champion men­
tioned the building in Vancouver. In 
two government buildings, the addi­
tion to the post office and the arm­
oury, the stipulation had been made 
that where available only B. C. pro­
ducts should be used. But, while the 
buying of B. C. goods was 
the province still imported 40 mil­
lions of dollars worth of goods. A  
great percentage of these goods were
available In B. C., and ***®7®*"® 
of any article represented 40 per 
cent employment, he cstiniated that, 
if B. C. goods were bought instead 
of imported articles, 16,000 men could 
be employed at say $1,000 a yea*"*
There was nothing narrow about the 
1 Buv B. C. Products campaign. All that 
was asked was that the bmyer^should 
examine articles he wanted, and if tee 
home product measured up to im­
ported product in quality and the price 
was the same, to give preference^to 
the home article. This was a reason^le 
request. Why at any time buy indis­
criminately? The dollar spent at home 
circulated at home. The dollar spent on 
an imported product not, only did httle 
good to the community, but 
employment down. Why should tee 
province’s agricultural imports amount 
to $11,111,000? This bill could he cut 
considerably if buyers would use <^e  
and thought in their purchases, 
money spent with the farmers and fruit 
growers of the province would stay _ in 
the province and add to the prosperity
of the people. of the province.
Mr. Ghampion stated that he was 
particularly pleased with the Jne dis­
plays of B. C. goods made _by the Kel­
owna merchants this year. Their splen­
did co-operation in this respect was an 
added impetus to the movement.
Mr. Champion left today for Vernon.
ImcDo u g a l l  i ^ i
NOT GUILTY 
OF MURDER
(Continued from Page 1)
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Home
Patronize Your Local Merchant. And Receive The
Benefit.
—  S E E  T H E
Phone 661 P.O . B ox  293
NEW  CHRISTMAS
...L ING ER IE ...
P Y J A M A S . ,  d r e s s i n g  G O W N S
V a n  B a a itB  -  -  O iin n in g  -  -  O n ta r io  S ilk  K n it  a n d  K a y s e r
Van
Raalte
3 ’■ Length
StockinEs
! , f c  ’-.-rA, N J
i  e r a
FOR McCLARY STOVES AND RANGES 
STEVEN’S PAINTS a ::d  v a r n is Hes  
ROOFING & GENERAL MERCHANDISE
BASKETBALL
^  ' I ' W
First Local Game Next Saturday
The first home game of the seasori 
will be played on Saturday, when the 
famous Hat Freeman team from Spo­
kane will be entertained by the Fam­
ous Players at the Scout Hall.
The Freeman team paid two visits 
to Kelowna last season, taking the lo­
cals into camp both times but by very 
small margins. However, on making 
their tour of central Washington last 
February, the Kelowna Seniors secur­
ed revenge by defeating the Freeman 
.crew, on their home floor.
This opening event should prove to 
be one of the outstanding games of 
the year. The locals are practicing hard 
twice a week and should be in good 
shape for the tussle with their Amer­
ican friends.
The preliminary game will com­
mence at 8.30, in which it is expected 
that the School Jimiors and the S ^ t  
Juniors will provide a real battle. The 
feature game will not begin until 9AS; 
which will afford all storekeepers and 
their employees an opportunity to see 
the whole game.
The quality of the 1935 Canadian 
western wool dip is reported as beu^ 
particularly good and consignments 
for shipment to Great Britain via the 
Panama canal are slightly larger than 
a year ago.
for the knife to be held in McDou- 
eall’s left hand and to have mflictefi 
such a wound as Manuel received. 
This tended to refute evidence ad­
duced by Crown Prosecutor R. R-
Earle, K.C. j
The pioneer physician told the jury, 
which included several Kelowna men, 
that if the knife had been thrust _ near 
the temple it would have entered there 
instead of inerely ca\ising a slight 
wound and then continuing^down to 
the neck, as this was the softest part 
of the skull, with the bone  ^ structure 
very thin. He further dedared that 
it was Quite possible that the wound 
had been infiicted when the two were 
struggling, and not by a single thrust 
driven by the accused.
When questioned by Mr. Marsd^, 
Dr Boyce admitted that he had quite 
a lot to do with the commutation. 25 
years ago of the death sentence against 
McDougall for murder in connection 
with the shooting of a cousin. He also 
dedared that he was magistrate ^  the 
time, sent McDougall to Assize Court 
in this city at the preliminary hearing, 
and lat6r laid the. matter before the 
[then Attorney-General.  ^  ^ ^
“Thig ease reminds me of the story 
of Jean Valjean,” dedarefi Mr. Mars- 
den in his lengthy and doquent s u ^  
ming up of tee evidence before the
^^imring the defence counsel’s plea, 
he asked for an acquittal, as “it is a
straight case of self defence and was
manslaughter.’’
He also pointed out that there was 
1 no evidence that'the accused ■was _un- 
Lder the . influence of liquor at the time 
the killing occurred, and on the stand 
McDougall had given his evidence in 
such a way as to be telling the truth
SHORT - MEDIUM ■ TALL
Y o u  w o u l d n t  e x p e c t  th e m  
to w e a r  th e  s a m e  l e n g t h  s to c k in g
A ll women revel in the rihg" 
less flattery of “V an  Raalte 
chiffon and the sheer serviceabih- 
tv of the ringless service weight 
— but what pleases them most is 
the fact that they fit perfectly 
No more runs from the tugging oi 
too-short stockings. No ^  more
holes from garters gripping below  
the reinforced tops. No more rol­
ling to suit different corset gar­
ters And  their silken loveliness is 
so much more effective when it 
Clings smoothly, so much longer- 
lasting when it fits. Tones of 
stroller, Bali, trotteur, flint, rose 
Dijon, butterscotch, gunmetal and 
Bermuda sand.
K S, $ 1 .0 0
S H O R T
are 28 to 29 inches long. For small 
women, for slender legs, for those 
who wear long girdles.
m e d i u m
are 31 inches long. For those with
average figures and meditqn length 
girdles.
L O N G
33 to 34 inches long. For tall wom­
en, for large legs or for short gir- 
". dies. ■
NEW SCARVES
Sfrf ft ’swith their bright colourings. Some are shown 
te stripes. Also the hand woven scarves are
good. - 7 ^1.00, $1.50, $1.95 and $2.95
NEW BAGS AND PURSES
top handles and strap handles. A  very com 
prehensive S3.35 and S5.0I>
NEW BAGGAGE 
$12.50 “ “ $17.50
Aero Packs in black and b r ^ n  plmn^nd
i pabbled K «‘l>ers 50 $19.00
each     w  •
■: sr .»• >
$ t “
1
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OF CO LO NIAL DRESSES
Will be at our store alFday
MONDAY, NOV. 25th _
with a lovely range of
e v e n i n g
a f t e r n o o n
SUNDAY NITES and 
STREET DRESSES -
An opportunity to get real 
up-to-the-minute merchan­
dise from a very large
^^”a n t ic ip a t e  y o u r
CHRISTMAS REQUIRE­
MENTS n o w ;
CHRISTMAS HAN’CHIEFS
v»e>Trt» Boxed with two and three in a box. 
Sineie initial handkerchiefs in all white or 
Single _  Madeira and Chinese hand
iS S w e iT a r e  S “ dainty and raul! from 
- 25c to 75c each
d r e s s in g  g o w n s
Kenwood Dressing Gowns, made from a ban­
ket with, cord trimming and g ] _ 3 , 7 5
. S^p lIte 'flan n L  and g^^ns
with satin trim and $8.50
cloths, from .......... •
WRAPPED TOWELS
S1.00, $1.25. $1A0 and $1.95
NEW GLOVES
range of from 50c up to $5P0 a pair.
BEAUTIFUL LINENS
PILLOW SLIPS, all white, $1.75
PILLOW SLIPS, with pastel $ 1 . 9 5
ODD MADEIRA SERVIETTES,
LACE d o il ie s , round and °val. wtat
and ecru. 1 '5 C  7 5 C
Prices from, each
T l i o i w a s  L a w s o n *
.h t p p O R T  the w e l f a r e  C H E S T  D R IV E , Nov. 18-221
,S U P P O R T  the w  _  q u a l i t y  M E R C H A N D IS E
I P H O N E  215 K E L O W N A ,  B. C
eL/uue“di iicaea t,‘ ■— — .i. . it, I Hls Lordshlp declared that, even if the
      lli   , j .^ ^ot believe all that the . "^it-
“I have felt that what I am really, p  y if was up to them to deter-
fighting is the case 25 years he whether there was a reasonable
emiphasized. _ Idoubt in regard to the part, alleged
He also pointed butthat no flng^-1 Crown, McDougall played in
prints taken from the knife could be fatal struggle.
exhibited by the Crown. i;,| a„ in hi«; other summings of cases.
In replying to this Mr, E^ le  ^  McDonald stre^d  the law
declared that it was not i^ i'O'^ Sht that Mr. Ju^ st ce Crown
fingerprints were necessary and none pom^h^at^^ ^nd that this
had been taken. ^  never changes throughout the
Mr. Earle also stressed the point j ^ stressed that a person
the dead man did not Kg innoSit until he has been provedknife was whereas^ McDou^ ll,^ ^^ ^^ ^^  ^ doubt.
who was living there at the time, are the names of the jury:The judge ihstructed th ^ u ir  te ci^- Fo^^^^ Christian, Roy
regard the evidence Hunt’ J J Fell R. J- Stewart, G. B.
I  badminton I
*On*Simday last, a Kelowna team 
consisting oTM^dames Fr^ce  
grew, Richards, Miss Kusseiv k . pup 
ton D. Hayes, R. Haros and L. Rich­
ards went to Summerland for a m^ch, 
S n t e g  by 16 to 4. On the same ^ y .  
the following players 
Idwna at Armstrong: Misses E. Me 
Donald, D. LeatWey . N - §'  
McDonald, and C. Frien^ L*. Hill, • 
Taggart and M: Drage. They won 13
*°On Sunday next, the Penticton “A ” 
team will play at Kelowna, and the 
Kelowna “B” team will go to Pentic­
ton On the following Sunday. Sum­
merland “B” team will come to Kelow­
na for a return game. ^
Miss M. Taylor And Mrs. B. Johnston 
“  win Ladies’ Doubles
On Tuesday, a club tournament waj 
staged for ladie^ doubles an^m  the 
finals Miss M. Taylor and Mrs. i3. 
Jotefston defeated Miss H, Browne and 
Miss K. Hill. ■ _
E. Saunders And Bert Johnston Victors 
In Men’s Doubles
Winners of the men’s doubles tour­
nament, played last night, were Ed. 
Saunders und Bert Johnston, who beat 
R. Benmore and D. Hayes in the fina .
International Meet At Spokane 
Badminton players from .^ he Inter­
ior of B. C, have been mvited to at_ 
tend &n international badminton meet ■
at Spokane in January, and it is ^
able^that a fairly_ large 
from Kelowna, Vernon, ^m loops,. 
Penticton and adjacent points will 
make the trip. . *
A special invitation has been extend­
ed to^ ^Miss Margaret 
ladies’ champion, - and Miss Jocelyn 
Pease and They have definitely accep­t e d  It ”s suggested that a Greyhound
S g e  te  c h a f e d  to about twen- 
ty-flve players from Kelowna. ,
The big event at Spokane is the; 
Washington .State Tournament which
will be heia ^
1936, with players from California, 
Oregon and Washington, in addition to 
B. G., entering. _
In consideration of , ®'^ ®” *^’ *
annual South Okanagan^ tournament 
has been cancelled -for this year.
